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BREWSTER BASEBALL ASSOCIATION 
 

WE VOTE NONE OF THE ABOVE 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEADERSHIP 
 
 

Commissioner: Matt Rectenwald 
Vice Commissioner: Aaron Weiner 

League Director: Ron Collins 
League Advisor: Ted Schmidt 

PR Director/Historian: Stephen Lane 
 
 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
 

Primary Website: 
http://montybrewster.net/ 

Forums: 
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php 

HTML: 
montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/leagues/league_100_home.html 

Application: 
http://montybrewster.net/application-2/ 

Constitution: 
http://montybrewster.net/constitution/ 

 
 
Yep: 2035 and we’re still here. Guess you just can’t get rid of a good thing. And, you know what? WE’re getting 

bigger too. Thirty teams. Count’em. Bigger and better, that’s what they say, right? Bigger, better, faster, stronger, 

and barring a few exceptions we’re prettier, too. At least that’s the story, and we’re sticking to it. WE’ve all got 

faces a podcast loves!  Consider it the power of clean living…er…wait a minute…maybe it’s just something in 

the Vodak. Whatever the source, you get the idea. Don’t fight with nature. 

http://mbwba.whsites.net/
http://montybrewster.net/
http://baseballretrospective.com/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/phpBB3/index.php
http://www.montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/leagues/league_100_home.html
http://montybrewster.net/application-2/
mailto:mrectenwald@gmail.com
http://montybrewster.net/constitution/
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FINAL 2034 STANDINGS 
 

JOHNSON LEAGUE 

 
 

FRICK LEAGUE 

 
 

 
Geoghegan Round Doubleday Series Cartwright Cup Landis Memorial Series 

 

Johnson League 

 
Havana:4 

Louisville: 2 

Rockville 3 

Las Vegas: 2 

Rockville: 4 

Jacksonville: 1 
Havana: 4 

Rockville: 3 
Montreal: 3 

Charm City: 3 

Havana: 4 

Montreal: 0 

Frick League 

Long Beach: 3 

California: 2 

Louisville: 4 

Long Beach: 0 
Louisville:4 

Calgary: 2 
Omaha: 3 

Yellow Springs: 1 

Calgary: 4 

Omaha: 0 
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After all these years, it finally happened. 

 

After all the promises and the blood, sweat, and tears. After seeing 

a BBA team finally move to baseball-craved Havana in 2025, then 

go rudderless and win essentialy nothing for eight seasons. 

 

Yes, finally. 

 

The Havana Sugar Kings, a team that struggled to get through the end of the year with their first 

division title since arriving on the island, ripped through the playoffs and then destroyed a 

behemoth in Louisville to take their first-ever Landis. 

 

Just how starved are fans in Havana? Well, this starved—it’s a city that supports both a big 

league team and a AAA club. IT’s a place where baseball stars have been idolized like rock stars, 

a place where during the Castro reign some had to give their last coin to see a game, and still did 

it. 

 

So, when they won, it was bedlam. Of course it was bedlam. Much drinking of rum and dancing 

of the night. Much chanting. Much screaming at the top of lungs. There is some expectation that 

hospitals in Cuba are staffing up their materity wards in an expectation of a July boom. So, 

imagine the surprise on the face of fans as they arrived at the stadium two mornings later, 

expecting to find a throng of celebrating fans and players, only instead to find a phalanx of vans 

and trucks from “Mad City Moving” and a group of workers carting pieces of the team off. 
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That’s right. For the first time in league history, the winners of the Landis Memorial series were 

up and moving from Havana to San Fernando Vally, where they will join the Frick Pacific 

division. 

 

"It's a horrible day,” said Cuban news reporter Carlos Estefan through a makeshift internet v-

node. “The fans feel betrayed. They’re not going to forget this for a long time. I think it says 

something that the news was met with only occasional outbursts.” 

 

One such outburst was an impromptu bonfire into which fans tossed team jerseys and pennants 

and bobbleheads of owner Emmit Brown. Police were actively addressing the situation, arresting 

several on arson charges, but many fans just felt like time in the clink was worth it. 

 

“I’m going to send the fines to “Mr. Brown,” said one irate fans as he motioned toward the 

moving vans. “It’s his fault. He owes us. It was our butts in the seats when we won, and it’s our 

money he’s using to pay these guys. Loyalty means absolutely nothing to the BBA." 

 
The Team’s Movers Pause For a Picture 

 

“It’s like my heart’s been ripped from my chest,” said Angelina Lopez, dabbing at her eyes with 

the sleeve of her Reece Wareham jersey. “I really just can’t believe it.” 

 

Of course, in this game of Three Card Monty Brewsterball, for a better name, for every loser, 

there’s a winner. In this case, the winner is San Fernando, which is being handed a playoff 

caliber team to cheer for from the start. 

 

The city of San Fernando opened the coffers, offering tax rebates, help in approving zoning 

commissions to update a ballpark, many cans of coffee and many giggawats of power, not to 

mention a lab in which various flux capacitors could be manufactured. It was too much for the 
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Sugar King owner—who’s been known to play with electricity a little too much in his spare 

time—to pass up. 

 

In San Fernando, a group of fans convened in the parking lot outside the 

new ballpark, which will carry the Chico Bail Bond’s Corporate Logo, 

with signs and memorabilia to bask in the glow of the occasion. 

 

“A lot of us gathered at the office to watch the Landis every step of the 

way,” said Kate McDillon, one of the chief organizers who found the 

location for the flux capacitor lab. “We all figured the paperwork was 

just a formality by that time, so when the Bears clinched the series, we 

all got really excited. 

 

“It’s an awesome day,” a fan holding a We Cares for the Bears sign said 

as he watched construction trucks arrive at the site. "I hope we win it all 

again." 

 

 
 

So, yes, it is the best of times and the worst of times, depending on what side of world you’re on. 

The facts are the fact, though, and the facts are that this is a money game and that for all its 

wailing and gnashing of teeth about loyalty and devotion, it was just two seasons ago that the 

Sugar Kings were playing in front of a LOT of fans that that came to the park dress like empty 

seats. Team’s don’t just up and move, you know? There’s planning that has to happen. Decisions 

to be made. And that takes time. 

 

So, as a word to all you fans in Hawaii and Des Moines and Nashville and … 

 

…well, you get the point. 

 

You have to vote, you know? You have to show up. If you want to keep a team in your 

neighborhood, you have to stick with them through thick and thin. 

 

Because, you know, things do get better. With work and diligence and patience, the thin goes 

away and the victories come along. Baseball is a metaphor for life, you know? And it’s a 

metaphor because it works that way. 

 

So stick with it. Even in the worst of times. 

 

Because when the Landis arrives at your team’s front door, you don’t want it skipping out the 

back while no one’s watching. 
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WELCOME TO 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Yes, my friends, it’s a three-peat of the greatest kind. For the third season in a row we 
get to read dueling previews from Rockville GM Aaron Weiner and California GM 
Ted Schmidt. It’s a battle of prognosticating heavyweights as you’ve ever seen. This 
time it’s even more personal, because they’re going head-to-head in the Johnson 
League while I take a cut at the Heartland. 
 
So pull up the chairs, turn the pages, and be prepared to see how it’s all going to 
unfold. 
 
Of course, sometimes things go haywire. Messages get hazy in the etherous crossing 
between the neverwhere and the present—whatever that is, right? (Are you like me? 
Do you fight the urge to sign documents with the BBA year? Hmm… well, never mind, 
then. Let’s charge ahead. The point here is that while we’ve got these to Kings of the 
Future, you just never really know how things are going to work out. 
 
So you might as well still go ahead and spring for those season tickets to your favorite 
team’s games, all right? 
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2035: A Scan Across The League 
 
 
The past few years have been fantastic for dispelling demons from franchises’ past.  In 
2031, Jacksonville won their first title in franchise history, and then erased all memories 
of their futility by winning a second one in 2033.  Louisville performed nearly the same 
feat in 2032, winning their first title in 49 years, and then taking a second one in 2034.  
But few teams will have as strange a story as the Havana Sugar Kings.   
 
Forget for just a moment that they won their first title in 51 years, since they were the 
Buffalo Bison.  In 2017, Buffalo had their best chance at a championship erased by a 
bizarre space-time anomaly which set the Bison franchise back for fifteen years.  Then 
there’s the stranger parts of this season:  Havana wasn’t necessarily expected to make 
the playoffs and had already gotten approval from the league and from the State 
Department to move their team back into the United States, to the San Fernando Valley, 
where they are no doubt reveling in pornography and perfect weather.   
 
The fact that the trophy will read Sugar Kings in the San Fernando Bears’ lobby might 
bring about new demons if it takes another 50 years to win another title.  I predict we 
end up calling this either the Cuba Curse or the Curse of the Carillo, after Luis Miguel 
Carillo who scored the final run of the Landis Memorial last year on a wild pitch. 
 
Havana, now San Fernando, largely stood pat this offseason and therefore has to be 
considered a significant contender yet again, even while they move to the Frick League 
Pacific.  It shouldn’t be too tough a road back to the playoffs for the Bears either, as the 
new-look Frick League took on a lot of last year’s below-.500 ballclubs.  Because of the 
alignment, a few Frick League teams have to be considered virtual shoo-ins for the 
playoffs:  Yellow Springs, for example, and California.  Calgary, Long Beach, and Twin 
Cities are probably good bets to make it.  Omaha snuck in on the last day last year, too, 
so they have to be considered contenders this year.  Vancouver and Seattle weren’t too 
far off the pace, and it wouldn’t shock anyone to see Madison creep into the 
conversation. 
 
The Johnson League is a little less clear cut.  Jacksonville and Charm City were first and 
second in wins last year in the BBA with 107 and 106 respectively.  Though both teams 
are likely to fall back this year they’re both still obviously contenders.  Rockville might 
be the best team in the JL this year, or in the entire BBA; their young position players 
look scary and they had the top two pitchers in the JL last year.  Vegas is the biggest lock 
for the playoffs the league has seen since New Orleans was dominating the Frick League 
Midwest in the teens, and they did some serious talent acquisition this offseason.   
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We haven’t even mentioned Louisville and New Orleans, who are both solid clubs that 
could win it all this year if they get the right mix and the right timing.  Teams like 
Phoenix, Montreal, Mexico City, and Brooklyn are all dark horses to steal a wild card.  
So this is a deep and talented field with a lot of big questions to answer, eventually. 
 
Of course, given the intro, I bet what you’re wondering is:  who’s the most likely team to 
banish more demons this year?  Is it Las Vegas, who has won just one BBA title in the 
last fifteen years of playoff appearances?  Maybe it’s Yellow Springs, the original 
Phoenix Talons, who have never won a BBA title despite having made the playoffs for 
eight of the last nine seasons.  Or, New Orleans, perhaps, who has won seven 
championships but none in fifteen years. 
 
However this potentially wild BBA season shapes up, at least one team will remember it 
fondly, while others will remember it as another lost opportunity.  Havana fans 
understand. 
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J O H N S O N – L E A G U E 

ATLANTIC 
 
Ted Says: 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2034 

 W L W L RS RA 

Rockville 97 65 99 63 869 700 

Montreal 85 77 87 75 822 794 

Charm City 84 76 106 57 872 712 

Brooklyn 77 85 64 94 684 751 

Atlantic City 73 89 80 82 794 834 

 
Aaron Says: 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Rockville 95 67 99 63 869 700 

Montreal 84 78 87 75 822 794 

Charm City 91 71 106 57 872 712 

Atlantic City 74 88 80 82 794 834 

Brooklyn 72 90 64 94 684 751 

 
 
Ted Says: 
 

So reviewing the JLA from 2034 is a little odd, because it lost its division winner.  It also lost its 

last place team, so there’s some kind of symmetry there.  Last year, Jacksonville dominated all 

season long, while Montreal, picked by many to win the division, struggled mightily early on.  

Like last place mightily.  They eventually caught fire and took a wild card spot, after many had 

written them off.  What a year!  Someone check John Callahan’s heart.  Or check him for ulcers 

or something.  Charm City’s Brandon Slouck had to be really pleased as his Jimmies were 

picked to falter, and finished with an astounding 106 wins, which somehow was only good 

enough for second.  Atlantic City fell off as expected, and Brooklyn struggled with injuries and 

ineffectiveness. 

 

With two teams gone, the JLA will have to feature a new winner and a new bottom dweller. 

 

The smart money appears to be on the Rockville Pikemen, who surprised a few who thought they 

were not quite ready last year.  This year, no one is sleeping on the Pikemen, no one who is not 

in a coma at least. 

 

Montreal has lost some more pieces to free agency, and will likely battle Charm City for second. 
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That leaves Atlantic City and Brooklyn clawing to stay out of the cellar.  In reality, Brooklyn is 

probably the better team.  GM Alan Ehlers definitely thinks so, as his offseason was one you 

would expect from a team that expects to contend. 

 

There could easily be a shakeup in these projected standings, but it’s not likely to occur at the 

top.  Rockville should coast to a division title, their first in Rockville, and the first for the 

franchise since 2026. 

 

Aaron Says: 

 

The new-old look Johnson League Atlantic Division has kept something old, something new, 

something Charmed and something Brooklyn.  In what might be the most competitive division in 

the BBA, it still appears that we have a clear favorite in Rockville, but also a number of 

legitimate contenders for the division title. 
 
The Pikemen broke out in a big way with 99 wins last year, which wouldn’t have beaten out the 
Jimmies’ 106 victories.  Rockville has added some extremely talented young players to an already 
strong team, though, and they have two of the top ten starters in the BBA.  However, the way that 
the Jimmies and Rockville were jawing at each other last year  should make for some pretty good 
theater, especially if Charm City’s pitching holds up.     
 
Montreal is lurking and always dangerous, and while the loss of Cisco Guerrero could cost them 
some wins there’s no reason why the Blazers couldn’t hop up and steal this one.  Brooklyn is the 
most improved team in the league in terms of WAR, and while they didn’t have a good year last year 
they might catch lightning in a bottle.  The Gamblers may be the only team here without a chance at 
all, as Atlantic City is in an ugly conflux of talent-poor and payroll hell. 
 
 
It’s always a little brave to predict yourself to win anything, but the Pikemen were the better team by 
Pythagorean record and have improved this offseason.  It could be their first 100-win season in over 
a decade.  Of course, if Charm City performs the feat it would be their first 100-win season since, 
well, 2034.  So don’t pen anyone into the playoffs from this division yet. 

 



 

Rockville Pikemen 
General Manager: Aaron Weiner 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Rockville won 99 games last year, with 97 expected wins based on 

Pythagorean record.  They lost over five wins worth of players due to 

free agency and expansion. So why a 97 win prediction?  Well, I’m 

too chicken to predict more.  However, there’s no real reason to 

believe this team can’t be better.   

 

Dusty Rhodes had a great season for the Pikemen ins 2034, but it 

doesn’t seem like they will miss his production at all with Manuel 

Marino replacing him.  In fact, they may be better. 

 

The situation is similar with Lorenzo Palacios (who was drafted 

LAST YEAR) taking Chet Gabriel’s plate appearances.  Oh, and Chip 

Puckett is ready this year.  And Mario Guerrer is still a beast.  Look, I 

could just list all their players, but the point is they are good.  Perhaps 

not Las Vegas or Montreal circa 2030, or Jacksonville now good, but 

very, very good. 

 

The pitching side is where they set themselves apart from those 

previously listed offensive machines.  Arthur Dempster is coming off 

his first Nebraska award, and there’s little reason to think he can’t win 

another.  Enrique Gomez has shown some chinks in his armor this 

year, but should still pitch like an ace at the age of 35.  Perhaps this 

team has a collection of number four starters after their outstanding 1-

2 punch, but the quality of the offense and the top two more than 

make up for it. 

 

They’ll also be helped out a strong bullpen anchored by Aaron Campbell, Masahiro Ogawa, and 

Fernando Marquez.  It doesn’t get much better than that. 

 

After a lengthy rebuild and somewhat surprising in its timing only (perhaps not to Weiner) 2034, 

the Rockville Pikemen are ready to dominate. I’m actually pegging this as the high mark for this 

group, because it’s hard to see Enrique Gomez holding on much longer.  Aaron has to be thrilled 

he’s made it this far. 

 

Still, Rockville looks like the team to beat for the foreseeable future in the Johnson League 

Atlantic. Prediction: 97-65 

 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

97-65 

New Faces 

None 

Players Gone 

SP Juan Perez (FA) 
CL Armando Rasquilha 

(EXP) 
1B Dusty Rhodes (FA) 
RF Chet Gabriel (Exp) 

From the Forum! 

…Take that, Moneyballers. 

The Rockville Pikemen are 

currently second in the league 

in runs scored and runs per 

game, and a solid third in 

OPS, 

 

…If OOTP 19 crashes way less 

often than 18 I'm excited as 

hell. 
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Rockville Pikemen 
General Manager: Aaron Weiner 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

Rockville was projected in this space last year for 90 wins.  Generally 

my numbers are based on median amounts; I had figured Rockville 

could win as many as 95 games and as few as around 85, with a few 

outliers.  A 99-win season is an outlier.  Can the Pikemen repeat that 

kind of success despite losing batting champion Dusty Rhodes? 

 

Their pitching staff returns at full power.  Reigning Steve Nebraska 

winner Arthur Dempster and runner-up Enrique Gomez return with 

Bob Coleman added back to a rotation that also includes Andre 

Georges and failed rapper Robbie Van Mierlo.  Fernando Marquez is 

one of the best closers in the game and will attempt to bounce back 

from a disappointing Cartwright Cup.  The rest of the Rockville pen 

doesn’t look quite as menacing this year, but they should still be a 

solid group and will add Masahiro Ogawa full time to one of the better 

late-inning units in the game. 

 

Rockville’s offense was a bit of a surprise last year, finishing second 

in runs per game and OPS.  This was largely based on a .309 team 

batting average, which of course is one of the more unreliable stats in 

the game.  A ten-point drop in batting average last year would have 

still provided a strong sixth-place finish offensively in a fourteen-team 

league, however, and even a 15-point drop wouldn’t have taken them 

out of the top half.  This year, the offense might be less surprising.  Out are batting champion 

Dusty Rhodes and solid outfielder Chet Gabriel, and in are top prospects Lorenzo Palacios and 

Manuel Marino.  Marino and Palacios look like they’re ready to wreak havoc on the JL; Palacios 

is a strong Joe Gillstrom candidate and could even make some Sawyer Silk noise.  Top prospects 

Chip Puckett and Larry Blake look primed to take over the left side of the infield.  Catcher 

Francisco Flores finished second to Rhodes in batting average last year, and it’s not a fluke:  the 

20 year old has a lifetime .345 batting average.  Yi-ke Zang has made the All-Star Game in each 

of the past two seasons.  Valeri Kharlamov had a resurgence last year in a platoon role.  Jin-song 

Xuan has moved back to his original center field position, where the lifetime .320 hitter could be 

a star in his own right.  And we haven’t even mentioned the .331/39/126 monster first baseman 

Mario Guerrer.   

 

TL;DR:  Rockville might have the best offense in the JL this year. 

 

The Rockville farm has been somewhat depleted and they thus justifiably spent a fortune on 

IFAs this year, but they’ll have two picks in the top 30 or so and they still have some players in 

the pipeline.  This is a young, hungry, supertalented team that has already made a Cartwright and 

appears to have improved.  I’ll be a little surprised if Rockville, who the game has predicted will 

win the most games in the Johnson League this year, doesn’t take the JL Atlantic this season.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

95-67 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…Take that, Moneyballers. 

The Rockville Pikemen are 

currently second in the league 

in runs scored and runs per 

game, and a solid third in 

OPS, 

 

…If OOTP 19 crashes way less 

often than 18 I'm excited as 

hell. 
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Montreal Blazers 
General Manager: John Callahan 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

I wouldn’t be surprised if John Callahan isn’t a little worried about his 

Montreal Blazers.  I would be surprised if that’s a normal feeling for 

him.  Over the past eight seasons, his teams have averaged 93 wins, 

with last years 87 a low water mark (tied with 2031).  During that 

span, he’s never missed the playoffs.  Last year’s club certainly tried 

to, playing like one of the worst teams in the league for the first month 

plus of the regular season.  However, as the season wore on, they 

returned to typical Blazers form and worked themselves into a wild 

card berth. 

 

Still, a bit of apprehension wouldn’t be out of the question.  A season 

like last year’s raises question about the talent on the roster.  So let’s 

look at that talent. 

 

Aki Kondo’s struggles last year are of a concern.  He might always 

struggle with the home run, but his .327 BABIP allowed should 

improve.  Jubal Troop and Jesus Ramos are good front half starters.  

The rotation depth is good and has options. 

 

The Dragons don’t have a great bullpen, but Bob Sanderson should 

bounce back a bit and Alberto Ramirez should improve.  This is a 

solid appearing group. 

 

As far as hitting goes, this team probably has taken a step back, and 

that may be the most concerning thing.  The last eight years of Dragon 

dominance have been fueled by monstrous offensive output, but 

Gillstrom and Guerrero are gone.  Gung Ho is still one of the best bats 

in the league, and Robert Gowron can hit the ball a long way when he 

doesn’t strike out.  Mark Demspey is still a solid bat, but he doesn’t 

have an obvious spot in the lineup. 

 

While this team still has depth in players like Benjamin Dale, and Juan Santana, neither can be 

confused for Jorge Rodriguez.  This is still a good hitting group, but it’s not elite anymore. 

 

So there’s your concern for the Montreal Blazers.  Can this ballclub thrive without the offensive 

juggernaut that once fueled it?  I don’t really think so, not in the way they one did.  Despite a hot 

run to finish, last year’s win total is probably the new norm in Montreal.  Given John Callahan’s 

know make drastic moves if he’s not content, we may seen a very different Blazers team rather 

soon.  Prediction: 85-77  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

85-77 

New Faces 

RP Steve Russell (FA) 
C Joaquin Camacho 

(Trade) 
C Jake Blues (FA) 

3B Mark Dempsey (FA) 

Players Gone 

SP Jesus Tonche (Exp) 
RP Chris Brown (Exp) 

C Jim Miranda (FA) 
1B Cisco Guerrero (FA) 
3B Jesus Mojica (Exp) 
RF Adam Parrish (FA) 

From the Forum! 

…Of course if you looked at 

the numbers now…anyone 

could say that. 

 

…The season that never 

ends…Our starting pitching is 

starting to come around, our 

offense was on fire that sim, 

but our pen decided to shit the 

bed. 
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Montreal Blazers 
General Manager: John Callahan 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

Montreal was maybe the worst team in the BBA for the first month of 

last year, so much so that a poll was started to see whether people 

thought they’d even have a winning record.  Well, take that, Ass-

ociation.  Montreal not only won 87 games and a wild card last year, 

they didn’t get knocked out until the Doubleday, taking out heavily 

favored Charm City in the process.  Still, their 87 wins represented a 

tie for their worst record since 2026, and they lost superstar Cisco 

Guerrero, rotation member Jesus Tonche, and solid reserve Adam 

Parrish.  Do the Blazers have the firepower to return to the playoffs? 

 

With Guerrero gone, this team is now Ettienne R. Lafitte’s domain.  

They could do a lot worse, since Lafitte had arguably his best season 

as a professional last year, hitting 52 homers with a .331 average and 

posting an OPS 58% better than average.  The Blazers also took a risk 

and opened the pocketbook for former superstar 3B Mark Dempsey, 

who showed few of his usually superior plate skills last year and is 

now a legitimate injury risk on an eight-figure contract.  Dempsey is 

even more when you consider they’re supplanting solid young third 

baseman Gary Schneider.  Charles Martin, Juan Santana, and Joaquin 

Camacho should do a fine job setting up the big boys.  The Blazers 

don’t play especially good defense or get on base well, so they’re going to need  

consistency from their lineup, especially with Guerrero gone. 

 

The pitching staff has bigger questions.  Forget for a second that they allowed almost five runs 

per game last year and concentrate just on the precipitous fall of 2033 Steve Nebraska Jubal 

Troop, who saw literally all of his metrics, advanced and otherwise, fall last year.  If Troop is 

just infantry, it’s also possible the rest of the rotation are grunts.  Aki Kondo has some of the best 

stuff in the game but he also allowed a homer every five innings.  Jesus Ramos doesn’t have a 

quality third pitch.  Young knuckler Manuel Pena and more conventional righty Eric Franklin 

could give this rotation a little bit of consistency, or they could be just two young pitchers; they 

could also give Matt Hansen a try.  The staff has decent depth, a reasonably talented pen, and a 

veteran closer in Bob Sanderson, so there’s some hope for a positive jump here. 

 

Montreal’s young players have all found their way into the major leagues by now, and what was 

formerly the #1 farm in the game is now solidly near the bottom.  They’re going to need some 

jumps from Aki Kondo and a little bit of a bounceback from Troop, but those things could surely 

happen.  Write them in for a winning record again, but keep expectations in check:  this could get 

ugly in a hurry.  It’ll be interesting to see if they garner another mid-season poll. 

 

 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

84-78 

New Faces 

Trial Player 

Players Gone 

Trial Player 

From the Forum! 

…Of course if you looked at 

the numbers now…anyone 

could say that. 

 

…The season that never 

ends…Our starting pitching is 

starting to come around, our 

offense was on fire that sim, 

but our pen decided to shit the 

bed. 
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Charm City Jimmies 
General Manager: Brandon Slouck 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

I don’t think anyone predicted Charm City’s 106 win run last year, 

expect perhaps for GM Branden Slouck.  I certainly didn’t.  They 

outperformed their expected win total by 10 wins, and I don’t know 

that I would have predicted 96 wins for this group.  They just didn’t 

seem to have the pitching.  This year, they return sans 3-4 wins worth 

of players, without any big upgrades.  It’s hard to know what to expect 

from Slouck’s team. 

 

I’m a traditionalist in a sense, in that I like to start with pitching and 

defense.  Ace Egbert Behner is as good as anyone could want at the 

top of the rotation, and it seems Arturo Reyes, Tony Canales, and 

Irving Espinoza are better than anyone thought.  There doesn’t seem 

to be a fifth starter on the roster at the moment.  This team could use a 

number two starter, but it is better than I expected.  Then ‘pen is 

Wilmot Schlondorff, Norberto Leon, and after that not much else that 

doesn’t scream “meh” (which can’t really be screamed without losing 

its point). 

 

Defensively this group is quite good, which should hugely help out a 

pitching staff that seems to have some holes.   Whether or not this 

group will hit enough is another question entirely. 

 

It doesn’t seem too long ago that Charm City had an offense that was the envy of the league.  

Now that offense looks like Carlton Winson, Alfredo Salazar, and others.  Winson’s amazing 

numbers, and second straight Sawyer Silk speak for themselves.  Salazar is getting older, but is 

no slouch.  It’s a big drop off after those two to Aubery Anderson, and another one until you 

reach the next player up, whoever that is from a collection of good defending, lighter hitting 

candidates.  There aren’t any huge black holes, perhaps catcher, but there isn’t a ton to get really 

excited about either. 

 

In all honestly, I have no clue. 

 

This is a winning ballclub.  I’d peg them as an 85 win team, 90 in a good year.  But they 

obliterated those totals last year, with essentially this roster.  Even if we subtract their WAR 

losses from their expected wins, you still have a 90+ win team, which I find hard to see.  Perhaps 

this team is more than the sum of its parts.  They certainly played like it last year.  Still, I find it 

hard to believe they are significantly better than Montreal who seem to have a slight pitching 

edge, and certainly don’t look better Rockville. 

 

I’ll probably look like an idiot again, but I’ll stick to what I see.  Prediction: 84-78 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

84-78 

New Faces 

C Cesar Baron (Trade) 

Players Gone 

SP Luis Soto (Trade) 
P Bonaventure Habermas 

(FA) 
SP Randall Thomas (FA) 

C Don Logan (FA) 
C Alberto Padilla (FA) 

From the Forum! 

…Not many people would of 

predicted CCJ to be 41-26 on 

June 16th. But here they sit. 

 

…Can you really be a sex 

symbol if you can't grow a 

real, sexy mustache? 
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Charm City Jimmies 
General Manager: Branden Slouck 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

One small step for Charm City, one giant leap for expansion teams.  

The Jimmies didn’t go anywhere much last year, losing to Montreal in 

five games in the JL Geoghegan Round, but they did become the first 

expansion team in the modern era to win 100 games.  Easily the most 

successful of the four teams added before the 2029 season, Charm 

City has now made the playoffs in four consecutive years and could 

add a fifth to that if their players cooperate. 

 

Any discussion of Charm City has to start with All-Universe third 

baseman Carlton Winson, who the Jimmies just signed to a six year 

extension despite the fact that he’s 32 because, well, he’s Carlton 

Winson and had a 1.061 OPS last year and 64 homers.  At third base.  

Winson led a Charm City attack that had a remarkable 291 homers 

last season.  Alfredo Salazar is one of the best second fiddles in the 

game, though he’s likely been priced out of rejoining the team next 

season.  Paul Backstrom was fantastic, and Aubrey Anderson 

continued his very solid run of 30-homer seasons.  Maximo Quezada 

doesn’t look like a 

30 homer man until you see his numbers, and then he surely does.  The team plays decent 

defense with Quezada the star in center field.  The team has a real hole at catcher having lost 

both ends of their platoon. 

 

If the Jimmies hit 291 homers again it might not matter what the pitching staff does, but there are 

legitimate questions about the Jimmies’ pitching staff.  Egbert Behner is rock solid, but he hasn’t 

captured the magic that made him one of the league’s top five starters three years ago.  Tony 

Canales and Irving Espinosa are solid rotation men, but one has to think that Canales’ 16-6, 3.86 

season might be a career year and Espinosa’s back to back seasons of a 3.28 ERA or better have 

to be one of the biggest surprises in the BBA, not to mention Arturo Reyes’ 18-9, 4.15 year.  

You have to suspect that Norberto Leon will also find his way into the closer role this year, 

where he should be very good.  The rest of the Charm City pen is highly suspect, however, so the 

consistency of the starting pitching will be key. 

 

If those guys pitch as well again you can absolutely pen Charm City into the playoffs with at 

least 95 wins.  I have my doubts, as I had them last year when I put Charm City with less than 90 

wins.  Clearly I did a little bit of underrating.  Charm City has zero top 100 prospects and just 

just three in the top 150, so they’d better be able to perform again on the field.  They look pretty 

ripe for a playoff spot again, even while I imagine that their 291 homers and their bullpen revert 

to the mean. 

 

 

.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

91-71 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…Not many people would of 

predicted CCJ to be 41-26 on 

June 16th. But here they sit. 

 

…Can you really be a sex 

symbol if you can't grow a 

real, sexy mustache? 
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Brooklyn Robins 
General Manager: Alan Ehlers 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

There might not be a more fundamentally changed team in the entire 

Brewster than the Brooklyn Robins.  Future ramifications aside, the 

team made a big slash acquiring Mario Balderas and Ken Bates via 

trade, then improving upon that by adding Cisco Guerrero in free 

agency. 

 

Brooklyn only won 68 wins games last year, but their record by runs 

scored was a somewhat better 74-88.  By WAR, they’ve added ten 

wins to that total via offseason moves. 

 

Of course, these projections are always complicated by player 

development, variance and aging.  Let’s take a look and see what we 

have. 

 

For starting pitching we have Franciso Ruiz as a top option.  After that 

Ken Bates and Jorge Perez are the next best options.  There are a 

plethora of somewhat homer prone 4 and 5 options that could be okay 

in Brooklyn’s park.  That’s okay, but not a something you could 

describe as a strength.  If Manuel Romero was a bit further along, I’d 

be singing a different tune. 

 

The pen is decent, with Alan Dominguez at the anchor.  Lots of homer 

prone guys here as well.  Again, park effect versus 81 games on the 

road is key. 

 

Brooklyn has solid, but not spectacular defense so they won’t steal 

games that way.  So can those defenders hit?  Well, they look a lot 

better than before.  Chris Workman and Antonio Valentin are good on 

base guys.  Cisco Guerreo and Balderas are known mashers, and 

should be fine for this year and next.  The Smiths Harold and Sean are 

decent for their positions, but the 7-9 spots in the range from weak to black holes. 

 

Sadly, I just don’t see it. 

 

A ten win improvement on their record via runs scored would have Brooklyn at 84 wins.  I don’t 

know that I can believe that.  A ten-win improvement over their actual record is a more likely 

projection.  Prediction: 78-84 

.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

77-85 

New Faces 

SP Ken Bates (Trade) 
SP Jon Chandler (FA) 

RP Oginga Couje (Trade) 
RP Mark Little (FA) 

1B Cisco Guerrero (FA) 
1B/DH Ricardo Guzman 

(FA) 
RF Mario Balderas (Trade) 

Players Gone 

SP Tavio Ciccolella (EXP) 
LF Henry Rectendberg 

(Trade) 
CF Alvin Dickinson (EXP) 

From the Forum! 

…The Brooklyn Robins have 

long been known for their man 

crushes on veteran pitchers 

past their prime. You can now 

add Juan Hernandez to the list 

of overpaid hurlers. 

 

…Must be nice to play in a 

such a grand division where a 

.485 winning % leaves you .5 

games out of the playoffs. 
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Brooklyn Robins 
General Manager: Alan Ehlers 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

Few teams have made a bigger splash this offseason than the 

Brooklyn Robins, who added 71 homers to their lineup when they 

added Cisco Guerrero and Mario Balderas.  Considering how poorly 

the Robins’ offense performed last year, they needed a big 

improvement, and on the surface it appears they got one.  Balderas 

and Guerrero aren’t the only improvements to the Robins this year, 

but they are the most notable.  Do the two additions, along with aging 

Jon Chandler, make the Robins worth noticing in 2035 after a 68-win 

season? 

 

It’s worth noting that Guerrero and Balderas, two of the most 

consistent performers in the game over the last decade, aren’t the only 

players on this ballclub.  Outfielder Harold Smith has been 

remarkably consistent, and 2B Chris Workman is continuing his 

stellar career with the Robins, his fifth team.  They have a few guys 

who could go either way, like Antonio Valentin or Sean Smith, though 

Ricardo Guzman might put Valentin out of a job.  Earl Jackson should 

do some good work with a full-time job this year, but hoping for 

another .270 season out of Arief Atalas is probably optimistic at best.  

Bottom line:  this is a much improved group with their additions. 

 

That’s the good news.  The bad news is that the pitching staff is an 

awfully suspect group on its own.  Jon Chandler is a nice name, but he’s old, injury-prone and at 

36, isn’t the same guy he was just two years ago.  He’ll do a solid job probably, though, until he 

fades into retirement and the Hall of Very Good.  Ken Bates is the ace around here, and he’s 

good; he led the JL in WHIP last year in part because of his 4/1 K/BB ratio and in part because 

his defense were champs for him.  Jorge Perez could improve at just 21 years old; his numbers 

were fine last year but advanced stats didn’t like him.  Juan Hernandez is Juan they probably 

would like to have gone.  A lot of over the hill pitchers, question marks, and just plain 

mediocrities round out the staff, and any logical projector wouldn’t think much of this group. 

 

The Robins have worked on their farm, and they have two legitimate top 30 prospects in Manuel 

Romano and Manuel Andres.  Ryosei Akiyama has some talent as a reliever, and Jose Zuniga, 

last year’s #1 pick, looks like a strong powerhitter.  I like their farm overall, and given a few 

more years Brooklyn might rebuild.  It’s interesting they’d try to push this year, in this division, 

with three of last year’s playoff teams.  While I can see them finishing above perhaps Atlantic 

City, it’s a huge stretch to consider playoffs. 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

72-90 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…The Brooklyn Robins have 

long been known for their man 

crushes on veteran pitchers 

past their prime. You can now 

add Juan Hernandez to the list 

of overpaid hurlers. 

 

…Must be nice to play in a 

such a grand division where a 

.485 winning % leaves you .5 

games out of the playoffs. 
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Atlantic City Gamblers 
General Manager: Joshua Biddle 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

The Atlantic City Gamblers have been right around .500 the last 

couple seasons, and that may be the high mark they can achieve this 

year. 

 

That may seem like a dire prediction for a team that won 90 games 

just a few years ago and still has many talented players, but it’s hard 

to see much more out of them. 

 

Offensively they have some promise.  Glen Gorman had a breakout 

year in 2034 before getting hurt. Young first baseman Gustavo 

Aguilera could bounce back, and veterans like Bucky Dornster and 

Ricardo Hernandez are solid.  Stanley Permiutter also looks like a 

good young corner OF, at least against right handed pitching.  They 

defend well at the positions that don’t hit. 

 

This is an alright group.  You can win with these bats.  Well, you can 

win with those bats if you can pitch, but I’m not sure How well 

Atlantic City will do that. 

 

Dan Cannon is a fine first option.  Antonio Correa, on the other hand, 

showed up this spring throwing slower than he had previously and has 

slowed down more.  He may rapidly be on the way to joining Eduardo Lopez in the dead money 

category.  New Gambler Tomas Suarez is alright, but the other new signings John Woods and 

Juan Jose Elizando are anything but reliable. 

 

If Elizando repeats last year’s performance, if could be a boon for this group, but that’s a pretty 

big ‘if”.  The bullpen is going to give up a lot of leads.  Let’s just leave it at that. 

 

Well, we all have down years.  They’re really not so bad. 

 

What is bad is the high likelihood that Atlantic City is about to have a bunch of down years in a 

row.  The previously mentioned dead money duo of Lopez and Correa will be owed 124 million 

over the next three years, or 46% of Atlantic City’s available max cap space during that span. 

 

If the Gamblers stumble out of the gate, look for GM Joshua Biddle to sell.  Pieces like Dan 

Cannon and Bucky Dornster could pull a nice return.  Prediction: 73-89 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

73-89 

New Faces 

SP Juan Jose Elizando 
(FA) 

SP John Woods (FA) 
SP Tomas Suarez (FA) 

Players Gone 

C Juaquin Camacho 
(Trade) 

RP Jose Gutierrez (FA) 

From the Forum! 

…Gorman injury is a killer, 

horrible week without him 

 

…I believe there to be at least 

three incidents that I avoided 

in real life thanks to sim 

racing, thoug... 
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Atlantic City Gamblers 
General Manager: Joshua Biddle 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

Atlantic City has the third highest player payroll, which should pretty 

much always be followed by the phrase “and they’re trying to win 

their third consecutive division title.”  Instead, Atlantic City has spent 

the last two seasons mucking it up around a .500 record, and there are 

plenty of reasons to believe they’ll find their way below that mark this 

season. 

 

The pitching staff is led by Dan Cannon, a top five lefty starter whose 

advanced metrics show how good he is.  However, after Cannon, 

we’re talking about a lot of big question marks.  The $25 million man, 

Antonio Correa, seemed to have gotten older in a big way this 

offseason – and 12-12 with a 4.93 ERA isn’t earning his dough.  The 

team is rolling the dice on junkballing righty Tomas Suarez and wild 

man Juan Jose Elizando, both of whom come with cautionary labels.  

Young starter Javier Venegas hasn’t shown anything yet, though he 

has a little promise if he can keep the ball in the ballpark.  Lefty John 

Woods is a bounce-back candidate, perhaps.  The pen is largely 

unproven and as highly suspect as the rotation, if not moreso, and we 

haven’t even mentioned Eduardo “Money Pit” Lopez, who’s making $25 million to be a disaster. 

 

The offense might potentially be even weaker than the pitching staff.  The lineup is led by two of 

the more underrated players in the game, third baseman Bucky Dornster and CF Ricardo 

Hernandez, though Hernandez is a liability in center field.  I think we might have seen the best of 

Glenn Gorman and Derrek Kennedy, which is not good news for the Gamblers.  First baseman 

Enrique Gomez was absurdly good in a part-time role, but that’s a mirage.  Stanley Perimutter 

might take a step forward, but he’s got huge holes against lefties.  Jose Vela could be a lot better, 

but thus far has shown no signs of having a clue at the plate.  The team is also not strong 

defensively other than Vela and Dornster and has some legitimate problems in the outfield. 

 

I’m putting this team on 74 wins this year, but keep in mind that’s central tendency.  I think their 

high mark is around 80-82 wins, and their low mark is somewhere around 66.  This team could 

crash pretty hard this year barring a Cannon carry or some kind of spark from nowhere.  Atlantic 

City has a few solid prospects and might stay close to the .500 mark, but a team that’s planning 

to pay Dornster $26 million in 2038 (and over $18 million in four of the next six seasons 

guaranteed) is severely limited in what they can do to fix their problems.  I think this is the year 

ATC drops completely out of contention. 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

74-88 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…Gorman injury is a killer, 

horrible week without him 

 

…I believe there to be at least 

three incidents that I avoided 

in real life thanks to sim 

racing, thoug... 
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J O H N S O N – L E A G U E 

SOUTHEASTERN 
 
Ted Says: 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Jacksonville 95 67 107 67 950 686 

Louisville 92 70 99 63 847 730 

New Orleans 89 73 86 76 760 739 

Huntsville 75 87 64 98 681 838 

Nashville 52 110 56 106 605 834 

 

Aaron Says: 

 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Jacksonville 92 70 107 67 950 686 

Louisville 90 72 99 63 847 730 

New Orleans 87 75 86 76 760 739 

Huntsville 68 94 64 98 681 838 

Nashville 63 99 56 106 605 834 

 

Ted Says: 

 

The new Johnson League Southeastern may currently be the most competitive division in its 

league.  It features two division winners from last year, who also happen to have won four of the 

last five Landis titles, a New Orleans team that overcame injuries to make a playoff run, and a 

resurgent Huntsville under new leadership. 

 

Also … there is Nashville.  In all seriousness however, Nashville has a tremendous farm system 

and shouldn’t be a bottom dweller too much longer. 

 

Jacksonville won the most games in the league last year, and Tyler Simmons has once again 

retooled his rickety veteran pitching staff into a somehow solid cohesive unit.  They only have to 

be just good enough, because Jacksonville once again has a league leading offense. 

 

Louisville and New Orleans are deep, young, talented teams, that could conceivably leapfrog 

Jacksonville if the baseball gods prove finicky.  Huntsville may be the most improved team in 

the league. 

 

And Nashville is well …. Nashville.  They will lose a LOT of games. 
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This division looks like Jacksonville’s to lose, but there are good GMs here and anything can 

happen.  (Except Nashville losing less than 100 games).  Furthermore, the Johnson League 

Southern looks like a legitimate powerhouse going forward, and could provide us with multiple 

Landis winners in the next few years. 

 

Aaron Says: 

 

The inaugural season of the JL Southeastern division should have a number of solid contenders 

in it, and could produce as many as three of the six playoff teams in the JL this year.  It’s a 

division of haves and have-nots and not much in between, and it’s a long way to go to make sure 

that Jacksonville and Louisville, winners of four of the last five BBA titles, won’t play each 

other in a Landis again any time soon. 

 

All of the teams in this division do have some warts, however.  Jacksonville’s pitching staff got 

depleted in the offseason and they’ll have to make sure that they’re very careful with the few 

solid starters they have left.  They may actually be overrated, but 107 wins and a great offense 

will do that to a prediction.  Louisville lost Stu Hopkins but gained a Brit; few teams lost more in 

the expansion draft but they still look like a playoff contender.  New Orleans has a nice, balanced 

attack which should put them smack in the middle of contention. 

 

Then there’s the have-nots.  Huntsville made a serious charge this offseason, but they started so 

far back that it might not make a difference.  And Nashville is one of the league’s worst teams, 

though has one of the best farm systems around so, you know, watch out in three years. 

 

This one could come down to the wire with three good teams duking it out for the crown.  My 

best guess is Jacksonville winning this thing, but not a lot separates the top three teams on paper 

and we could see a real dogfight. 

 
 



 

 

Jacksonville Hurricanes 
General Manager: Tyler Simmons 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Jacksonville had a magical season last year, riding the Johnson 

League’s best offense (by almost 80 runs) and third best pitching staff 

to 107 wins.  Even more remarkably, they won 107 games playing in a 

division that sent FOUR teams to the playoffs and featured a 106 win 

Charm City and 99 win Rockville.  They did lose to Rockville in the 

Doubleday round, which came as a big disappointment. Still, fans 

fortunately can look to have a very strong team in 2035. 

 

The starting rotation looks quite different this year.  Gone are 

longtime front of the rotation option Tully Crow and workhorse Mario 

Mendez.  In their place are Jose Cavazos and Mario Gonzales.  That’s 

probably a slight downgrade.  Still, Manuel Ramirez is back as is Luis 

Manuel Torres.  Perhaps newcomers Raul Gerala or Jose Carlos Soliz 

can provide quality innings. 

 

The bullpen is still good, with Peter Grady, Netuno Markert, Rob 

Fuller, and Lorenzo Montalvo among others who will prevent late 

inning reversals of fortune. 

 

Overall, I don’t think this staff is quite as good as last seasons, but 

they are still above average. 

 

While the pitching is strong, Jacksonville’s hallmark is a relentless, talented offense.  Norris 

Rutledge, Alfredo Martinez, Donald Noburo, Victor Chavez, Aloysious Gonzaga.  They just 

keep coming at you.  The weak guys are the middling hitters on other teams. 

 

They also defend well, which probably is the reason Jacksonville’s staffs always seem to 

overachieve a bit. 

 

The Hurricanes have a core of hitting stars in their prime, surrounded by veteran pitchers and 

role players.  There is no reason to believe the Hurricanes won’t be very good in 2035, and win 

their second division title in as many years (albeit in a new division). Prediction: 95-67 

 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

95-67 

New Faces 

SP Jose Cavazos (FA) 
SP Mario Gonzales (FA) 
SP Raul Gerala (Trade) 

Players Gone 

SP Tully Crow (Trade) 
SP Mario Mendez (FA) 

From the Forum! 

…If the lineup stays healthy, it 

will be hard for teams to string 

together wins; but we do have 

a history of injury problems 

and there's still 7 weeks left in 

the season. 

 

…You can pry my Canes from 

my cold, dead hands. 
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Jacksonville Hurricanes 
General Manager: Tyler Simmons 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

 

The Jacksonville Hurricanes have followed a pattern over the last four 

seasons.  In 2031 they won their first BBA title and in 2032 they 

didn’t make it out of the JL Playoffs.  In 2033, they won their second 

BBA title, and last year, again, they didn’t make it out of the JL 

playoffs, falling to upstart Rockville in the Doubleday after getting a 

107-win bye.  So we’re predicting a title for the Hurricanes, right?  

Not on your life.  If you remember that golden CCR oldie “Have you 

ever seen the rain/coming down on a sunny day,” you might be 

inclined to think of this version of the two-time champion Hurricanes, 

whose pitching staff looks like a Class 5 disaster area. 

 

It’s not so much the names as the fact that they’re just not the same as 

they were.  The staff WAR leader based on last year’s stats was new 

signee Gonzalez with a highly marginal 2.4 mark, and last year’s #1 

and #2, Tully Crow and Mario Mendez, are both gone.  The signing of 

Gonzalez and Jose Cavazos sounds good on paper until you realize 

that one is 35 and one is 36, and that both lefties are coming off 

mediocre seasons.  Luis Manuel Torres is probably more the pitcher 

we saw in  

2032 and 2033 than the 11-3, 3.45 fantasy stud he was last season.  Raul Gerela has the talent to 

be a solid rotation member, but has back-to-back ERAs above 4 in California, a notable pitcher’s 

paradise.  Ruben Nunez will probably be fine, and Manuel Ramirez should post solid work if he 

can stay healthy and doesn’t show additional signs of aging at 36 years old.  The bullpen, led by 

superstar closer Peter Grady and a cast of solid citizens should be fine, but the huge questions in 

the rotation have to be answered before anyone endorses this team for a title run. 

 

This fact is true even despite an offense that might be the best in the Johnson League.  David 

Noboru and Alfredo Martinez lead a potent attack that also includes Aloysius Gonzaga, perennial 

30-homer man Norris Rutledge, and solid batsman Vicente Chavez.  Likely improvement 

candidate Luzvimindo Arbizo should provide solid leadoff work.  Star defensive shortstop Max 

Hatcher was one of the strangest 20-homer men in recent history, though he hit an appropriate 

.192 while doing so (and might be keeping the seat warm for top prospect Voitto Stromberg). 

 

The Hurricanes are in one of the more precarious of all situations:  they will likely have to outhit 

their opponents to win because their pitching staff has become shaky at the core.  The team does 

have two top pitching prospects, but neither one of them is anywhere near close to the major 

leagues.  They still have $9 million in cap space and one of the top GMs in the game, and they’ll 

probably make the playoffs, so enter the randomizer.  Still, I’m predicting a serious drop in wins.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

92-70 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…If the lineup stays healthy, it 

will be hard for teams to string 

together wins; but we do have 

a history of injury problems 

and there's still 7 weeks left in 

the season. 

 

…You can pry my Canes from 

my cold, dead hands. 
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Louisville Sluggers 
General Manager: Nigel Laverick 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

How much difference does a GM make?  Well, I’d like to say we’re 

about to find out. 

 

Lousiville has been a very good team over the past few years.  They 

are young, deep and talented.  With the great wanderer Nigel Laverick 

being given the keys to the mansion, I’d hope we could put our 

wondering to rest (and it would be nice if Laverick would rest in 

Louisville for a decade or so).  However, one look at what this team 

lost during the offseason should be enough to tell you we won’t get to 

find out this time. 

 

While none of the losses are crippling, the sheer number of above 

average players the Sluggers lost is staggering.  Of the 30 teams in the 

Brewster, they are dead last in WAR lost at 8.6.  You could argue that 

this is Laverick’s doing, but between Louisville’s young talent hitting 

its arbitration years and the expansion draft, the cracks in the cement 

were already there.  

 

Now, none of this is to say that Louisville can’t be good in 2035.  

That’s how deep the Sluggers were. 

 

Mario Villareal, Kevin Morales, and Pepe Jaramillo still head this 

staff.  You still have depth options a plenty with Doug Clement, 

Felipe Chavez, Rogerio Vazquez and Ramon Garza.  Some of those 

guys will move to the bullpen to help out Lando Klomp and Carlos 

Rosa. 

 

The Sluggers pitching will be fine, good even. 

 

Offensively you still have Fernado Cruz, Gabriel Talamate, Sean 

Macquire, Geroge Lee Anderson V, Jamie Ramirez, Desiderius 

Kirshbaum, and of course, the grand old man of the game, Brian 

Clough. 

 

This group is versatile and defends well. So things are looking good in Louisville. 

 

They’ll duke it out with Jacksonville and New Orleans for the division, and should enjoy some 

post season baseball.  Prediction: 92-70 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

92-70 

New Faces 

LF Desiderius 
Kirschbaum (FA) 

Players Gone 

SP Abel Gibson (Trade) 
SP Aldo Hes (Trade) 

CL Felipe Murillo (EXP) 
CL Esteban Velasquez 

(FA) 
2B Andre Wellington (FA) 
3B Ken Gerhart III (EXP) 
LF Ramiro Marino (FA) 

DH Ed Curry (Trade) 

From the Forum! 

…I’m Nigel and I was 

appointed the new GM of 

Louisville in August when it 

became clear that “The 

Genius” had gone behind the 

Board’s back and signed up to 

be the GM of the BBA 

expansion franchise in 

Wichita. 

 

…Question though as I 

continue my learning quest - 

“what are the intangible 

ratings you speak of”? 
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Louisville Sluggers 
General Manager: Nigel Laverick 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

A hearty welcome back to the JL for both Louisville and our resident Dr. 

Who, Nigel Laverick, who comes complete with a British accent (we think).  

He couldn’t have started in better circumstances:  Louisville has won two of 

the last five BBA titles, won 99 games last year and have been a perennial 

contender for a long time.  The Sluggers suffered a few dings this offseason 

to both the pitching staff and lineup, but should return enough firepower to 

contend for another playoff spot this season barring other problems. 

 

The Sluggers offense is still a strong unit despite a few losses on the 

periphery.  Fernando Cruz continues to be one of the league’s most consistent 

powerhitters, and ageless wonder Brian Clough continues to put up .300 

seasons at the age of 40 (and with good health should get his 3,000th hit this 

year).  Their lineup features players like on-base machine George Lee 

Anderson and star catcher Shag Hopkins, and consistent performer Sean 

Maguire.  They might miss players like Ed Curry and Ramiro Marino more 

than they think, but they should hit plenty with the group they have now. 

 

Louisville’s pitching staff took some serious hits in the bullpen this offseason, 

but they had a little bit of room to maneuver and should still be okay.  Ace 

Kevin Morales won his first Steve Nebraska at the age of 22 last year, and he 

and #2 starter Pepe Jaramillo combined for 37 wins.  Mario Villareal has been 

a consistent #3 starter.  Rogerio Vazquez should be a solid #4.  The team lost 

stud relievers Felipe Murillo and Esteban Velasquez this offseason, but the 

remaining pen should be good enough. 

 

Louisville will obviously have a new look this season and beyond because 

Stu Hopkins is now the general manager of Wichita, and the Sluggers should be fine.  Notice, though, 

that I’m not jerk enough to say they’ve got a Genius-free existence:  who am I to judge Nigel’s intellect?  

Early results are mixed, but we’ll see what happens in the regular season and beyond.  Louisville’s cap 

situation has cleared up to the point where they’re basically able to go any which way this offseason, but 

they also haven’t been able to build much a farm because of their run of success.  For now, it’s 

predictable that the Sluggers will have a winning record and contend for a wild card, but things are less 

certain next season and beyond. 

   

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

90-72 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…I’m Nigel and I was 

appointed the new GM of 

Louisville in August when it 

became clear that “The 

Genius” had gone behind the 

Board’s back and signed up to 

be the GM of the BBA 

expansion franchise in 

Wichita. 

 

…Question though as I 

continue my learning quest - 

“what are the intangible 

ratings you speak of”? 
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New Orleans Crawdads 
General Manager: Jim Roberts 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Another team with a shot of unseating Jacksonville at the top of the 

Southern is New Orleans. 

 

Last year they won 86 games, despite losing their best two pitchers to 

injuries.  The also feature a deep, talented offense, that will look 

markedly different as Mark Demspey will not be their opening day 

third baseman for the first time in 13 seasons. 

 

The cornerstones of the Crawdads attack will be catcher Hsin Mei and 

first baseman Yancy Cravat.  Augmenting them are longtime Crawdad 

Arthur Norris left-fielder, DH Luke Pratt and infielder Reynaldo Ruiz.  

Life isn’t too bad when your worst bat is Antonio Mendez. 

 

One area of concern will be defense, as the Crawdads look to be 

subpar at short or second, depending on where Ruiz plays, and center-

field.  

 

On the other side of the ball, Hector Amaral and Freddy Delgado form 

one of the better on-two’s in the league.  Yoshimatsu Yamaguchi isn’t 

a bad number three.  They got by with varying performances from 

Gabriel Alfonso and Sergio Franco in the number four and five spots 

last year, and will need to improve there if they want to catch 

Jacksonville. 

 

The bullpen is very strong, featuring Luis Ortega, Joe Whitaker, Joaquin Romano, and Rafael 

Morales.  Offenses playing the Crawdads will be facing some very short games. 

 

The 2035 New Orleans Crawdrads aren’t flawless, but they are a strong team, one that can enter 

the season with division title and Landis hope. 

 

Injuries to their thin starting pitching could be critical. Prediction: 89-73 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

89-73 

New Faces 

C Jim Miranda 

Players Gone 

RP Bart Ender (EXP) 
C Marcus Forryan (EXP) 

1B Juan Parra (EXP) 
3B Mark Dempsey 

From the Forum! 

…Gabriel Alfonso. Not a name 

that probably rings a bell 

around most front offices in 

the BBA, but around New 

Orleans, he has been an 

invaluable player for the better 

part of a decade. 

 

…I’ve always wondered...what 

do the highlights mean? 
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New Orleans Crawdads 
General Manager: Jim Roberts 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

One of the things you could set your watch to for over a decade was 

the New Orleans Crawdads in the playoffs.  Playing in a weaksauce 

division some years and truly dominant in others, the Crawdads have 

had exactly one losing season since – not a typo – 2012.  However, 

New Orleans has made the playoffs in just one of the last four seasons 

(including the losing season in 2032), which sounds like a broken 

clock.  However, the Crawdads look primed to return to the playoffs 

this year with a deep and balanced attack that should yield fruit and 

could make them a threat in October. 

 

Let’s start with the rotation, where Freddy Delgado continues to be 

one of the top starters in either league, year after year.  Nineteen-game 

winner Hector Amaral has also been fantastic in recent years, and I’m 

buying in on Yoshimatsu Yamaguchi and even Sergio Franco.  Fifth 

starter is a question mark, but their pen might be the most talented in 

the Johnson League and they got 44 saves out of Dave Martin last 

year.  That might be four solid starters and a good bullpen, which is 

exactly the sort of thing you’d want if you’re pushing towards the 

playoffs. 

 

The offense has a few bumps in it, but there’s a ton of upside here, 

especially in the home run department.  Catcher Hsin Mei, outfielder 

Ricardo Vargo, and first baseman Yancy Cravat could combine for 100 HR this year.  Luke Pratt 

had a huge season last year.  OBP machine Arthur Norris should set the table fine.  Jorge Vargas 

is a potential bounce-back candidate.  The Crawdads’ defense is among the weaker groups in the 

JL, but they allowed a .299 batting average on balls in play last year, basically league average.  

Overall the unit finished in the middle of the pack last year, and barring a rise in team batting 

average, we’d probably expect similar numbers this year. 

 

I like New Orleans as constructed.  The team doesn’t seem to have a lot of holes and has just a 

$88 million payroll and several tradeable prospects, and while their cap situation will explode 

next season there are ways around that, too.  The Crawdads will have some issues with 

consistency and with some of their contact-only hitters potentially going into slumps, but overall 

this team could be pretty good.  I’m putting them down for 87 wins and let’s see if that’s good 

enough to be dancing in October. 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

87-75 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…Gabriel Alfonso. Not a name 

that probably rings a bell 

around most front offices in 

the BBA, but around New 

Orleans, he has been an 

invaluable player for the better 

part of a decade. 

 

…I’ve always wondered...what 

do the highlights mean? 
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Huntsville Phantoms 
General Manager: Kyle Stever 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Huntsville Phantoms fans have to be ecstatic.  After several seasons of 

watching a slow, painful decline, GM Kyle Stever returned to the 

team he won a title for and embarked on a whirlwind of moves to 

correct the course of a floundering franchise. 

 

Last year, the Phantoms looked like AAAA team.  This year they 

field, to steal a phrase from one my podcast partners, professional 

ballplayers.  Quite a few of these guys are even good.   

 

I have a hard time recalling what passed for a starting rotation in 

Huntsville the last few seasons, but a group feature Heinrich Peithner, 

Juan Nitco, and Yu-Bao Tong is a serious upgrade.  Ludwig Charles 

and Anastacio Quintano may leave a bit to be desired at the back end, 

but all in all, this looks amazing compared to previous editions. 

 

Speaking of previous editions, the Phantoms also signed an entire 

bullpen.  It lacks high end talent, but again, there are now professional 

baseballers there. 

 

The offense has improved similarly.  Albert Goana and Chris Klein 

aren’t ideal as big time power threats, but they are decent enough  

Leon Sandcastle probably has something left in the tank, and Adam 

Parrish is a nice pickup.  There are a multitude of talented OBP guys 

like Wifler and Guzman.  While this group lacks star power, they also 

lack holes, and defend pretty well. 

 

However, despite all the improvements, I really can’t describe the 

pitching staff or offense as better than adequate.  This team only won 

64 games last year.  And while I see them as much improved, it’s 

pretty tough to call the 25 win improvement they would need to be a 

playoff contender. 

 

Regardless, the future is bright again in Huntsville, and the Phantoms 

should contend soon.  Prediction: 75-87 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

75-87 

New Faces 

SP Anastacio Quintana 
(FA) 

RP Cesar Sandoval (FA) 
RP Ricardo Baez (FA) 

RP Jose Gutierrez (FA) 
RP David Cantu (FA) 
C Sam Adams (FA) 

SS Brian Sullivan (Trade) 
CF Leon Sandcastle (FA) 

RF Adam Parrish (FA) 

Players Gone 

SP Alberto Sanchez (FA) 
SP Luis Soto (Trade) 

RP Juan Cano (Trade) 

From the Forum! 

…After a hectic trade 

deadline, the Phantoms can 

now take a breath and relax as 

the rest of this forgettable 

2034 campaign winds down. 

 

…I need to stop researching 

things and clicking articles for 

awhile. It seems like every time 

I turn around I find a new 

player that Huntsville traded 

away and/or lost on waivers 

for nothing 
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Huntsville Phantoms 
General Manager: Kyle Stever 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

Huntsville and Kyle Stever, a match made in – well, you finish the 

sentence.  Stever is showing his usual patience and restraint with a 

ballclub by immediately trying to push it into contention without a 

parachute – which, incidentally, could work.  Only Brooklyn has 

gained more WAR this offseason than the Phantoms, who last year 

lost 98 games and finished 12th in offense and 13th in runs allowed.  

Does Stever have THIS much magic, or did he sell the cow for 

nothing? 

 

It’s worth noting that a lot of Huntsville’s moves really don’t have a 

consequence.  Adding Leon Sandcastle, Adam Parrish, and Brieuc 

Becker through free agency certainly didn’t have any sort of long-

term impact, especially given the team’s long-term payroll (just $81 

million next year, as little as around $40 million in 2037) and their 

potential for improvement.  Adding Chris Klein through free agency 

might be a steal, or Klein might flame out the way he did in 

Carolina/Rockville (-1.2 career WAR).  Gerardo Guzman had an 

absurd season last year and can’t be expected to repeat his nearly 6 

WAR and .908 OPS.  Along with Dave Wilfer and Albert Gaona, 

Huntsville could find themselves back in the middle of the pack 

offensively this year. 

 

The pitching might find its way back to the middle, too.  Luis Soto 

will throw his first pitches for Huntsville, and he can still bring it at 36 

years old.  Heinrich Peithner probably found a more reasonable measure of  

his talent last year than his 23 start 4.1 WAR monster in 2033, but he’s solid.  Juan Nicto might 

finally strike out more batters than he walks this season, as his control appears to have come 

around.  He could be legitimately solid.  After that, both the rest of the rotation (a washed-up 

Anastasio Quintana and AAA fodder Ludwig Charles) and the bullpen look okay, but leaderless 

and starless all the way through. 

 

Stever’s spending spree should guarantee that the Phantoms finish at least out of the cellar in the 

newly formed JL Southeastern, but pushing the team up eight games, as the offseason suggests, 

just makes them a 90-loss team.  If you’re looking for the barometer about how they really feel 

about the team, watch Tim Torres in AAA:  if you see Torres in the majors, they’re feeling good, 

because he’s a real Kyle type player.  They need to work on their farm system and need to 

explore the trade market more, but Huntsville should win some more games this year. 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

68-94 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…After a hectic trade 

deadline, the Phantoms can 

now take a breath and relax as 

the rest of this forgettable 

2034 campaign winds down. 

 

…I need to stop researching 

things and clicking articles for 

awhile. It seems like every time 

I turn around I find a new 

player that Huntsville traded 

away and/or lost on waivers 

for nothing 
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Nashville Goats 
General Manager: Brett Golden 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Whelp, time for another long season in Nashville. 

 

The difference from the last time I previewed them two years ago; 

however, in their farm system at least is eye popping.  Nashville easily 

has one of the top systems in the league, and some real gems for top 

prospects. 

 

That’s the good news. 

 

The bad news is that Brett Golden’s team will be bad in 2035.  Last 

place in the Johnson.  They are probably the worst team in the entire 

Brewster. 

 

Recently signed Atsumori Maeda and Randall Thomas just became 

their best two starters.  That’s frightening.  There’s no one else here 

I’d want as anything but a 5th starter, and then I’d still be unhappy.  

Nick Sutton?  Juan Jose Mayorga, Guillermo Martinez? 

 

The bullpen is just as bad.  Diongo Lindt and Kurt Hier are the best 

back there.  The Goats need to stock up on spare baseballs.  And 

booze.  Lots and lots of booze. 

 

If you hope that the offense is any better, you will be disappointed.  

There are exactly ZERO players in this group that performed at the 

level of league average starter last year.  It wasn’t just bad luck.  

These guys are bad.  About half of them could be backups, and the 

other half doesn’t belong in the big leagues. 

 

So it will be another long year in Nashville. 

 

They do have different division-mates, though.  Last year Jacksonville, Montreal, Charm City, 

and  Rockville beat the holy hell out of them to the tune of 106 losses.  This year Jacksonville, 

New Orleans, and Louisville will continue the abuse.  Heck, Huntsville is probably the best 

fourth place team in the league.  With that in mind, I’m forecasting an even more dismal 2035.  

Prediction: 52-110 

 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

52-110 

New Faces 

SP Atsumori Maeda (FA) 
SP Randall Thomas (FA) 
LF Roverto Miranda (FA) 

Players Gone 

1B Antonio Sanchez 
3B Jorge Castellanos 

From the Forum! 

…After the recent trade of 

Stephen Clulow, the Goats 

needed another starter. GM 

Golden decided to give Dawar 

his shot. …. "People have been 

giving me a hard time about 

trading Stephen Clulow. 

Frankly, I like Stevie, but I 

think we'll be okay with Natraj, 

especially if he keeps throwing 

gems like that Charm City 

game," commented Golden. 

 

…The plan will be vindicated! 
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Nashville Goats 
General Manager: Brett Golden 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

 

Someone has to finish last in this super tough division, and the top 

candidate is definitely Nashville, who lost 106 games last season on 

their way to a top five draft pick.  While the Goats might not be the 

greatest team of all time, they’re on the right path back to contention 

in the long term. 

 

What are the things I look for when I decide whether a team’s on the 

right track?  Well, compare Nashville to Atlantic City, a team who’s 

been in the middle for a while, has the third highest payroll in the 

game and a mediocre farm.  While this year their payroll is a rather 

robust $81 million, Nashville has just $43 million in salary obligations 

next year, and just $33 million if Atsumori Maeda opts out of his deal 

(and you have to think he will if he does well).  They have a 

somewhat questionable but not crushing long-term deal that they gave 

to 3B Jim Tremblett, and a solid and potentially renewable deal they 

gave to SP Nicholas Sutton; those are their only significant money 

deals next season or beyond.  While the team will need to expand their 

talent base a little bit, at least they have a clean palette to do it. 

 

Nashville also has some solid young talent both in the majors and on 

the farm.  Guillermo Martinez is a solid young pitcher, and position 

players like Justin Jackson, Elijah Curry, Grant Lee and Angel Garcia 

form a solid core for the Goats for the future.  Nashville also has seven  

of the top 100 prospects and should add to that total this season as they’ll draft near the top this 

year. 

 

One could expect that the Goats will hit better this year depending on who’s in the major 

leagues, but they’re far from ready to contend, and the difficulty of their division will make 

putting up respectable numbers even harder.  Expect them to tunnel under for at least the next 

year or two as they try to grow and change their trajectory, but it’s going to be a haul before it 

happens.  For now, at least, the Goats are not trying to butt heads with the big boys. 

 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

63-99 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…After the recent trade of 

Stephen Clulow, the Goats 

needed another starter. GM 

Golden decided to give Dawar 

his shot. …. "People have been 

giving me a hard time about 

trading Stephen Clulow. 

Frankly, I like Stevie, but I 

think we'll be okay with Natraj, 

especially if he keeps throwing 

gems like that Charm City 

game," commented Golden. 

 

…The plan will be vindicated! 
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J O H N S O N – L E A G U E 

SUN BELT 
 
Ted Says: 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Las Vegas 95 67 91 71 817 691 

Phoenix 83 79 82 80 748 765 

Mexico City 81 81 70 92 762 867 

San Antonio 72 90 72 90 735 797 

Wichita 66 96 - - - - 

 
Aaron Says: 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Las Vegas 97 65 91 71 817 691 

Phoenix 84 798 82 80 748 765 

Mexico City 79 83 70 92 762 867 

Wichita 67 95 - - - - 

San Antonio 61 101 72 90 735 797 

 
Ted Says: 
 

If the Southeastern is the most competitive division in the Johnson, the Sun Belt is likely the 

least. 

 

Two teams in this division have no real chance of competing this year or soon, and two more 

have serious warts.  In the case of Phoenix, injuries have derailed a once promising pitching 

staff, leaving their potent offense to carry the load.  Mexico City has struggles of another kind. 

They bear the burden of unexpected underachievement last year, which can leave lingering 

doubts about the cause of that disappointment.  Was it a fluke, or is there something 

fundamentally wrong with this team’s construction?  

 

Regarding the teams with no current hopes for contention, one, San Antonio, has to pick up the 

pieces after the failure to win during the Nelson Ramirez, Juan Jose Ornelas era.  The other is the 

newly minted Wichita Aviators, who appear to be following the typical expansion plan of “stink 

now, win later.”   

 

That leaves the team who historically has needed the least help to win (at least in the regular 

season), the Las Vegas Hustlers alone at the top for the moment. 
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Las Vegas is in the midst of a transition to youth, largely on the pitching side of things, but 

doesn’t look any worse for it.  They are good.  Again.   

 

It would take something astonishing for the Hustlers to finish out of first place for the second 

straight year 

 

Aaron Says: 

 
Welcome to the JL Sunbelt, home of controversy.  The commissioner of the BBA plays in this 
league, and if you look at some run differentials from the teams in this league, you’ll begin 
wondering whether they’ve stacked their own deck.  Vegas, of course, is on an absurdly historic run 
and will almost surely win the division this year; prognosticators nearby have put them as a 
ridiculous 1-5 favorite to win the Sun Belt this season.  You can still get even odds on them winning 
it by double digits, which I would grab. 
 
After Vegas, there isn’t really a lot to mention.  Phoenix still has the talent to run up some big scores 
this year and maybe take advantage of the competition here to boost themselves into a wild card.  
Mexico City has shown some signs of life lately, but they’re not stealing the division from anyone.  
San Antonio looks like they’re about to enter into a five-year plan that’s very close to the Marshall 
Plan.  And newborn Wichita, run by the Genius, has just been trolled by being placed in the same 
division as Vegas. 
 
I predicted Vegas would win 100 games last year, and they fell way short of that mark, but their 91 
wins last year should be enough to win this division for at least four straight seasons.  Get ready for 
a yawnfest. 

 

 

.  
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Las Vegas Hustlers 
General Manager: Matt Rectenwald 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Matt Rectenwald’s Las Vegas Hustlers are another team that had a 

strangely slow start to 2034.  They also righted the ship and blazed 

their way to 91 wins.  That was only good enough for a second-place 

finish, which would be their first time out of first place in five 

seasons.  Typical of Rectenwald run teams (are there any non-hustler 

Rectenwald teams?), the Hustlers did not stand pat and hope 2034 was 

a fluke.  They parted with prospects and young pitching talent to add 

two front of the rotation options in Jimmy Greenwood and Tully 

Crow, as well as left fielder Henry Rectenberg. 

 

Still, the new look Hustlers look a lot like the old look Hustlers.  

Fortunately for them, that look is that of a classic first place team.  

The starting rotation is very strong.  So strong, I’m not sure who the 

ace is.  Is it Hyun-sik Chang?  Or Sam Romero.  Jimmy Velasco?  

Jimmy Greenwood?  Chin Kim looks like a future ace and may not 

crack the rotation.  Why exactly did Recte trade for Crow?  With 

Huber, Miura, Balun, Lopez, and Rivera in the pen, the Hustlers don’t 

have to worry about late innings either.  This is hands down the best 

pitching staff in the Johnson, perhaps the entire Brewster. 

 

Vegas will need that staff to be considered an elite team, as the lineup 

isn’t quite as good as it used to be. Gervasio Ridder is still around, but 

looks to be falter.  Ditto for Hank Brewer, and Elroy Hinson.  Cruz 

and Baca seem alright in the infield, but are unproven, as is left field 

Adrian Young.  The Hustlers still have two of the best skilled position 

players in the league in Lloyd Braun and Juan Sweetworld, but this 

lineup lack the thump we are used to.  Perhaps this paints too dire a 

picture.  This remains a well above average lineup, and will score 

plenty of runs. 

 

In the short term, there may not be a contender that re-alignment has 

been kinder to than the Las Vegas Hustlers.  While Phoenix and 

Mexico City have promise, they haven’t realized it yet and the path to 

the first ever Johnson League Sun Belt title looks clear for Las Vegas. 

Prediction: 96-66  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

95-67 

New Faces 

SP Tully Crow (Trade) 
SP Jimmy Greenwood 

(Trade) 
RP Maximo Trevino (Rule 

5) 
LF Henry Rectenberg 

 

Players Gone 

SP Ken Bates 
SP Jon Chandler (FA) 

1B Newman Watson (FA) 
SS Kaoru Kouda (Rule 5) 

RP Oginga Coujoe 
CF Leon Sancastle (FA) 

LF Travis Lara 

From the Forum! 

…Now with father and son in 

tow, can the Hinson family 

finally get this ballclub over 

the top? It is a story that Las 

Vegas fans and Brewster fans 

in general will be watching 

closely as the 2034 season 

wears on. 

 

…"Losing is not an option for 

this club," said manager Riley 

Hinson. "It absolutely cannot 

and will not continue." 
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Las Vegas Hustlers 
General Manager: Matt Rectenwald 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

Las Vegas is starting to go all in again, and that sort of thing is 

surprising for a team that’s straddled the fence for as long as they 

have.  Some of this is because Vegas now finds themselves in a 

division they can dominate for the next decade or two, which has led 

to a little grumbling behind closed doors; league officials have 

suggested that Las Vegas was aligned with zero contenders because of 

geographic norms, but others have noted that contenders California, 

Havana, and Long Beach were all shuffled together into one division.  

Controversy aside, the Hustlers went out and bought themselves a 

sparkling new Skittle and should Crow loudly about another division 

title this year. 

 

The Hustlers probably have the #1 pitching staff top to bottom in the 

JL, and we’re not sure it’s close.  Adding Jimmy Greenwood and 

Tully Crow to a staff that already included Sam Romero, Julio 

Velasco, Hyun-sik Chang, and prospect Chin Kim have given them an 

embarrassment of riches in the rotation.  One of those guys will likely 

throw from the pen.  The Hustlers may also have the very best late-

inning combination in the league, going from Augate Balun to Shawn 

Huber in the late innings.  Their middle relief is fine, too.  Las Vegas 

finished third in the league in runs allowed last year and this year 

they’re taking aim at first. 

 

Some of this pitching maneuvering has to be happening because the 

Vegas offense isn’t quite as fearsome as it’s been in the past.  They’re still a strong group, but a 

number of their perennial All-Star candidates are starting to age ever so slightly.  Hank Brewer, 

Gervasio Ridder, Elroy Hinson, and Juan Sweetworld all appear to have lost some bat speed over 

time.  Of course, all of these guys are still very fearsome hitters.  Henry Rectenberg and Adrian 

Young give this team a little bit of a youth infusion, and Antonio Cruz should be a nice addition 

to this ballclub also.  The lineup continuity on this team should ensure that a lot of rallies finish.   

 

Vegas is sitting a little too pretty here.  Phoenix is coming up, but they just got their first winning 

season.  Mexico City has done good work, but they don’t have the absurd depth or talent of 

Vegas.  San Antonio is blasted, and did Vegas really need to have a division where one of the 

teams was an expansion club?  If all of this sounds like sour grapes, it’s not; keep in mind that 

Vegas was and is one of the most likely teams to make the playoffs every season.  With the deck 

this stacked, Vegas will survive even one of the most potent salary surges in the league; they’re 

going to be capped out next year even if they subtract Hinson AND Crow.  Somehow we think 

they’ll make it work.  They always do.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

97-65 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…Now with father and son in 

tow, can the Hinson family 

finally get this ballclub over 

the top? It is a story that Las 

Vegas fans and Brewster fans 

in general will be watching 

closely as the 2034 season 

wears on. 

 

…"Losing is not an option for 

this club," said manager Riley 

Hinson. "It absolutely cannot 

and will not continue." 
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Phoenix Talons 
General Manager: Sean Marko 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt   

 

Year two of the Phoenix Talons hitting tons of homers plan is about to 

begin. 

 

Year one was short circuited by pitching injuries and young player 

instability.  Okay, I’m struggling here.  I don’t know what else to say.  

This is pretty much last year’s team.  Hopefully their hitters are a year 

wiser and better. 

 

Let’s talk about those hitters. 

 

The Talons look to feature five starters that could hit 40 homers in 

Mario Deortez, Bartolo Ortiz, Tu-Fu Yong, Dominic Wyatt, and 

Andres Martinez.  Two more could easily get 30 in Brenden Kerndl 

(who obviously mistyped his own name) and Al Gordon.  That’s just 

not fair.  Are teams allowed to hit 260 home runs?  That seems like 

some sort of cheat. 

 

That power potential will be impacted by a somewhat strikeout heavy 

approach.  Nevertheless, they will be fun to watch. 

 

That’s good, because the pitching staff won’t be. 

 

Well, at least it won’t be when Jose Trujillo, Bob Corrigan, or Timofei 

Bakitski isn’t pitching.  Everyone else on this staff can be described as 

a 5th starter type, or mop up reliever.  They aren’t Nashville bad (no 

one is even close), but this is a weak pitching staff. 

 

So the Talons will score a bunch, and given up a bunch of runs. 

 

They’re probably good enough to get into the mid 80 win range despite their pitching 

deficiencies, because their offensive potential is that good.  Prediction: 83-79 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

83-79 

New Faces 

None of note 

Players Gone 

SP Anastacio Quintana 
(FA) 

RP Pavel Bure Jr. (EXP) 

From the Forum! 

…their [Huntsville] 

appearance on the Talons 

schedule in such a 

concentrated fashion, at this 

point in the season, is nothing 

less than a "gift" 

 

…"A farm system is about 

more than just prospects, as 

funny as that sounds," added 

Coates. "It's about filling the 

entire franchise with solid 

players who contribute to a 

winning culture. 
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Phoenix Talons 
General Manager: Sean Marko 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner   

 

As expected, Phoenix bounced back in a big way last season, finishing 

above .500 for the first time in team history.  This should be a reason 

to celebrate, but expectations are even higher for the Talons this 

season now that they’ve finally broken through somewhat.  While 

Phoenix is clearly the solid ballclub they projected to be last year, they 

were unable to perform at a high enough level to win enough games to 

make the playoffs.  However, the Talons have some room for growth 

this year and could take some steps forward. 

 

When you think Phoenix, the first thing that has to pop into your head 

is the word “talent.”  Adding to the talent they’ve been collecting is 

former top 5 pick Martin Marin, who has a shot at the Joe Gillstrom 

this season as a slugging outfielder.  Marin is added to a team that’s 

just plain death on lefthanded pitching, as players like Tu-fu Yong, 

Thad Meyer, Mario Deortez, and Andres Martinez are amongst the 

highest regarded righthanded hitters in the BBA.  They can hit 

righties, too:  Bartolo Ortiz made the leap last year to superstardom 

and Al Gordon provides some balance to the righthanded hitters.  

Domenic Wyatt is still there and can still rake in center field.  This 

lineup could legitimately make the top 4 JL offenses this season and 

could also surpass the 240 homers they hit last season. 

 

Their pitching staff isn’t quite as impressive, but they are led by the 

talented combination of Jose Trujillo and Bob Corrigan, both of whom 

could have a surprise Steve Nebraska season at any time.  Corrigan 

made the leap last year for the Talons and could post his first 15-game 

winning season this year.  Then it gets a little bit sketchy.  Cesar Aguilar is a year too early and 

Ignacio Rodriguez is at least three years too late, and those are the best rotation options they 

have.  Offseason signing Sancho Delgado chould be a plus for the team if he stays on the field 

after he recovers from offseason elbow surgery, but he also might be basically done; he wasn’t 

so hot last year when healthy.  They do have one of the best closers in the game in Timofei 

Bakitski and a solid reliever in Adrian Garcia, but their middle relief is also mostly shaky at best.  

Considering their $71 million payroll, it’s surprising they didn’t make moves to upgrade the pen. 

 

Phoenix’s offense and top two starters should carry them pretty hard this year, but how far can a 

team go on that kind of a setup?  We’ve seen stranger things than a team like this in the playoffs, 

and if they get there this is the sort of team that could make noise there with two top starters and 

a top closer.  Phoenix has some really top prospects, a solid farm, and a low payroll, and if 

they’re contending in June we should probably expect this team to make some moves.  I’m 

putting them on 84 wins despite their highly questionable pitching staff with the expectation that 

this team will upgrade if they play well.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

84-78 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

…their [Huntsville] 

appearance on the Talons 

schedule in such a 

concentrated fashion, at this 

point in the season, is nothing 

less than a “gift” 

 

…”A farm system is about 

more than just prospects, as 

funny as that sounds,” added 

Coates. “It’s about filling the 

entire franchise with solid 

players who contribute to a 

winning culture. 
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Mexico City Aztecs 
General Manager: Fred Holmes 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt 
  

 

Well, 2034 didn’t go as expected for Mexico City GM Fred Holmes.  

Or at least that’s how I’m choosing to remember it. 

 

I seem to remember some podcast jerks saying Mexico City wouldn’t 

make the playoffs during the 2034-2037 stretch, and Holmes saying, 

“Hey.  Wait a minute.  I have a lot of young talent.” Then people said 

Mexico City was a playoff contender.  Then they stunk up the joint. 

 

Really though, they probably shouldn’t have been that bad. 

 

This is a good pitching staff.  Scotty Pendleton and Pedro Rocha 

shouldn’t be putting up ERA’s near six.  They are both good number 2 

type pitchers, who can play up to number 1 in any given year. Felipe 

Baez is well above average for a middle of the rotation role. 

 

The Aztecs currently have the rest of their staff in a “prevent injuries” 

formation that makes it impossible to tell which 9/6/7 pitcher will do what, but there are enough 

of them to have a good rotation and solid bullpen. 

 

Similarly, the offense is littered with above average players like Rhett Lawson, Willard Gagne, 

Chang-hyeok Chan, Augie Plascencia, and Mike Ellis. 

 

Jose Estrada is one of the best home run hitters in the league. 

 

This group could use another power bat (looking at you Jerome Delage), and without is is 

probably only an average offense. The defend well though. 

 

On paper, I actually like this team better than Phoenix.  However, understanding my own 

preference for hitting and defense, combined with the Aztecs struggles last year, tempers my 

enthusiasm.  Prediction: 81-81 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

81-81 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

… Man, the smell of dead 

pitchers in Madison must be 

overpowering at this point. 

 

… Dibs on Stever in my 

division. 
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Mexico City Aztecs 
General Manager: Fred Holmes 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner 
  

 

 

Let’s bottom line this to start:  Mexico City hasn’t had a winning 

season in their last five, and in the last four they weren’t even 

especially close, finishing at least ten games below .500 in each of 

those seasons.  It’s not as if they’re not trying.  The Aztecs went out 

and signed Felipe Baez last year to a multi-year deal, and all he did 

was win 18 games for them with a 3.39 ERA, and they made a big 

deal for Augie Plascencia this offseason.  Their farm and pitching 

staff have improved to the point where we think they might be 

building something here.  Is this the Aztecs’ year, or are they still 

some distance away? 

 

On the surface, it doesn’t seem like this team is a legitimate 

contender.  The Aztecs lineup has improved dramatically over time, 

and they now feature a slugging outfielder in Jose Estrada, 

outstanding two-way players like Brett Compton, Willard Gagne, and 

prospect Jerome Delage, and a solid defensive alignment all around.  

Plascencia should help them at the plate.  They have a lot of doubles 

power but are unlikely  

to hit a lot of homers, a significant problem without some very good batting average luck. 

 

Despite this, Mexico City’s pitching staff might push them towards a winning record anyway.  

Baez should continue to be a consistent starter, and Scotty Pendleton is a big bounceback 

candidate.  Claudio Delgado and Pedro Rocha should provide some solid rotation depth, and they 

might get something solid out of fifth starter candidates Dennis Pham and Julio Silva.  Their pen 

didn’t pitch especially great last year, but there’s a lot of talent here, especially in the late innings 

with Pedro Castillo and Gerard Wagner.   

 

Omaha needs to build a little more of an offense to really be in the middle of things in a tough JL 

group, but I like what’s happening here.  There are some prospects in the organization who will 

help fairly soon, and the Aztecs have kept their cap very flexible, as their $65 million player 

payroll ranks 28th in the BBA, behind even both expansion teams.  They could potentially hit the 

.500 mark this year and improve on that next year, both worthy goals.   

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

79-83 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

… Man, the smell of dead 

pitchers in Madison must be 

overpowering at this point. 

 

… Dibs on Stever in my 

division. 
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San Antonio Outlaws 
General Manager: Mike Calvaruso 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt 
  

 

Mike Calvaruso’s San Antonio Outlaws posted a 72-90 record (75-87 

pyth last year).  They were hampered a mountain of pitching injuries, 

and some serious regression from previous offensive overachievers.  

They look little different heading into 2035. 

 

This is a Calvaruso team.  Emphasis on pitching, defense, with little 

offensive punch. 

 

Unfortunately, the pitching just doesn’t look that strong. 

 

The days of Nelson Ramirez and Juan Jose Ornelas dominating the 

league are a distant memory, and neither remains on the club.  John 

Wick is now the staff ace, but hasn’t managed a full season in three 

years. Elliot Buckland realized his potential last year, and is now a 

good mid rotation option.  The Outlaws really need Mei-shan Ngui 

and Angelo Delgado to round into shape.  Bonaventure Habermas will 

not likely move the needle much for this group. 

 

The bullpen has some decent options in Dillon Young and Roberto 

Lizardo (Wait a minute. That’s really his name?), but the rest look 

homer prone. 

 

This is a problem when your offense doesn’t hit many homer runs, or 

hit much at all for that matter. 

 

The Outlaws were bottom third in the league offensively in nearly 

every category, and that’s a lague that features Nashville and a pre-

rebuilt Huntsville.  The power bats like Dan Norman and Antonio 

Tobias don’t hit for average, and the contact bats such as Dan 

Leonard, Paul Warren and Juan Fernandez, don’t hit for power.  Too 

many of the bats don’t hit at all. 

 

There is relief on the way, as Mark White looks ready as does Andy Seekins. There is also a 

potential pitching staff savior waiting in the wings in Yriggs Carpenter. 

 

However, this year’s Outlaws just have too many hurdles to overcome to compete.  The best 

Calvaruso can hope for is solid player development and a lack of career derailing injuries.  

Prediction: 72-90 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

72-90 

New Faces 

SP Bonaventure 
Habermas 

SP Alberto Sanchez 
RP Flint Colbert 

RP Jose Gutierrez 
RP Sebastian Durand 

1B Dan Leonard 

Players Gone 

SP Juan Jose Ornelas 
RP Javier Ortiz 

CL Jonathan Bowen 
1B Dale Jones 

LF Jorge Rodiguez 

From the Forum! 

… In the immortal last words 

of Ludwig van Beethoven 

"Plaudite, amici, comedia 

finita est" (Applaud, friends, 

the comedy is finished). 

 

…"I shall forever consider the 

lack of a Landis 

Championship, whilst having 

Nelson Ramirez and Juan Jose 

Ornelas in my rotation, as my 

single greatest failure" 
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San Antonio Outlaws 
General Manager: Mike Calvaruso 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner 
  

 

You gotta love a team where another person previewing the team titles 

the preview “You’re Saying There’s a Chance.”  You’ve also got to 

love a franchise where the GM uses Beethoven quotes and the word 

“whilst.”  What you don’t have to love is their overall chances of 

doing anything at all this year like, say, win games or make the 

playoffs.  It’s not quite that desperate, but my magic 8-ball says 

“outlook not good.” 

 

Let’s start with what is supposed to be the strength of this team, the 

pitching staff.  Their #1 starter is John Wick, who has spent nearly as 

much time collecting paychecks while watching TV as pitching over 

the past two years.  His skills also appear to be slipping.  Elliot 

Buckland has thrown a total of just 236 innings over the past two 

seasons.  Bonaventure Habermas is a reliever.  Angelo Delgado and 

Mei-shan Ngui are exactly the type of marginally talented low rotation 

guys you’d expect from a 90-loss team.  The bullpen is pretty good in 

the late innings, with Dillon Young and Roberto Lizardo, but very 

marginal in middle relief. 

 

The offense isn’t way better.  Third baseman Dan Norman broke 

through last year, though he’s going to have problems with 

consistency.  Mario Murillo is so poor defensively that he can hit 26 

homers and still clock in at replacement level.  Juan Fernandez is a 

DH that doesn’t hit homers or draw walks. Other than Norman or 

catcher Antonio Tobias,  

there isn’t one player you’d go so far as to call a star at the plate. 

 

So this team has to have a farm, right?  Not exactly:  most of their farm is centered around two 

huge prospects:  Yriggs Carpenter, one of the top five prospects in the game, and Mark White, 

who’s nearly ready to contribute.  I wouldn’t expect to see either guy up this year no matter how 

much they complain, as the Outlaws are really bad this season and could bottom out really 

dramatically, especially with the realignment.  It’s not even as if this team is especially cheap, as 

their payroll is 21st in the league, nearly in the middle third.  I think they’re looking at a three to 

five year rebuild on this one, and while they have nearly zero long-term salary obligations 

they’ve got a long way to go back to respectability.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

61-101 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

… In the immortal last words 

of Ludwig van Beethoven 

"Plaudite, amici, comedia 

finita est" (Applaud, friends, 

the comedy is finished). 

 

…"I shall forever consider the 

lack of a Landis 

Championship, whilst having 

Nelson Ramirez and Juan Jose 

Ornelas in my rotation, as my 

single greatest failure" 
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Wichita Aviators 
General Manager: Stu Hopkins 

 

Review By: Ted Schmidt 
  

 

One wonders what would make a man like the Genius leave his proud 

franchise in Louisville to take over an expansion team. 

 

Certainly, it was not generosity or a concern for the wellbeing of the 

league. Was he bored?  Is this plain old hubris?  Perhaps he 

anticipated the imminent fall of the Sluggers and left poor Laverick 

with a lemon.  My money is on legal trouble. 

 

Reasoning aside, Hopkins will guide the Wichita Aviators through 

their first season in 2035. 

 

The Aviators have a few bats that can hit the ball a long way in Ed 

Curry, Juan Prerez and Felix Daurte, but all will have to rebound from 

recent down years.  There are also players like Alvin Dickinson and 

Jesus Mojica, who scouts have always like but haven’t been able to 

turn that potential into results. 

 

This will be a solidly below average group offensively, but not 

horribly so.  They will be able to hit well enough to win most of the time when their pitching is 

good. How often will that be?  It’s hard to say. 

 

Jesus Tonche is the poster child for inconsistency as a starter.  He’s joined by Abe Colbert Jr, 

Arturo Cruz, and Mario Villegas.  No one would describe any of those guys as reliable.  All 

however are good enough to contribute a number of good starts. 

 

The bullpen is a mess but was likely a low priority for an expansion franchise. 

 

The Wichita Aviators are likely bad. 

 

How bad? 

 

Well, they aren’t Nashville bad.  But they will probably finish last, although jumping past 

San Antonio wouldn’t be too surprising. Prediction: 66-96 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

66-96 

New Faces 

Everyone on the team 

Players Gone 

None 

From the Forum! 

… International Man of 

Mystery, sex symbol, Thomas 

Magnum, was found in Wichita 

this week...talking...baseball? 

 

…I’m looking forward to 

stripping off the meat from the 

Tropics rotting corpse 
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Wichita Aviators 
General Manager: Stu Hopkins 

 

Review By: Aaron Weiner 
  

 

In my imagination, I imagine the Wichita Aviators being a solid team 

in their first year of existence.  It's a nice fantasy.  The team is 

surprisingly interesting for an expansion team that had to take on most 

team's 20th man.  There are plenty of players here that we recognize 

and quite a few hitters on this team who just needed a shot to 

construct a solid lineup.  The pitching staff is full of interesting upside 

guys and they should have a good closer.  It's probably too much to 

hope for a winning record in this team's first year of existence, but you 

look at the NHL and you wonder, "what if?" 

 

I can imagine Jesus Tonche throwing 200 innings of 4 ERA ball, and 

Abe Colbert catching on early career fire in my mind's eye.  The first 

one's probable, the second one's not.  Adel bin Ibrahim is one of those 

guys where you get why they tagged him, but he flamed out in AAA 

last year.  Dan West was fantastic last year in pitcher's paradise 

Vancouver but might not be viable anywhere else, and Arturo Cruz 

just had his first acceptable year last year.  The bullpen is more or less 

recombined garbage, but Armando Rasquilha should make a decent 

closer.  It’s not a good group on the surface, but, well, you never 

know. 

 

Wichita’s offense is a lot better than their pitching staff.  Ed Curry will try to recapture his magic 

in Kansas, as the slugging lefty first baseman hasn’t gotten to 500 plate appearances since 2032.  

The rest of the team is full of pretty good players, none of whom are great but who could make 

up a solid, continuous lineup.  Chet Gabriel hit .300 last year, and Juan Perez could improve this 

season.  Alvin Dickinson hasn’t made it at the major league level yet, but he has some promise.  

Third baseman Carlos Guerrero and catcher Marcus Forryan have some major league skills.  

Andre Wellington should be a productive member of this team when he comes off the disabled 

list.  Kaoru Kouda looks like he could be legitimately good if he stays healthy.  In all, not bad. 

 

Wichita will have to start from scratch on the farm, but many of their core players are youngish 

because that’s the direction the team went in the expansion draft.  They shouldn’t be bottom 

feeders right away, I think, but it’s not the sort of team that should contend any time soon.  They 

don’t have a lot of long-term salary issues, so long as they can draw fans, and they do have some 

trade chips.  Expansion teams aren’t supposed to be winners right away, though, and this team 

should really be no different.  Nobody’s a big enough Genius to make that happen with this 

team. 

 
 

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

Record 

67-95 

New Faces 

Player 

Players Gone 

Player 

From the Forum! 

… International Man of 

Mystery, sex symbol, Thomas 

Magnum, was found in Wichita 

this week...talking...baseball? 

 

…I’m looking forward to 

stripping off the meat from the 

Tropics rotting corpse 
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F R I C K – L E A G U E 

HEARTLAND 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Yellow Springs 94 68 98 64 867 733 

Omaha 92 70 82 81 707 725 

Twin Cities 85 77 81 82 784 735 

Des Moines 71 91 62 102 689 817 

Madison 68 94 73 89 780 825 

 
The Heartland lost Louisville and Mexico City during the realignment, but easy come, 
easy go, right? Just consider it like the Magnificent Seven, minus two. 
 
The division might or may not be the best division in baseball, but it’s going to be as 
competitive as ever. This is because Omaha, who swiped a playoff spot last year and 
then beat the mighty Nine of Yellow Springs, is likely to step into the limelight for real in 
2035. Add on to this the fact that Madison chose to spend their off-season cutting their 
park to accentuate their strengths rather than finding players to fit their park, and 
you’ve got the last in a never-ending bag of tricks that seem to be stuff up the sleeves of 
the Wolves’ front office. 
 
Twin Cities isn’t going away anytime soon, and Des Moines still has the reigning Sawyer 
Silk Award winner and a bevy of odds and ends that can play. 
 
Then, of course, you’ve got Yellow Springs, a team that confounds almost as much as it 
wins. 
 
In other words, the division is going to be good pretty much down the line, and it’s going 
to be interesting to watch. 
 
Like most divisions, a lot of the way this ends up playing out may depend on which 
division ion gets matched with in inter-division play, and in the Heartland’s case it gets 
the Johnson Atlantic. Given the Atlantic’s reputation, we’re thinking you could see a lot 
of entertaining baseball coming along this year. 
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Yellow Springs Nine 
General Manager: Ron Collins 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

This is a team in transition, and it shows. The rotation is still 
brilliant at the top, but could be softer in the middle and toward 
the end. The bats are good, but the versatility isn’t there in the 
same way it was now that the $20M man ins playing in Boise. 
 
Still, barring injuries, you’ve got to think the Nine will be a 
player. 
 
Jose Chavez and Crash LaLoosh have won three Nebraska’s 
between them and either one is capable of throwing a season 
that earns another. Gerardo Fajardo is an injury risk—perhaps 
making that team’s most important off-season acquisition a 
trainer—but when he’s healthy, he’s more than good as a #3. 
But then the questions come. Tim Oliver is probably your #4. 
He’s good enough, if erratic. 
 
The front office added to the bullpen this off-season, which was 
needed. 
 
Offensively, the Nine added an on-base machine in Jorge 
Rodriguez, and an interesting rookie in center fielder Mauro 
Saucedo. The core of a top of the table offense. 
 
So, yeah, still a solid team. But the truth here is that, transition 
be damned, this is a team that’s getting old in places that 
matter. It’s a team with limited depth, making it susceptible to 
injury—especially in the rotation.  
 
So, let’s project 94 wins, but with a fairly big “beware” on the 
risk-o-meter. 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

94-68 

New Faces 

LF Jorge Rodriguez 
CL Felix Alvarado 

Players Gone 

IF J. J. McQuade 
SP Rick Ward 

CF Dave Molina 

From the Forum! 

… “This clubhouse used to be 

fun,” he [McQuade] says to 

his teammates at one point 

 

“We’re trying to change tires 

while the car is rolling down 

the road,” GM Ron Collins 

said of the front office’s goals 

this year. Moving 

Charbonneau may, or may not 

fit that conversation, but the 

team has made no secret of 

their need to eventually move 

shortstop Angel De Castillo 

over to his more natural 

position at second.… 
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Omaha Hawks 
General Manager: Justin Niles 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

And so we come to the place where our loveable but apparently 
bumbling GM rips off his grungy overcoat to reveal that he’s 
really Clark Do-Right, the brilliantly popular guy with the 
fashionable shades and the cool demeanor at the power table. 
 
Look, Omaha is going to be good. Really very good. Bernard, 
Mtume, Clulow, and Stoller are as solid of a top four as most 
any team have, and Spike Wagner at the #5 slot is pretty strong. 
On top of them they added perhaps the two best relievers in the 
game in Velasquez and Chavez. Offensively they struggled, but 
some of that is park effect and the rest can be attributed to the 
fact that young players sometimes take a season or three to get 
their legs under them.  
 
But this is the year. Jimmie Starks Jr. is back in center, 
hopefully for a full season. James Monger is going to play—
sometimes even at short. Emilio Morales is going to pound 
homers. Tyler More is going to throw his hat up in the air every 
time the team wins—which means the club is going to need a lot 
of hats. Depending on what measure you ues, the team is either 
average or considerably above average on the defensive side of 
the game. 
 
It’s a well-balanced team that doesn’t do anything poorly and 
does a lot well. GM Justin Niles has a habit of working the 
roster as the season goes along, too, so don’t be surprised if the 
team does better as the year goes along. This is a playoff team, 
and they aren’t going to have to sneak in. The only question is 
whether they win their division or not. It say here that they well could, but that they 
won’t. 
 
We’ll give them a ten-game improvement. 92-70 
  
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

92-70 

New Faces 

CL Esteban Velasquez 
CL Alfredo Chavez 

Players Gone 

None of merit 

From the Forum! 

… It is anybody’s guess as to 

who the odd-man out of the 

rotation will be however it is 

worth mentioning that despite 

an excellent 3.86 FIP this 

season, Jose Cavezos ERA of 

6.05 could certainly be better 

and would be the worst in the 

rotation. 

 

… Omaha can’t seem to stay 

out of the trade headlines, 

making their 3rd trade in 2 

weeks by shipping Jose 

Cavezos to a heartland 

division team. 
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Twin Cities River Monsters 
General Manager: Scott Piccoli 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

 
The questions in Twin Cities, once more, will be about pitching. 
The roving eyes will take in shortstop Mark Wareham and 
second baseman Xue-qin Man, and they’ll say “best middle 
defense in the league.” They’ll look at Chris Limon at third and 
an aging, but still deadly Hunter Eisenhower at first, and the 
WAR registers will start to spin.  
 
And that’s before we get to an outfield that’s soo stacked that 
Jayden Harsnett was rumored to be on the trade block this last 
winter, and before we get to the arrival of Sang-duk Sim, one of 
the more interesting young catchers to come around in the 
recent past. 
 
So, yes, the questions will all be about the pitching, which has 
been young and sporadic. 
 
At least that’s what they say. Of course, there are these 
numbers, and the numbers say that the River Monster pitching 
staff gave up only 735 runs last year—not dominant, but pretty 
much on par with Yellow Springs. And while the offense was 
good (784 runs), it was a lightyear behind the elite. The bottom 
line in these numbers is that the Twin Cities offense let them 
down in 2034. 
 
We’ll see what happens this year, but the good news here is that 
the staff, led by young superstar Chris Kelly and Josh Brown, 
should be good again. Jerry Coyle is a sneaky-good #3. It’s a 
staff that can still hold their own. And the bullpen is good, too. 
There’s no eye-popping arm there, but it’s deep in guys who can 
get an out when you need it—though we’re wondering how long it will be before we see 
24-year-old rookie Yan LeGrand take his shot. 
 
This makes the club a bit hard to call. We think it under-performed last year. Will it 
bounce back? We’ll say yes, but not as far as some would like. Let’s peg it at 85-77. 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

85-77 

New Faces 

None of Merit 

Players Gone 

CL Felix Alvarado 
SP Juan Jose Eilzando 

SP Mark McCray 
1B Juan Perez 

From the Forum! 

… "Tornado" is a fitting 

description for Juan Jose 

Eilando.. definitely a unicorn 

in the league. A crazy 

combination of electric 

pitches, 100mph velocity, 

movement and having no idea 

where the pitch is going. 

 

… April was not a good month 

for the Twin Cites, piling up 15 

losses and only 11 wins. While 

the pitching staff has made 

improvements, the vaunted 

2033 offense struggles to find 

itself.  
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Des Moines Kernels 
General Manager: Edward Murphy 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

I’m a big fan of the Kernels. They’re fun to watch, fun to root 
for. In a sense, they’re like watching Charlie Brown’s team play 
ball. Their best player is their catcher, after all. They’ve got 
over-paid Lucy out in the field kibbutzing her own pitcher and 
showing the range of a Galapagos tortoise. Instead of Charlie 
Brown you’ve got Ragnar Lothbrok—who is a better pitcher 
than Good ole Charlie, but who you worry for just as much. 
 
Because in the end, the team’s destiny seems as certain as 
Charlie Brown’s—get close to winning, so close you can taste the 
fizzy bubble of the celebratory trip to the concession stand with 
the Little Red-Headed Girl, only to have the football yanked 
away at the last moment. 
 
Yes, that’s the Kernels wrapped up in a Peanut shell—to bring 
the metaphor around. 
 
The bottom line is that the team has been a bit hamstrung by a 
few bad contracts, and bit by more than a few bad 
performances. Pitchers like Pizza Hernandez look good on 
paper, but then get burnt at the crust. Hitters like William 
Hardy look like they should post .350 OBP, but don’t come near 
it.  
 
Yes, the team got a little better signing Francisco Flores and 
Jeremy Carter. Manny Vargas is a fine enough add. All total, it gets Des Moines out of 
the cellar—we think. But we’ve been too optimistic before. That’s what happens when 
you root for Charlie Brown, you know? The heart wants what the heart wants. 
 
Let’s call it 71 wins…and a cherry coke on the side. 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

71-91 

New Faces 

Jeremy Carter 
Manny Vargas 

Francisco Flores 

Players Gone 

None of Note 

From the Forum! 

… GM Mike Bieschke and I sat 

down over a pint and talked 

about our organizations. The 

first question Mike asked was, 

“what is your coaching staff 

relationships with the team?” I 

said, “I don’t know.” 

 

… I asked a fan waiting to buy 

season tickets for the 2034 

season how they felt about the 

signing. Eleanor Rigby said “I 

love it! 
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Madison Wolves 
General Manager: Chris Wilson 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

The Wolves picked up aging reliever Mauro Valentin in the off 
season, and lost a lot more. They didn’t mess around in the 
trade market, nor did they do anything n the Rule 5 draft. In 
other words, with was All Quiet on the Player Front for Chris 
Wilson and his Wolves. 
 
You would think that would be a problem, seeing as the team 
finished at a disappointing 73 wins last year, a performance that 
included a mini-fire sale at the end that left a bit of a sour taste 
in the fans’ mouths. It wasn’t supposed to be like that. The 
Madison Wolves were supposed to have been a playoff team. 
 
Anyway, you’d think this would be an off-season for the Wolves 
again as they wait for some kids to catch up. And it might be 
just that. But the one thing the team did accomplish last off-
season was to build a new park—Schotz Stadium—a step that is 
rumored to make the club’s home field play to pitching and 
running. Now, to be sure, we’re not saying the team has any 
pitching, but running is still something Mons Raider and a few 
others can do (and you thought we were going to skip the 
obligatory Mons Raider mention? Hah!). 
 
Look, that’s all good and well. The park is going to ensure the 
club doesn’t give up 825 runs again, which is atrocious. But 800 isn’t out of the 
question. Probably more like 775. At least Jody Nunez is a capable pitcher. But this is 
like putting a coat of band-aid over a mile-wide patch of ugly. There’s only so much a 
park can do, and for every run the park gives a Wolf pitcher, it’s going to take away from 
its hitters. That rumbling sound you heard was the earth shuddering as Jon Mick 
pounds his fists into the ground—and before you can run, you’ve got to get on base. 
 
Perhaps this gambit will work. Maybe you’ll see the Wolves at the top of the table soon. 
But our view today is that the only way you’ll see Madison at the top of the list is if you 
turn it upside down. Projection: 68-94 

 

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

68-94 

New Faces 

RP Mauro Valentin 

Players Gone 

SP Mark Totten 
SP Tomas Suarez 

RP Reynaldo Limon 

From the Forum! 

… After this week's Madison 

City Hall Meeting, it was 

decided to move forward with 

plans for the city to build a 

new baseball complex for the 

Madison Wolves. 

 

…I like how every edition has 

a Madison topic. Want my 

vote? Talk Madison! 
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F R I C K – L E A G U E 

FRONTIER 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

Calgary 100 62 98 64 829 640 

Seattle 85 77 78 84 742 780 

Vancouver 78 84 80 82 665 720 

Edmonton 74 88 65 97 611 749 

Boise 69 93 - - - - 

 
How many times can you type Calgary will win the Frontier? This year we’re going to 
find out. Boise is an expansion team, but it’s a decent squad for an expansion team. Still, 
we expect an inflation of wins here because injuries are such a huge part of the game, 
and Boise will succumb to them, driving win totals up. 
 
The three most interesting teams here are the middle. Was Vancouver’s late season 
charge on a playoff spot real? Is Seattle going to snap back to be the team most thought 
they’d be, or was that 78 won total really a reflection of truth? And will the real 
Edmonton Jackrabbits finally stand up? 
 
These are the questions that fan fuel epics, and the fact is that under the cover of Calgary 
dominance, I think this division could sneak second team into the playoffs—which could 
make that chase for second place a true story for the ages. 
 
We don’t see it happening, though. Good competition, yes. A second playoff team, no. 
 
Probably. 
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Calgary Pioneers 
General Manager: Kevin Dickson 

  

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 
If you want to see an organization that’s beautifully set to run 
forever, look no further than the Calgary Pioneers. They are 
very, very good—which you needed to be in order to take the 
Pacific division crown in 2034. They lost quite a bit in the off-
season, and while that will slow them down a bit, it won’t hurt. 
In fact, given their division, the win total is likely to rise. 
 
Cristobol Hernandez, who would be a household name if he 
played in a media-rich city, is a Nebraska quality hurler. The 
loos of Maeda might make you think the rest of the rotation 
looks a bit pedestrian, but don’t be fooled. These guys are good 
enough to get the game to the bullpen, which has been bolstered 
with the addition of Paul Ferrell. 
 
Offensively, they lost Dan Leonard, but only because they had to 
make room for kids like Santiago Sanchez and Francisco Marin 
to play. That’s the best way to do it, after all. The fans 
heartstrings get pulled, but they bounce back when the kids get 
to winning. 
 
And, seriously, that’s the story here. GM Kevin Dickson’ built an 
organization that looks like a perpetual motion machine by 
dealing guys like Mario Balderas for prospects, and by deftly 
drafting and developing players. Take, for example, third base—
where 35 year-old veteran Tony Franco may well be ready to 
show some tread wear. Enter Susumu Nakanishi, who’s shown 
as a second baseman, but is really better suited to third. Watch 
the progression as the 20-year-old takes over. It won’t happen this year, but maybe next. 
Unless, of course, a trade opportunity comes and the Pioneers can get deeper. 
 
That’s how it’s done. And, in reality a lot of fans will probably get a lot of enjoyment out 
of watching these guys transition while they coast to the Frontier division pennant. 
 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

100-62 

New Faces 

SP Juan Perez 
RP Paul Ferrell 

Players Gone 

RF Mario Balderas 
SP Atsimori Maeda 

1B Dan Leonard 

From the Forum! 

…The most fun players to 

watch succeed are the ones 

that other teams discarded or 

undervalued. 

 

…  Calgary is a team with 

several starters on the wrong 

side of 30. These guys aren’t 

going to be able to play 

forever and somebody is going 

to have to take their place. So 

let’s look at our infield of the 

future. 
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Seattle Storm 
General Manager: Nathan Eagan 

  

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

Look, we thought Seattle was a team to watch last year, and so we 

watched them make their way to a horrible 78 win debacle of a 

season. If you thought that would make us learn our lesson, you’d be 

wrong. We’re still a buy on the Storm, and here’s why: 

 

Alfredo Contreras, Ken Walter, and Esteban Sanchez make a solid 1-

3. The bullpen is chock full of guys who can really just pitch. The 

club will be a little suspect to the long ball, but it may lead the league 

in strikeouts and control. 

 

Consider it the anti-Movement team, though that’s not quite right. If 

“6” really is the new “7” the staff should be pretty good. 

 

At question is whether the Storm bats can generate more runs than last 

year, and I think they will. Of course, I thought that last year, so feel 

free to hand me my Stupid Sign now. Still, the team added outfielder 

Ramiro Marino, who is a real major league hitter, and who should 

shine now that he’s out from under the Louisville stench (heh!). 

Mostly Marino should be fantastic in Seattle’s park, a place for balls 

to fall in and reach the gaps.  

 

Juan Escobar, at 34, can still hit. Jesus Gonzalez, at 30, can still pick it 

at third. William McIntyre is an interesting low-risk pickup. Walter 

Finch, at 24 is a solid center fielder.  

 

You’ll note a bit on the ages I just listed. If there’s a red flag here, it’s 

that the Storm offense is getting old, and while Seattle has some 

readily available depth in the minors on the hill, it’s hitters seem 

under-developed or a long way off. This means to me that the team is 

at one of those way-points of needing to win this year (or maybe two) 

before facing what could be a fairly extended fallow period. 

 

We’re going to guess they win a little. 85-77, give or take a little. 

This, however, is why they play the games, though.  

 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

85-77 

New Faces 

LF Rafael Marino 
1B William McIntyre 

Players Gone 

SP Abe Colbert, Jr. 

From the Forum! 

… center fielder Jin-guo Long 

was quickly emerging as one 

of Seattle’s top prospects. 

Long was known for his other-

worldly defense, and for his 

ability to get on base. This 

season, he had a .448 OBP, 

and many scouts and front-

office insiders were 

speculating that he might be 

called up to Seattle before the 

end of the year.  

There’s no chance of that 

happening now, as Long has 

shocked the Storm, and the 

baseball world, by abruptly 

deciding to retire, and pursue 

his dream of playing college 

basketball. 

 

…In many ways, this season 

has been an unmitigated 

disaster for the Seattle Storm. 
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Vancouver Mounties 
General Manager: Gregory French 

  

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

Vancouver sees a transition in the front office, and given the 
flavor of the club’s previous GM, it might be one of the bigger 
shifts of all time. The Mountied have always been a tightly 
designed club tailored to the specifics of their cavernous park. 
It’s trademark of the Brett Schroder team. Even if he’s of a 
similar bent, Gregory French will have a different take on 
things, though. You could see that as the team turned for the 
post last year, making a mad dash to the playoff pole, and 
missing by just that much. 
 
Some are predicting dire straits for the Mounties, and to some 
degree I see that. But I’m more bullish. In Guerrero and 
Downey the team  has some good young pitching (though 
Downey’s in the right spot for his propensity to throw homers. 
Manuel Soliz and Jose Morales can pitch, and add in the 
veteran clubhouse presence of Rick Ward (who might find 
Vancouver’s park a career resuscitator), and you’ve got the 
makings of a real big league staff, missing only the big-gun ace 
that most teams want to see. 
 
Add in that the bullpen is pretty solid, and the defense behind 
them is probably still above league average, and you’ve got a 
team that’s going to be in a lot of games. 
 
The problem, of course, is that they have to score some runs to win, and the offense last 
year was poor, even after making the mental adjustment for park effect. Young 1B Scott 
Harper has the only power bat on the team. 3B Rashardo Menne III will made his debut 
late last year. He’ll be up full time this year, and should be helpful. AT least he can get 
on base and run.  
 
We think the team will be somewhat competitive, but at the end of the day it’s not a 
stocked as ex-GM Schroeder seemed to think it was, and it’s clearly not as stocked as 
new GM Gregory French would like it to be. Let’s call it 78-84. Good enough for third 
place in an overall weak division. 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

78-84 

New Faces 

SP Rick Ward 

Players Gone 

SP Dan West 
RP Bill Pidduck 

From the Forum! 

… The big news for the team is 

the change at GM. "Change" is 

definitely the keyword. Within 

the first week of GM Gregory 

French taking over we have 

seen the hiring and firing of 

three Front Office Personnel. 

 

…The young guys are playing 

really well.  
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Edmonton Jackrabbits 
General Manager: Brandon Brooks 

 

Review By: Ron Collins   

 

For the past several seasons, a buzz has bene building around the 

Edmonton Jackrabbits. When are they bringing the kids up? When 

will we see Mitch Dalrymple, or Luis Costello? Where’s William 

Wood (or Augie Plascencia?). They said the same about Bobby 

Lynch, too, and they got him a couple seasons back. We could go on. 

The Edmonton organization is full of prospects, and though the 

leading edge of that wave has already made landfall, there’s more to 

come. 

 

So it’s an exciting time to be a Jackrabbit fan—a sentence that hasn’t 

been able to be typed for, well, forever (unless you count the mere 

moment when the city was awarded a franchise, which we 

don’t…Edmonton has been fools gold since the club was announced). 

That excitement is made even more prevalent buy the addition of a 

couple big-time free agents in Dusty Rhodes and Jonathan Bowen. 

 

It will be great to see Bobby Lynch have a backing cast. And #2 Chet 

Parrish and #3 Johnny Morin, too, for that matter. Those three can do 

some damage. We expect the team to be searching for a #4/5 guy 

much of the year, but there is fodder here, and if someone could step 

up, it would make things better in a hurry. The addition of Bowen to 

team with Manceau in the pen gets them two-thirds the way to the 

three-man triad a lot of pens aspire to. 

 

All said, however, the Jackrabbits will go as far as their offensive 

improvements will take them. 

 

And that’s a real question. Rhodes is well suited for the ballpark. And 

assuming Costello makes the adjustment, he’ll help. But how much? 

This was a team that couldn’t score runs, after all. And if there’s one 

thing that’s painful to watch is an offence that can’t score runs. On 

paper, this should be improved, but it has a long, long way to go, and 

a infusion of Rhodes can only go so far. 

 

Still, it all adds up to the first year where a team from Edmonton will really compete for 

anything, and as noted in the introduction, if the dominoes fall a particular way that means a 

playoff position isn’t pure fancy. Let’s say 74-88, though the variance is high with this one, 

especially with the idea of win inflation coming from Boise. 

  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

74-88 

New Faces 

1B Dusty Rhodes 
CL Jonathan Bowen 

Jose Gutierrez 

Players Gone 

SS Grant Montoya 
RP Domingo Ayala 

LF Felix Duarte 
CF Francisco Delgado 

From the Forum! 

… Manager Jose Osorio, who 

had been with the team since 

its inauguration and compiled 

212 losses during his two 

seasons helming the club, 

elected to walk at the end of 

the 2033 season, of the opinion 

that there was only so much 

for him to do with the major-

league rosters he was being 

handed. 

 

… Baseball's #10 prospect, 

outfielder Mitch Dalrymple 

(9/7/8/4/8 Ratings), has 

received the call on May 5th to 

replace an injured Malcolm 

Guesne (6/7/7/5/6 Ratings) 
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Boise Spuds 
General Manager: Brett Schroeder 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

I’m not as high on Boise as several others seem to be. Yes, they’ve 

done well for an expansion team—but that basically means they’ll win 

more than the 50 games Twin Cities did in the last expansion back in 

2029. The question is whether they’ll win more than the 65 that 

Edmonton did that same year. 

 

We’re guessing the answer is yes, but not my too much. Cutting to the 

chase, we see 69 wins. 

 

Tavio Ciccolella is a iron-armed inning eater if there ever was one, but 

he’s 36 and his repertoire looks like a set of beat-up tools. Maxence 

Mace is a guy who always looks good, but at 28 has never really put it 

together. This makes 26 year-old Chris Rios (acquired in the deal that 

sent Augie Plascencia away), the staff ace. Rios is a good pitcher, but 

he looks better throwing in the #2 or #3 hole. Also, Rios, being a lefty, 

is not quite the guy you’re looking for if you’re trying to protect that 

short LF fence. 

 

At the end of the day, though, the bullpen is better than the rotation—

which isn’t really saying much, except that it’s probably considerably 

better. So if the starters can get it that far, the results could br pretty 

good. 

 

Offensively, the team will probably struggle to do much beyond hit 

homers. It’s not a team that’s going to walk a whole lot, and while it 

shouldn’t lead the league in strikeouts, you can expect the team’s not going to need to be 

installing ventilation services anytime in the near future.I admit to looking forward to seeing how 

ex-Nine hitters Dave Molina and J.J. McQuade to as full-time players—McQuade in particular, 

of course. 

 

Molina, 1B Juan Parra, and OF Manuel Jimenez will ensure the club hits more than a few round 

trippers, but I don’t expect a lot of runs to come with them. At the end of the day, it’s likely that 

OF Mike Barnett is their best hitter. 

 

Enough said. 

 

 

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

69-93 

New Faces 

Everyone 

Players Gone 

None (or infinite) 

From the Forum! 

With Mr. Grigg expressing 

interest and the league 

rumored to be expanding, will 

the Rocky Mountain states be 

able to have a big league team 

of their own to cheer on? Time 

will tell... 

 

Perhaps you are now thinking 

"Wait Mr. Grigg you can't 

actually poach Omaha's GM 

right before they go into the 

playoffs. That's tampering!". I 

agree that wouldn't be very 

ethical 
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F R I C K – L E A G U E 

PACIFIC 
 

PROJECTED STANDINGS   2033 

 W L W L RS RA 

San Fernando 90 72 94 68 807 640 

California 87 75 85 77 651 640 

Long Beach 85 77 94 68 795 721 

Valencia 76 86 66 96 622 746 

Hawaii 55 107 47 115 635 872 

 
 

Poor Hawaii. 
 
I mean, we’ll get into specifics in a minute, but the Tropics might actually be coming out 
of the deep thaw and you might never know it because you’ve got three tough, tough 
playoff caliber teams in the division, and Valencia, whose kids are going to start to show 
up and demand some attention. An injury here or a suspension there, and the entire 
complexion of the league’s results could change. No, we’re not saying the Pacific is the 
best division in the league. It might be. Might not. But when it comes to competition, 
there be dragons here. 
 
You’ve got your defending Landis champion in San Fernando, and a hungry Long Beach 
team whose been polishing up their mirrors and installing smoke machines in their 
outfield bleachers, and then you’ve got California, a perennial post-season team that’s 
getting so tired of missing out on the big show that they’ve made adjustments to their 
hallowed park and hired a new PR agent. 
 
Hawaii won 47 games last year. They could get considerably better, and still not see the 
sunny side of 55. 
 
Yikes. 
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California Crusaders 
General Manager: Ted Schmidt 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

If there’s any fan base that’s been more frustrated over the past 
few seasons than California’s I’m not sure who it would be. It’s 
averaged about 90 wins over the past decade, and won the 
division about half that time. Yet, other than a Landis a dozen 
years back, the club’s final results have left more a taste of sour 
than dough. 
 
Now the club finds itself in the situation of having to nurse what 
is likely the last few seasons of Ricardo Diaz’s career while 
competing in a division with a lot of playoff caliber teams. 
 
And, uh, yeah. It’s been so frustrating that the team has gone so 
far as to begin to look at the obvious end of their legendary 
ballpark. Fitting, maybe, that Diaz and South Pacific Field are 
seeing the end of their days together. Sometimes, you know, the 
stories just write themselves. 
 
Thing is, though, the Crusaders still has what might be the best 
pitching in the division, if not the game itself. Miguel Ramos is a 
star at 23. Luis Gracia and Cisco Morales at 27 and 29 are 
excellent. James Mercado and Knud Zeitler (24, and 21) are 
solid. The question then becomes the number 4,000 and how 
much the club is willing to sacrifice in getting Diaz to it. The guy 
can still pitch, of course. Scholzy still huff the heater up there at 
99. 
 
Offensively, the park should help. The club scored only 651 runs 
last year, but it’s got some hitters. Or at least it’s got guys like 
young SS Jesus Flores and CF Trdat Kazarov, both of whom 
should be able to hit but both of whom have not. And Fernando 
Moreno, who made his reputation in Huntsville’s bandbox, but 
has been paid $20M or so to not hit homers recently should 
theoretically break out. How far remains to be seen. Bringing in professional hitters like 
Calico Watson should help. Young LF Estban Cuervo should hit’em far, too. 
 
That’s the thing here—you change the park, you change the player…unless, of course, 
you don’t. South Pacific Field, at the end of the day, is still a pitcher’s home. Beyond 
that, the competition here is getting better. That’s a lot of yammering to say 87-75, but it 
is what it is. 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

87-75 

New Faces 

1B Newman Watson 
IF Atilio Seabra 

Players Gone 

RP Mark Little 
RP Jose Gutierrez 

SP Raul Gerela 
SP Reggie Gascoigne 

From the Forum! 

… There had been a good deal 

of speculation potential Hall of 

Fame third baseman Boogie 

Eisenhower would not have his 

option executed either. 

 

… It turns out, a clerical error 

(that lead to serious front 

office consternation) made 

when the contract was drawn 

up converted that vesting 

option to essentially a 

guaranteed 9.5 for 2035 if the 

2034 team option was picked 

up. “Frankly, this situation is 

embarrassing. That kind of 

mistake just isn't acceptable." 
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San Fernando Bears 
General Manager: Randy Weigand 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

As they say in boxing, if you want to be the champion, you have 
the knock the champ out. Havana…oops…I mean, San Fernando 
is the champion. At present we don’t see anything that says 
anything will happen to change that, though we’re expecting a 
tough tussle in the division that results in an overall slippage of 
the Bears’ record. 
 
On the other hand, the Bears are who they are on based on part 
on a wonky pitching thing. That vaunted 6-man rotation that 
saw Traado and Subadio get hurt last year, and maybe put 
young ace Feliciano Rafael on the DL to start the season this 
year. It may be fair to say that the only thing standing in the 
way of a second Landis for this franchise is another injury. Who 
knows? 
 
Of course, if they didn’t go six-man they’d have to throw a lot 
more innings to the bullpen, which would not be good.  
 
Anyway…we’re in year two of the experiment, and year one got 
the squad a Landis, so, you know…you gotta knock the champ 
out. Let’s see what happens. 
 
Offensively, the Bears bludgeoned the JLS to the tune of 804 
runs. We don’t think they’ll find the rowing to be quite so easy 
in the Frick—which is traditionally the home of some of the 
better pitching teams in the BBA. That said, we think Jared Gillstrom will hit anywhere. 
Yes, he will, thank you ma’am. Tai Hoe Wie will also like the new California park. They 
say kid outfielder Luis Maldonado can take it out of any yard known to man. And a lost 
element here, this is also a team that runs, and runs a lot. These are kind of hidden runs, 
you know? 
 
So, don’t cry for the Bears. They can bludgeon the opposition to death if need be, and 
the fact is that their defense (as we see in the article accompanying these previews) 
seems to have played pretty fair. 
 
So, all in all, we’re not seeing anything that says the San Fernando Bears won’t win the 
Pacific Division. We’ll tag it at 90-72.  
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

90-72 

New Faces 

RP Abel GIbson 

Players Gone 

RP Ferguson GIbson 

From the Forum! 

… With roughly 3/4 of the 

season in the rearview mirror 

the Sugar Kings find 

themselves in a position that 

has been very unfamiliar to 

them in the last 2 decades, at 

the top of the division. 

 

… Ever since he has been 

acquired by Havana nearly 2 

years ago in a deal with 

Vegas, Jon Reed has been a 

very polarizing figure between 

the two franchises. 
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Long Beach Surfers 
General Manager: Stephen Lane 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

The Surfer brass had a lot of fun with the whole smoke and 
mirrors thing, and the fact is that they club almost pulled off 
what many thought might be a miracle trip to the Landis. 
They’re used to this, though. This is a franchise that seems to 
thrive on the concept of being good enough to make the 
playoffs, then see what happens. They’ve been to the post 
season six straight seasons and finished second in their division 
three seasons in a row.  
 
So, yes, while this division is a place where anything can 
happen, it looks to us like the 2035 version of the Surfers look a 
lot like the past few. They pitch. They hit. And they defend. They 
do the wonky bullpen thing. Ultimately they win games no one 
thinks they should win. 
 
The problem we see with this seasons’ team is that they don’t 
pitch as well as they once did. Jimmy Greenwood’s departure is 
exhibit A on this one. The hole he leaves behind shows you the 
value of a true ace, because all of a sudden those other guys take 
a step up in the order an they don’t quite look the same. Pepe 
Castillo (a fave of mine, of course) isn’t quite a #1. Nor really is 
Mike Bailey anymore, though maybe he can hum a few bars. 23 
year old Pierre LeGrand and 25 year old Allain Jolivet are nice 
looking kids, but you don’t want them throwing game one of a 
big series. 
 
The Lineup is still awfully good, though. Carlos Gonzalez is still 
CarGo, and Mark Simpson is a stud at first base. The fact that 
Ken Jenkins is over-paid does nothing to quell the point that 
the man still gets on base a couple times a game. To make it 
better, most of the key kids the team’s been leaning on are 
stepping into that 25-27 year old stage where things suddenly start to click. The fact of 
the matter is that the Long Beach pitching doesn’t have to be amazing for the team to 
win a lot of games. 
 
This is good, of course. Surfer fans are going to see a lot of good baseball. The problem, 
though, is that the league as a whole is getting better, and there’s a good chance that this 
season could see the end of that 6-season stretch for the their teams. We’re predicting 
third place at 85 wins. 
 
But we acknowledge the team’s work with mirrors is pretty tricksie.  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

85-77 

New Faces 

S{ Pierre Legrand 
1B Antonio Sanchez 

Players Gone 

SP Jimmy Greenwood 
RP Ricardo Baez 
SS Brieuc Becker 

RP Cesar Sandoval 
CL David Cantu 

3B Claudio Chavez 

From the Forum! 

… Friends, his name was Kade 

Cummins. And may he rest in 

pieces. He was shipped off to 

Mexico City as an offering to 

the Aztec gods. Oh, he was 

good once. 

 

… Still locked in a tight 

division race with the Calgary 

Pioneers, the Surfers and their 

fans can at least take some 

comfort in knowing that there 

will be baseball in October yet 

again. 
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Hawaii Tropics 
General Manager: Mike Bieschke 

 

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

Lucky Hawaii.  
 
They get to leave the division where they would have been in 
with the defensing Landis champion only to find themselves in 
a new division with a rebranded defending Landis champion. 
 
That’s how it’s going to be for the once-proud Tropics. The team 
is at the end of a fairly extended rebuild, and theoretically will 
be taking a step up in class. They added SP Mario Mendez to 
help that process sort itself out, and they’ve cleared way for kids 
like 3B Dave Tallent to step into place now, joining fellow 
precocious kiddo 2B Fernando Martinez at the front of the 
wave. The shortstop will be 20-year-old phenom Ernesto 
Alfiche. 24-year-old Gerbrand de Best is a solid young player 
who will help. There’s more coming, too. 
 
It’s not going to be enough right now. Not even close is my 
guess. 
 
The rotation is mostly journeymen—which can work in the #4/5 
slots, but doesn’t feel too good in #2s. If Mike Davis can fill a 
spot that would go a long way to helping. The bullpen has some 
guys who can get you out, but hasn’t been particularly reliable. 
That’s all fine. We’re guessing the plan has been focused more 
on 2036 than 2035. But we’re also guessing the plan was to win 
65-70 games this year, and in this division we’re pretty sure 
that’s not happening. 
 
And I say that “pretty sure” meaning “yeah, it’s possible that if 
everything lines up right, this team is good enough to win 65 
games, but the chances of everything lining up are pretty slim.” 
 
So mostly we’re expecting this is a season where Hawaii fans get themselves comfortable 
in their new divisional digs and start focusing on the kids. Their time is almost here. 
Look for a big jump in wins, but look for it in 2036, because as far as we can see, I’m 
taking 55. 
 
  

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

55-107 

New Faces 

SP Mario Mendez 
RP Juan Martinez 

Players Gone 

C Jake Blues 
RP Eric Trujillo 

SP Viacheslav Vasilyev 
DH Mike Barnett 

From the Forum! 

… It's not sunny in Hawaii, 

and many are wondering if or 

when it ever will be again. 

 

… For the duration of the 

worst season in Tropics 

history, GM Mike Bieschke 

couldn't help but look forward 

to September, when he would 

make the moves required to 

bring up some of the promising 

kids that are in the team's 

minor league system. Once 

their teams were eliminated 

form their playoffs, that 

exactly what he did. 
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Valencia Stars 
General Manager: Lee Honigsfeld 

  

Review By: Ron Collins 
  

 

Let’s be straight here. There’s a really good chance that our 
prediction of 76 wins is going to be way off, and if it is, it will be 
way low. The Valencia Stars probably deserve to be everyone’s 
fashionable Cinderella pick to win the division, just because it 
could happen, and if it did it would be a great story. 
 
The bottom line is that any pitching staff that starts with Mauro 
Flores is going to be good. The arrival of 21-year-old Gerald 
Keynes is a good thing, as is 24-year-old Zhi-xin Chien. The 
bullpen probably needs some work, but is mostly serviceable. It 
throws a lot of gas, anyway. 
 
The offense was horrible last year, but adding Lew Driscoll and 
3B will bump it , and assuming Harlan Moore returns well from 
the broken leg that destroyed his 2034 season, the offense 
should be considerably better—and that’s before we start to look 
at what effect 21-year-old superstar in the making Wilton 
Rivera will have. The pairing of him and Frank Mahaffey in the 
outfield should be fun to watch for years to come. 
 
In fact, a lot of the offense is going to be generated by guys who 
are 25 and under—which can make for a team that creeps up on 
you because they just get better and better as the season goes. 
We’re sure that’s part of the Star’s master plan, and we’re 
expecting it to work pretty well. 76 games would represent a 
pretty healthy step up in performance. When we look at the hitters being assembled, we 
keep wanting to push that prediction upwards and upwards, but at the end of the day 
intellect says that the slope will be a little less steep. 
 
But make no mistake, Pacific brethren. The Stars are coming. Maybe not this month, 
and maybe not next, but soon. Probably sooner than you expect. 
 

PREDICTION FOR 2035 

76-86 

New Faces 

3B Lew Driscoll 

Players Gone 

SS Pedro Martinez 
RP Donald Foster 

From the Forum! 

…The Stars picked up some 

solid pieces if they all develop. 

Hopefully they will all sign 

and start there career soon. 

 

… The Stars have 4 starters on 

the DL and when you don't 

have much depth that's not 

good. The Stars hopefully can 

recover but with so many 

injuries I'm not sure reaching 

.500 this season is going to 

happen... 
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Leaked Memos Reveal Soulless Corporate Plot Behind VODAK 
 

 

 

 

We suppose a league the size of the BBA can’t get to the 

size it’s at without a few eggs getting broken. Front offices 

around the league were accused of several misdeeds just 

this off-season, but perhaps none have the ability to impact 

the league’s image as much as this breaking news item from 

Phoenix GM and TN snark-master Sean Marko. 

 

 

 

 

 

April 1st, 2035: Phoenix Sun Times Post Dispatch 

 

By now, everyone's heard of VODAK, the new "Super Premium" brand of distilled spirits from 

Bakitski Distilleries. We've all heard of how Timofei Bakitski, an immigrant from Burayevo, a 

small rural community nestled between the Volga River and the Ural Mountains in southern 

Russia, was drafted by London of the old EBA to begin his journey in professional baseball. 

Talons fans have marveled at how far the soft-spoken Bakitski has come in the intervening nine 

years, from quiet small town teenager to, now, one of the most dominant closers in the Brewster 

Baseball Association. 

 

And, to top it all off, the hard throwing closer has hit the big time in business, going from a small 

garage-based distillery in his native Russia to one of the hottest brands in the craft vodka scene. 

People love to hear how Bakitski, over the course of many years, built up his former offseason 

hobby into a well-known producer of fine spirits, not only making a name for himself and his 

small town but also providing many jobs for his countrymen back home. It's the ultimate "local 

boy makes good" story that everyone likes to hear now and then. 

 

It's also total bullshit. 

 

In the course of our months-long investigation, the intrepid reporters of the Phoenix Sun Times 

Post Dispatch have uncovered secret memos that provide fascinating insights into a scheme 

meant to leverage a well-known athlete's name into the ultimate marketing gimmick: turning 

literal agricultural waste into a high-priced brand of alcoholic beverage. A beverage that had 

high culture cachet and small-town values at the same time. One that was enjoyed by high rollers 

and small-town farmers alike. And, as it turns out, a beverage that is usually available, in its 

raw state, from the rusty spigot of an old tanker truck. 
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Witness the following memo, obtained from a source with connections to the corn ethanol 

division of the ADM Corporation: 

 

 
 

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

 

 

 

 

June 1st, 2034 

To: Juan Luciano, Chairman and CEO, Archer Daniels Midland 

Corporation 

Re: Excess Ethanol vis a vis Renewable Fuels Standard quotas 

 

 

Chairman Luciano, 

 

As you know, the Renewable Fuel Standards Act mandates quotas for 

the industrial production of ethanol for use in motor fuels. And, as 

you are also aware, our ethanol production facilities are at their 

most efficient when they are running at full capacity, just like any 

other refinery. 

 

The issue we are seeing, sir, is that with the advent of more and 

more electric cars over the past few years, the amount of liquid 

hydrocarbon fuels being used by consumers is dropping, whether from 

petroleum or corn or anything else. However, the quotas from the EPA 

regarding ethanol fuel production just aren't being lowered fast 

enough. Because of this, we are seeing liquid commodity prices 

beginning to fall, as well as excess ethanol inventory being built 

up due to our plants still running at their most efficient (i.e. 

full) capacities. 

 

I currently have my staff doing research regarding the disposition 

of this excess inventory. We have stumbled onto a rather off the 

wall idea: If one can't burn ethanol, one might as well drink it, so 

to speak. With your approval, we would like to investigate the 

viability of a production and marketing campaign for spiritous 

liquor sales to the general public. We are awaiting your reply. 

 

Sincerely, 

John Atkinson, Vice President 

Corn Ethanol Distillation Division, ADM Corp. 

 
 

 

In this memo, we can see the beginnings of what we now know as Timofei's VODAK, a 

Premium Distilled Beverage. In reality, it’s just a way for a huge agribusiness concern to draw 

down their excess production inventory. Even more cynically, this corporation is selling what is 

meant to be motor fuel, and regulated by the government as such, as an alcoholic beverage for 

human consumption. In this way, they satisfy the production standards for ethanol as mandated 

by the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, while at the same time duping consumers 

into paying up to 45 dollars per liter for what is essentially a refinery waste product that can't be 

sold on the fuels market due to low demand. 
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So how does all of this tie in to the Talons' hard throwing closer? A further memo, acquired by 

one of the Sun Times Post Dispatch's investigative journalists, provides some insight into this 

cynical corporate plan: 

 
 

INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

 

 

 

 

August 7th, 2034 

To: John Atkinson, VP Ethanol Division, ADM Corp. 

Re: Marketing Team Launch Actions 

 

VP Atkinson, 

 

The new Distillated Spirits Marketing Division of ADM Corp is up 

and running. I am pleased to report that we have a strategy in 

place to create a market for our excess ethanol inventory. Our 

research has indicated that while the overall market for distilled 

spirits is generally flat, the proportion of spirits marketed as 

"premium" and "super-premium" have risen sharply as a percentage of 

overall liquor sales. 

 

We believe there is opportunity and untapped potential at the 

highest echelons of this super-premium spirits market. With the 

right celebrity spokesman, we can connect with the drinking public 

and create the need for them to aspire to a higher standard in 

their alcohol consumption. Since vodka is generally thought of by 

the masses as a Russian invention, we have plans to align with an 

athlete or celebrity of Russian ancestry to make our product more 

authentic in the eyes of the consumer. With a good story, one can 

sell anything, as I'm sure you are aware. 

 

We have reached out to the agent of one such athlete, who plays for 

a baseball team in Phoenix, AZ. The response we've been getting 

from the player has been very encouraging. I'm not sure if he's all 

that bright, but if we can create a marketing campaign around this 

guy, we'll be in business. Our division has already taken steps to 

get our brand out to the various clubs and high roller casinos in 

Vegas and other cities. Advertising spots and marketing materials 

are ready to be blasted out to all media outlets as soon as we get 

approval from upper management. It's an exciting time for the 

Archer Daniels Midland Corporation! 

 

Awaiting your reply, 

 

Sarah Johlin, Director of Marketing 

Distilled Spirits Division, ADM Corp. 

 
 

 

As we can see, this is nothing more than a cynical corporate plot. But the real question now 

presents itself: Is Talons closer Timofei Bakitski a collaborator, or a victim? Has he been in the 

middle of this scheme all along? Or did he get fast talked by a bunch of corporate marketing 

types into using his backstory and celebrity to sell this swill to people who probably can't afford 

it, and perhaps worse, may be addicted to it? 
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The Sun Times Post Dispatch has reached out to Mr. Bakitski and his agent, but wehave heard 

no reply as of yet. Even more eye opening is this: our reporter recently travelled to Burayevo, 

Russia to speak to the local populace about these developments. None of the people we talked to 

there had even heard of Timofei's VODAK, and what's more, when offered a sample, they 

proclaimed it to be the worst vodka they had ever tasted. 

 

Speaking of VODAK, how did the name come about, anyway? In an email leaked to us, 

purportedly from Bakitski himself and addressed to the ADM Spirits Marketing Division, the 

word "vodka" was misspelled with the last two letters transposed. Some advertising genius no 

doubt considered that to be a happy accident, and turned the error into the ubiquitous marketing 

campaign that we all know today. 

 

 

So what now? As this is a very recently breaking story, the fallout hasn't really come out of this 

debacle as of yet. As far as this publication is aware, at least 4 different "VODAK Night at the 

Ballpark" events are still listed on the Talons' promotional schedule. It remains to be seen how 

this will affect Bakitski, or if this controversy will have any affect on his play this season. When 

we reached out to ADM Corporation for comment, we were referred to the corporate lawyer. 

And a quick survey of liquor stores, bars, and clubs has confirmed that VODAK is still very 

much on the market nationwide. 

 

Will consumers of this "super-premium" beverage turn against their new favorite brand once 

they find out about the corporate scheming behind the whole enterprise? Will they care at all? 

That remains to be seen. In the meantime, we can only hope that Phoenix's star closer won't get 

too much of a hangover from this corporate bender. 

 

Go Talons! 
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WHILE BNN PUNDITS SAY EVERYTHING’S FINE, THE GREAT DEBATE RAGES UNDERGROUND 

 

Here’s the facts, ma’am. 

 

Sometime in the cold months of November, a couple hundred Florida Prospect League pitchers 

went to bed feeling just fine, but woke up the next morning to find that they couldn’t keep the ball 

in the park. The ball wasn’t breaking quite the same, or the bat was sending it farther on each 

swing. No one knew what was up or why it was happening. To be sure, no one even knew for 

sure how it was going to affect things. Truth is, that’s still true. 

 

But this league, you know, it’s got sleuths. Guys who know, or at least THINK they know what’s 

going on, or at least a few guys willing to pay a PI or two to get on the case. Two of these guys 

are Twin Cities GM Scott Piccoli and Calgary GM Kevin Dickson. What do you say we ride 

side-car with them as they go head-to-head and side-by-side with their dueling theories, 

conspiracy or otherwise. 

 

IT’S THE SEAMS, SILLY! 
(Scott Piccoli) 

 

 
 

During winter camps, there has been a lot of discussion, rumor 

and innuendo about how something is off with pitchers around 

the league. More importantly, catchers and pitching coaches 

seem to be noticing that pitchers are getting less movement on 

their pitches as they were previously.  

 

And it seems that initial scouting reports around the league 

IT'S THE CORK, STUPID! 

(Kevin Dickson) 

 

 

 

Calgary Assistant GM Adrian Rivera says that BBA baseballs 

are “too bouncy” and the league is concealing that the balls are 

juiced. There have been rumors flying around the league for 

months regarding the balls coming out of the Rawlings plant 

outside of St. Louis. 

 

“Some of these balls are like a kids toy,” Rivera said. “They are 

too bouncy. And then you get another ball and it doesn’t 
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agree. The report, "An Advance Look at Movement in the 

BBA?" compiled by GM Ron Collins YS9, shows that there 

may be more to this issue than just rumors being floated by 

bullpen catchers.  

 

The OSA, BBA's Official Scouting Association, has reported 

that 9 out of the 12 Twin Cities pitchers have lost some 

movement on their pitches, with two pitchers, Tristao Moita 

and Carlino Omoboni, complaining that they are having 

extreme issues with their pitches flattening out.  

 

The 2034 BBA Champions, San Fernando Bears (Formerly 

Havana), appear to have up to 18 pitchers on the 40 man roster 

reporting similar problems.  

 

Investigative Reporter and Jaded BBA Expert, Jimmy Lipper, 

has his own theory.... 

 

"There's something wrong with the baseballs," he stated, 

"Actually, it appears that the are laces smoother, not raised as 

much." 

 

"Take a look at the photo I've sent in for reference. Tell me 

there isn't a noticeable difference. If what I believe is true, 

then the baseball itself won't move as much and it's not so 

much a reflection on the pitchers around the league!!" 

 

Jimmy's photos cannot be confirmed to be accurate regarding 

the photos of authentic BBA 2034 and 2035 baseballs, 

especially how Jimmy could have got his hands on a 2035 

ball. I t's possible that Lipper's theory has some credence, 

however not all pitchers around the league are reporting the 

problems. Lipper has another theory on that as well... 

 

"Well, it's going to take some more intensive research, but 

maybe it's possible these baseballs react differently depending 

on the style of the pitcher. For example, maybe change ups 

aren't affected as much or maybe they're affected more. 

bounce. They aren’t the same. Who do they think they are 

kidding. The ball is going to be flying out of the park, Winson 

is going to hit 80!” 

 

Koch-Rawlings, the manufacturer of the league’s baseballs, has 

issued a statement that there is nothing different with this year’s 

balls. The company says that they have not made any changes 

to the manufacturing process or the materials contained in the 

balls. 

 

“They are full of shit,” Rivera said, “It’s all about the money, 

you know follow the money! They are mixing in those cheap 

Chinese corks again or else they are getting them from trees 

that are too young. I know my corks. I’ve done research and the 

best corks come from Portugal, but you need to wait until the 

third harvest, when the tree is about 25 years old. So they are 

either getting the corks from trees that are too young or China.” 

 

Rawlings moved it’s factory from Costa Rica back to the 

United States after the trade war that broke out in 2019. 

Production at the plant has been questioned before particularly 

during the so called “Sosa Ball” scandal in 2027. That of course 

is when it was disclosed that the dramatic increase in home 

runs hit in the Rupert Horn Memorial League in 2026 and 2027 

was due to the substitution of cork from China in the core of 

the baseballs. The company still claims that all of it’s cork 

comes from the Mediterranean region despite scientific analysis 

that showed many of the balls used that year had Chinese cork 

centers. 

 

“I think they may have even done some genetic engineering to 

get those trees to grow faster. You can’t trust these people, it is 

all about the money,” Rivera said. “I don’t think they are even 

making all the balls here, I think they are sneaking some of 

them in from China.” 

 

The cork forests of Portugal and Spain have been adversely 

effected by warming temperatures and increased storms in 

recent years. Hurricane Ivanka, the 2030 storm that circled 

back from the mid Atlantic and hit Portugal as a category 3, did 
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However, at this time there just hasn't been enough time to dig 

into this further."  

 

League Officials have been quiet on this trend to date and 

have especially avoided any comments on possible changes 

about how the baseballs are being manufactured. Maybe 

they're hoping to to ride this out until the regular season 

begins and hope this all blows over.  

 

No doubt, fans and teams will be watching homeruns totals 

with a close eye. Scrutinizing any possible upward trends. 

especially any pitchers who were seem to have been affected 

the most. By the end of April, maybe May, the BBA world 

will know if this is all just some harmless smoke or if there is 

a true wild fire spreading across the league that BBA league 

officials will be unable to ignore any longer. 

significant damage to the cork forests. Since then, they have 

also had to contend with an infestation of the oak pinhole borer. 

As a result, more cork is coming out of North Africa now and 

China has increased it’s cork production. Chinese cork of 

course is not true cork, but a similar product from a different 

tree. 

 

 

So, there you have it. The arguments, anyway. Which way to you go, eh? Seams or Cork? 

Outside or inside? Spin rates or resilience? Or do you have something else in mind entirely? 

 

Me? 

 

Well, I think the cork guys might be onto something—but, seeing as the core of solving any 

great mystery is to look in the right place, I’ve got another theory all together. 
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Managers have the worst job ever, right? When they win, they’ve got great players, when they 

lose they’re dogmeat scum from the lowest boog in the swamp. And yet, still guys want to do the 

job. There’s one man who breaks the mold, however. One man whose been…uh…perfect. Let’s 

ride along with Calgary GM Kevin Dickson as he tells us the story of this one man, this perfect 

manager… 

 

 

 

 

If you are looking for which manager has been in the dugout for the most games and most wins 

in BBA history, then you will find Travis McDermott in Hawaii’s dugout. The most playoff 

seasons? Well that would be McDermott again. How about the most Landis Championships? 

That would be the great Elroy Futon who won 5 with Las Vegas. What if you wanted to find the 

manager with the highest winning percentage in BBA history? A guy that won the Landis every 

year he was in charge? Where would you look? Calgary. 

 

Victor Noe is the perfect manager. He won the Landis in 2021. His 101-61 season was good for a 

,623 winning percentage, slightly better than Futon’s .617 or Keith Lyons .616. In fact he won 

the Landis every season that he managed in the BBA, because he only managed that one year, 

2021. The “Perfect Manager”. 

 

Noe was a catcher in Calgary’s system from 1985-1993. He made it to Calgary for 20 games in 

1990 and hit .172. That was his major league experience. In 2013 he was hired to be the manager 

of Calgary’s AAA team in St. Paul. In his 8 seasons there the team made the playoffs every year 

except one. 

http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/coaches/coach_146.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/coaches/coach_60.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/coaches/coach_1799.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/coaches/coach_37.html
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When Woody Woodbury, the only Calgary manager to ever win a Landis (up to that point) was 

fired just before the 2021 season, Noe was moved up to manage the big league club. Woodbury 

was fired, if you remember the story, because he took his dispute with GM Kevin Dickson public 

over some off season moves. Woodbury was upset about problems at several positions that he 

blamed the GM for particularly shortstop and catcher.  

 

“Now we could talk about the elephant in the room. If he hadn't traded Jonathan Archer we 

wouldn't even be talking about this. We'd be talking about how we made the playoffs again, but 

he had to trade him, break up a great infield, put a hole in the lineup and we got what 3 prospects 

2 of which are now on the DL because of Mr. Asshole’s decision making,” Woodbury said at a 

press conference before Spring Training. 

 

While controversial at the time, the trade did bring to Calgary a youngster by the name of Dan 

Leonard. After the outburst, GM Dickson (aka Mr. Asshole) relieved Woodbury of his duties. 

Noe walked into a difficult position. He took over a team that got rid of some veterans to stay 

under the salary cap and he had to work to heal the wounds left by Woodbury.  

 

The 2021 Calgary team finished with the best record in the Frick (101-61) beating out rival Las 

Vegas by 1 game to win the Pacific. It was the year that Hector Cano won the Sawyer Silk 

award, pitcher Edward Simpson went 18-5 and Perry Eccles went 17-6. The team knocked of 

New Orleans in the Doubleday 4-2 and swept Indianapolis in the Cartwright. They beat 

Louisville 4-1 to win the Landis. Noe was voted Manager of the Year, 

 

However, the fame and spotlight did not suit Noe. 

He was used to just doing his job and leaving the 

cameras to others. He asked Dickson if his duties 

could be reduced and if someone else could take 

over managing the team. Dickson took over the 

managing duties himself and Noe became his 

bench coach. He opened a bar near the stadium and 

seemed to enjoy working behind the counter more 

than standing in front of a microphone. The next 

year he shut down the bar and asked to go back to 

the minors. 

 

Noe went to AA Duluth in 2023 where he was the 

hitting coach. He took over managing the team the 

next year and let them to the playoffs the next 2 

seasons. In 2027 he moved back to St. Paul and 

won the Rupert Horn championship, When the 

team asked him if he wanted to move back up to 

Calgary, he promptly retired, So he ended his 

career with a championship and the one season that 

he managed in the BBA he won the championship. 

Such is the legend of Victor Noe, “The Perfect 

Manager”. 

  

http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/coaches/coach_86.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/coaches/human_manager_83.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_16394.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_21552.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_21552.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_1960.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_14810.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_11170.html
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And no, for something wonderfully different and as tricksie as a wicked knuckle curve, Brooklyn 

GM Alan Ehlers mixes a pair of national pastimes here. See if you can fill in the nicknames of 

players from each of (the original) BBA teams 
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All Time All 

Mexican Team 
 

Last year, Calgary GM Kevin Dickson took us north of the 

boarder and gave us a blast of the past in the form of the 

bet BBA players of all time from Canada. This year, mi 

amigos, he’s jumped over the great invisible wall to take a 

look at the guys from Mexico. So let’s all go ¡Pleibol! shall 

we? 

 

 

Brewster Baseball Association teams are filled with players from around the globe. The league is 

international with four teams in Canada and one in Mexico. Despite the efforts of disgraced and 

convicted former President Cheeto, Mexico has contributed some of the BBA’s finest players. So 

this year we are going to take a look at our All Time All Mexican BBA Team  

 

C - Aron Mayorga - Catcher was a tough one with only 9 Mexican catchers in BBA history and 

only one with more than 1000 hits. Mayorga played most of his 15 seasons with Seattle, where 

he was an all star in 1981 and 1982. He played on the Landis winning Birmingham (Now San 

Antonio) team in 1977, his first full year as a starter. The left handed hitting backstop’s career 

totals are 1533 hits, .283 AVG and 125 stolen bases. Ricardo Rios had an outstanding, but short 

BBA career and then went on to play 7 seasons in the EBA where he starred and won a case full 

of trophies. However his BBA career wasn’t as good as Mayorga’s. 

 

1B - Ricardo Guzman - Our top first baseman is a current BBA player who 

just signed with the Brooklyn Robins. Guzman played most of his career in 

Valencia before bouncing around the last 2 seasons. He is a 3 time Puckett 

winner and has been selected to 1 all star game. With 222 homers and 635, 

Guzman leads all Mexican first basemen in those categories. A career .253 

hitter, he broke the 1000 hit mark last year. 

 

2B - Paccoro Butieprez - The Atlantic City star is the best pure second 

baseman to come out of Mexico. Like Rios he continued his career in 

Europe after 10 seasons in the BBA. Butieprez had decent power for his 

position banging out 151 homers with a high of 24 in 2002. He was slow, 

poor with the glove, but his power and personality kept him in the lineup. 

The .262 hitter finished his BBA career with 1031 hits and 1 all star 

appearance. 

 

3B - Paco Morales - This was a close one between Morales and Armando Rosales. Morales wins 

out overall, even though Rosales’ 319 home runs ranks second among Mexicans. Morales had a 

great glove, hit for average, had power and could run. He was the complete package. The 2002 

Gillstrom winner and 4 time all star, played his entire career in Washington (now Nashville). His 

career line is .308 AVG, .854 OPS, 1758 hits, 262 home runs, 816 RBIs, 173 stolen bases. His 

top season was 2006 when he hit .359, .994 OPS, 32 HR, 111 RBIs. 

http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_761.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_20936.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_2435.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_6300.html
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SS - Vincente Trevino - Okay, there are no great Mexican shortstops, but Trevino is the best of 

the group. Recently retired, Trevino spent most of his 11 year BBA career with Halifax (now 

Nashville). A career .244 hitter who finished with 952 hits, Trevino was known more for his 

glove. His best season was his all star year in 2028 when he had a 14.4 ZR. I seem to remember a 

lengthy debate about him, between two of our GMs, early in his career. 

 

LF - Niguel Halime - The best power hitter to come out of Mexico, Halime is the only one of his 

countrymen to ever win the Sawyer Silk Award. During his 13 year career, played mostly with 

Des Moines, Halime hit 446 home runs and drove in 1274. A .271 hitter, with a career .888 OPS, 

Halime won his Silk in 2004. That year he hit .323, 52 HR, 114 RBIs and also won the Zimmer 

for LF. Four times Halime hit more than 40 homers and he drove in over 100 six times. Along 

with his Silk, he was a two time Zimmer winner and appeared in four all star games. 

 

CF - Milt Linares, Jr. - Mexico’s greatest player and should have been HOFer, 

Linares is his country’s all time hit leader with 2285, along with being the leader in 

runs, doubles, triples, stolen bases, etc. He was a 7 time Zimmer winner in CENTER 

FIELD and 4 times an all star. A career .294 hitter, with a .349 OBA, Linares hit 32 

triples in 2010 a league record. Eight times he led the league in stolen based, finishing 

with 725. Linares played 14 of his 16 seasons for Atlantic City, the same team that his 

father briefly played for. Imagine we will see him again some day on an ballot, as a 

veterans selection. 

 

RF - Izzy Vaughn - Going all the way back to the very beginning of the BBA, Vaughn was an all 

star in the league’s second season. A .280 hitter, Vaughn was an on base machine with a career 

.403 OBA. Four times he had over 100 walks and in 1976 he hit .322 with an incredible .460 

OBA. Vaughn spent most of his years in Vancouver with a few in Buffalo (now San Fernando). 

Jorge Rodriguez, now with Yellow Springs, will bump Vaughn out of this spot in a couple of 

seasons. 

 

DH - Armando Rosales - We didn’t put him at 3B, but he made it on to the team at DH. Rosales 

ranks second among all Mexicans with 319 home runs and 901 RBIs. Playing most of his 13 

years in California, he was a 3 time all star. His best year was 2011 when he hit 45 homers and 

drove in 113 runs. He is now a hitting coach in California’s minor league system. Immigration 

issues after the 2019 season forced him to move to the EBA 

briefly, before the U.S. immigration system was restored to 

normalcy in 2021.  

 

That is our lineup of position players for our All Time All 

Mexican team, A couple of almost Hall of Famers, some power, 

some speed and one of the best fielders in the history of the game 

roaming the outfield. Some players to keep an eye on for the 

future, along with the previously mentioned Jorge Rodriguez, are 

Seattle shortstop Manny Montanez and Louisville second 

baseman Gabriel Talamante. There are some interesting Mexican 

players down on the farm including outfielders Ricardo Juarez, 

Lorenzo Gomez and Rafael Gonzales along with infielders Angel 

Garcia and Wilson Morales. 

 

http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_20585.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_1212.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_1960.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_3628.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_336.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_27116.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_12641.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_33146.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_18750.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_35797.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_37130.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_37804.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_37804.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_23460.html
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Now it is time to look to the mound and see what Mexico has sent to the BBA pitching ranks.  

 

SP - Gabriel Campos - Well what do we have here, but our only Mexican member of 

the BBA Hall of Fame. Campos career line is 211-177, 3.38 ERA. In 2020 he won the 

Nebraska with a 17-11, 2.89 ERA record for the California Crusaders. This was in the 

middle of a streak of 11 consecutive seasons with double digit wins. He started over 

30 games in 14 of his 16 seasons, one of the others he started 29. A four time all star 

and the winner of a Zimmer to go with his Nebraska, that’s how you get into the 

HOF.  

 

SP - Ramon Ayala - What do you say about a guy that had more losses than wins. Ayala finished 

his career with a record of 234-236, 4.44 ERA. He did make 3 all star teams, but no Nebraska’s 

or other awards. However, this guy pitched a lot of games, a lot of years, a lot of innings, and he 

deserves his spot on this team. He played for 6 teams over his 20 seasons, mostly in Madison, 

and his 618 starts are in 3rd place all time along with ranking 5th in innings, He is the BBA 

leader in losses, hits and home runs allowed. What an interesting career, 

 

SP - Sancho Delgado - Our third starting pitcher is a current BBA player, Sancho Delgado of 

Phoenix. Delgado, who has played most of his career with Halifax (now Nashville) has a 124-

106 record and has been selected to 3 all star teams. Like the previous two, he is a guy that rarely 

missed a start over his 12 seasons while posting a 3.98 ERA. He is now ending his career in the 

bullpen. 

 

RP - Carlos Altavista - One of the top relievers in BBA history and an almost Hall of 

Famer, Altavista was selected to 10 all star teams and he won 2 Egan Awards. He 

racked up 466 saves over his 14 season career, mostly with New Orleans. He was 

72-71, 2.95 ERA, 1.09 WHIP during his career. He ranks 10th on the all time saves 

list. It says something about the BBA’s view of relievers when a 10 time all start 

can’t make the HOF. 

 

RP - Felix Alvarado - Our final selection was just signed to pitch for the Yellow 

Springs Nine. This will be Alvardo’s 4th team since he came up in 2026. He is 38-

36, 126 saves, 3.19 ERA as both a setup man and a closer. He has been an all star 

twice and anchored Jacksonville’s 2031 Landis winning team. At 31, Alvarado will 

be adding to his legacy pitching in rural Ohio. 

 

There really weren’t too many tough calls among the pitchers, The best one not included would 

be reliever Alfredo Chavez. I went with Alvarado because he had more saves and will certainly 

add more in the coming years. There are some promising Mexican hurlers coming up. Jose 

Arellano looks to be a promising starter and David Rivas and Joaquin Romano should be stars in 

the bullpen. 

 

So that is our All Mexican team. Last year Canada, this year Mexico, next year another 

international adventure. 

 
  

http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_12377.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_1679.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_21755.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_21755.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_4097.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_22236.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_23782.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_23782.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_36640.html
http://montybrewster.net/MBBA/OOTPFiles/lgreports/news/html/players/player_37003.html
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Defense is all a bit of  mystery, isn’t it? I mean, it was hard to quantify even back in the  old 

MLB days, and even when it was there were phalanxes of folks who just disagreed. So, join me 

here for a quick foray into the fray of OOTP defense and wind up just as confused as ever. 

 

 

So, defense, yeah. What is it good for? 

When the existence of a new high-end analytics tool to study the effects of 

defense—among many other things—was announced, it created, as can be 

expected, an immediate stir of reactions that varied the ranges of the rainbow. 

Super cool, said one side. It’s dangerous, countered the other. It’s playing with 

factors that normal humans weren’t meant to play with, those luddites said. 

Like the Atomic bomb, however, now that the tool exists we’re certainly going to 

use it—proving those concerns to be well founded, we suppose. 

So, what’s the scoop? What does this study have to say about the 

application of defense in the BBA? 

First a few notes and administrative things. 

 

How the Data Was Collected: 

This data comes from a perl script that I’ve run against every game log that 

comes from the game itself. To do that, I had to open every log over the course 
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of the season. I tested that this was properly done by counting total games for 

each team and confirming they added up to 162 (or 163 for some). 

 

Plays Above Average: 

Since we don’t really have the full run scoring environment matrix for the 

BBA, and since we don’t have a way to fully quantify the out/runners/score 

situations each hit/out was made in, I decided to create a parameter I’ll call 

Plays Above Average (PPA) for each type of batted ball (ground ball, fly ball, line 

drive). I then calculate PAA in the following way: 

 

PAA = (Team Out%)/(League Average Out%)*(Team Batted Ball Type) 

For example: Yellow Springs pitchers gave up 1939 groundballs in 2034. 

The infield converted 1392 of them into at least one out. That’s .719 (71.9%). 

The league average was .714. So, for ground balls, the Nine’s PAA = (.719-

.714)*1932 = 10.0 after round offs 

In other words, over a full season’s time, the Yellow Springs infield made 10 

more plays than an average infield would be expected to make. When I do this 

same calculation for Fly Balls and Line Drives, I find the outfield defense wasn’t 

quite so good, giving back about 6 of those plays. Bottom line, the yS9 defense, 

when measured this way, would be considered league average. 

 

What’s In, What’s Out: 

 

Pitcher/Catcher: Note that for this analysis, I’ve ignored pop-ups and I’ve 

ignored balls hit to the pitcher/catcher. Mostly this is because I’m trying to 

look at classic infield and outfield metrics, but I also note that I’m not certain 

how catcher defense is really handled, and I didn’t want to murky the water 

with pitchers. 

Bottom line: if I get some time, I’ll do something else with catcher defense. I’m 

sure that’s equally interesting—or more so. But for now I’ve removed them. 

Uncertain Results: I note that 183 plays were made on GB that the game logs 

don’t adequately register in v18. These have been reported to the v19 team, and 

apparently fixed for the next version. Bottom line for this study is that there’s a 

little noise in there. Overall, I’ve counted 56,317 GB hit in 2034. So 183 

additional results are missing. 
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Double Plays: “Outs" do not count double plays as two outs. All we’re doing 

here is counting the number of balls a fielder converted to an out vs. a hit or 

error. 

Infield pop-ups: I chose not to include infield pop-ups here. 

 

THE RESULTS: 

 

All right, already. I hear you. Enough of this crappy admin. Just tell us who 

the best defensive teams are? 

So, here it is—the 

table of final results. 

At the top overall 

you’ve got your Las 

Vegas Hustlers (who 

isn’t a real surprise, I 

suppose) and then Des 

Moines (who might be a 

surprise if you’re not 

paying attention). Both 

teams are positive PAA 

across the board on 

batted ball types. At the 

bottom you’ve got 

Atlantic City, Mexico 

City, and Seattle, then 

a pretty big gap.  

As far as overall 

value, I suppose it’s 

interesting to note that 

8 of the 12 playoff 

teams were overall PAA 

positive, while four were 

not—specifically 

including the Heartland 

division winning 

Louisville Sluggers at a 

remarkable -45.2 plays 

below average. 
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Fun With Numbers: 

 

Check out the overall spans: Ground balls (113.47 plays between Twin 

Cities 54.1 and Seattle’s -59.6). Fly Balls (64.2 plays between Charm City’s 

31.0 and Atlantic City’s -33.2), and Line Drives (61.9 plays between 

Jacksonville’s 27.7 and Atlantic City’s -34.2). I’m not sure what to make of it, 

but it seems worth thinking about. 

In addition, I thought it was interesting to check out a few odd pairings. 

Things like Jacksonville and Twin Cities being diametrically reversed—the 

River Monsters having hoovers on the infield and lumps of clay in the outfield, 

where the Hurricanes go the opposite way. Not that there’s anything wrong 

with that. Note that Madison has that same Hurricane look with their struggles 

in the infield. 

Jacksonville and Calgary were surprising to me, both converting 20 more 

line drives into outs than an average defense might, but Madison turned the 

trick on 30 more. 

 

 

Caveat: This PAA is a bit of a counting stat, of course. They are all influenced 

by the raw number of opportunities a team gets. A good defense who gets 1000 

opportunities is going to make more plays than an equally good defense who 

gets only 800 plays, for example. Still, this is interesting. 

Another major 

caveat: This is 

2034 only. It’s 

dangerous to 

make 

conversation on 

one season. 

And yet another 

major caveat: 

OOTP v 19 will 

change things at 

least a little. 
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Yeah, we saw it last year and freaked out… now it’s back … new and improved. Come along as 

San Fernando Valley GM Randy Weigand takes us on a second tour of pitcher usage, abuse, 

and Game Scores from 2034. 
 

Methodology: Warning, this section will likely make your eyes glaze with boredom, but it is important I 

promise!! I compiled every start made from every team and pulled the date, starter, innings pitched (IP), 

pitches, game score (GS), opponent, location, game result, decision and (newly added) Pitcher Abuse 

Points (PAP). From there I kept an average of every pitcher who started a game this season, and I 

crunched the numbers for various rankings in a spreadsheet format. For rankings based on individual 

games, every start was eligible, but for ranking pitchers based on their season long performance, a 

minimum of 25 starts was required, which left a pool of 102 pitchers. 

PLAYER ANALYSIS: Alright enough with the preliminaries, lets get into some of the rankings. I will list the 

top 10 overall for each individual player ranking and then also list the top 10 in each league (with their 

overall ranking listed as well). I will also list the bottom 10 for each category as well.  

 

TOP 10 -AVERAGE GAME SCORE (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 62.79 Jon Reed (HAV)- 62.15 (2) Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 62.79 (1) 
2 Jon Reed (HAV)- 62.15 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 59.23 (6) Kevin Morales (LOU)- 61.09 (3) 
3 Kevin Morales (LOU)- 61.09 Arthur Dempster (RCK)- 57.90 (9) Chris Kelly (TWC)- 60.61 (4) 
4 Chris Kelly (TWC)- 60.61 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 57.64 Miguel Ramos (CAL)- 59.69 (5) 
5 Miguel Ramos (CAL)- 59.69 Ken Bates (LV)- 56.76 (12) Luis Gracia (CAL)- 58.97 (7) 
6 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 59.23 Hiroyasu Osaragi (HAV)- 56.59 (13) Mauro Flores (VAL)- 58.68 (8) 
7 Luis Gracia (CAL)- 58.97 Hector Amaral (NO)- 56.10 (15) Cristobal Hernandez (CLG)- 56.38 (14) 
8 Mauro Flores (VAL)- 58.68 Sam Romero (LV)- 55.81 (16) Jose Chavez (YS9)- 55.03 (18) 
9 Arthur Dempster (RCK)- 57.90 Leon Ramirez (HAV)- 55.46 (17) Manuel Soliz (VAN)- 54.88 (19) 

10 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 57.64 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 54.31 (22) Adam Barnard (OMA)- 54.40 (20) 

• (NOTE: Jody Nunez (#11 in BBA) not qualify for either league individually due to a trade) 

 

Ron’s Notes: Nebraska winners Dempster and Morales do well, but don’t lead the pack. In the Frick 

Havana’s work horses fare well due to that extra workload. In the Johnson it’s Bobby Lynch edging out 

the competition. NO and CAL each put two on the list. 
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TOP 10 - AVERAGE INNINGS PITCHED PER START (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 7.50 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 7.50 (1) Chris Kelly (TWC)- 7.06 (9) 
2 Jon Reed (HAV)- 7.49 Jon Reed (HAV)- 7.49 (2) Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 7.02 (10) 
3 Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.39 Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.39 (3) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 6.99 (12) 
4 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 7.38 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 7.38 (4) Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 6.97 (13) 
5 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 7.14 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 7.14 (5) Josh Brown (TWC)- 6.84 (16) 
6 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 7.12 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 7.12 (6) Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 6.84 (17) 
7 Jody Nunez (HAV/MAD)- 7.10 Hiroyasu Osaragi (HAV)- 7.06 (8) Pepe Jaramillo (LOU)- 6.84 (18) 
8 Hiroyasu Osaragi (HAV)- 7.06 Yoshimatshu Yamiguchi (NO)- 6.99 (11) Kevin Morales (LOU)- 6.83 (19) 
9 Chris Kelly (TWC)- 7.06 Mario Gonzalez (BRK)- 6.92 (14) Noonien Soong (CLG)- 6.82 (20) 

10 Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 7.02 Julio Velasco (LV)- 6.77 (23) Esteban Sanchez (SEA)- 6.79 (21) 

• (NOTE: Jody Nunez (#7 in BBA) and Stephen Clulow (#15), do not qualify for either league 

due to trades) 

 

TOP 10 - AVERAGE PITCHES PER START (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 128.04 Jon Reed (HAV)- 116.92 (2) Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 115.48 (3) 
2 Jon Reed (HAV)- 116.92 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 114.58 (4) Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 109.41 (10) 
3 Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 115.48 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 114.39 (5) Julio Alicea (SEA)- 108.76 (11) 
4 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 114.58 Hector Amaral (NO)- 114.21 (6) Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 108.00 (13) 
5 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 114.39 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 112.06 (8) Ken Walter (SEA)- 107.81 (15) 
6 Hector Amaral (NO)- 114.21 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 110.29 (9) Pepe Jaramillo (LOU)- 106.24 (19) 
7 Jody Nunez (HAV/MAD)- 113.90 Hiroyasu Osaragi (HAV)- 107.81 (14) Josh Brown (TWC)- 106.04 (20) 
8 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 112.06 Yoshimatsu Yamiguchi (NO)- 107.33 (16) Gordon Graves (SEA)- 105.94 (21) 
9 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 110.29 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 107.00 (17) Chris Kelly (TWC)- 104.76 (24) 

10 Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 109.41 Mario Gonzalez (BRK)- 106.32 (18) Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 104.70 (25) 

• (NOTE: Jody Nunez (#7 in BBA), Stephen Clulow (#12) and Jose Cavazos (#22) do not qualify 

for either league due to trades) 

 

Ron’s Notes: This is an interesting set of charts when taken together: 

 

In the Johnson, you see similar names down each list (Rafael, Reed, Amaral, and Delgado are each at the 

top of both lists). This makes some basic mathematical sense—more innings = more pitches. 

 

Yet, on the Frick side you’ve got two guys in Chris Kelly and Bobby Lynch, who sit in the top 4 of IP, but 

are 9 and 10 in pitches. And Abe Colbert, Jr. is #3 in average length of start while not even making an 

appearance in the top 10 for pitches/start. KevinMorales also appears on the IP chart and not on the 

average pitches per start table. 

 

What does this say about the leagues? Or is it purely that the pitchers themselves are more efficient? 
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TOP 10 - PITCHER ABUSE POINTS (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 2079 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 955 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 2079  
2 Jody Nunez (HAV/MAD)- 1086 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 860  Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 1022  
3 Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 1022 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 805  Jody Nunez (MAD)- 697  
4 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 955 Hector Amaral (NO)- 783  Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 684  
5 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 860 Jon Reed (HAV)- 753  Johnny Morin (EDM)- 616  
6 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 805 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 721 Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 476 
7 Hector Amaral (NO)- 783 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 635  Chris Kelly (TWC)- 408 
8 Jon Reed (HAV)- 753 Hiroyasu Osaragi (HAV)- 447 Pepe Jaramillo (LOU)- 400 
9 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 721 Gabriel Alfonso (NO)- 422 Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 398 

10 Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 684 Mario Gonzalez (BRK)- 359  Ken Walter (SEA)- 388 

 

Ron’s Notes: You know I’ve got to have something to say about this one, right? 

 

New Orleans and Havana both put three pitchers in this list for the Johnson League. Clearly that’s part of 

their schemes, ride the starters as long as hard as you can, leave little for the bullpen to do. The Frick’s 

approach seems a bit different, as only Seattle puts two on the list, and they’re down in #9 and #10. 

 

Perhaps of most interest are the ages of some of these pitchers. Huntsville’s Peithner has just now turned 

24. Rafael and Osaragi are now 22. Amaral, at 25, is getting closer to the age where the body has 

matured. On the Frick side, Vancouver’s Troy Downey is 23. Edmonton’s Morin is 24, Lynch 23. Chris Kelly 

is 22. Jaramillo turned 24. Seattle’s Ken Walter is 21, and should probably be the next big buzz in the 

league except that the’s been around the horn c couple times already. 

 

Between last year’s data and this, we’ll see what happens to these guys over time. 

 

LATE ADDENDUM: Rafael had a herniated disk in spring training, and will miss 7 weeks. 

 

BOTTOM 10 – AVERAGE GAME SCORE (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 40.54 Jonathan Frank (NSH)- 41.30 (2) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 40.54 (1) 
2 Jonathan Frank (NSH)- 41.30 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 42.31 (4) Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 44.13 (6) 
3 Jose Cavazos 

(HNT/LOU/OMA/VAN)- 41.36 
Kazunori Sato (ATC)- 43.38 (5) Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 44.31 (7) 

4 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 42.31 Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 44.33 (8) Joe Clements (OMA)- 44.89 (12) 
5 Kazunori Sato (ATC)- 43.38 Viacheslav Vasilyev (HAW)- 44.69 (10) Julio Negrete (DSM)- 45.23 (14) 
6 Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 44.13 Marcos Villegas (PHX)- 44.80 (11) Rick Ward (YS9)- 45.33 (15) 
7 Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 44.31 Angelo Delgado (SA)- 45.17 (13) Gonzalo Fajardo (LBC)- 46.13 (19) 
8 Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 44.33 Juan Hernandez (HNT/BRK)- 45.80 (16) Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 46.76 (20) 
9 Alberto Sanchez (YS9/HNT)- 44.35 George House (HNT)- 46.00 (17) Aurelio Fernandez (VAL)- 47.04 (23) 

10 Viacheslav Vasilyev (HAW)- 44.69 Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 46.88 (21) Tommy Dietz (MAD)- 47.41 (25) 

• (NOTE: Jose Cavazos (#3 in BBA), Alberto Sanchez (#9) and Juan Nicto (#18) did not qualify 

for either league due to trades) 

 

Ron’s Notes: Welcome to the Land of the Inning Eaters. 
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BOTTOM 10 – AVERAGE INNINGS PITCHED PER START (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Aki Kondo (MTL)- 5.15 Aki Kondo (MTL)- 5.15 (1) Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 5.22 (2) 
2 Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 5.22 Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 5.40 (5) Rick Ward (YS9)- 5.33 (3) 
3 Rick Ward (YS9)- 5.33 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 5.41 (6) Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 5.33 (4) 
4 Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 5.33 Angelo Delgado (SA)- 5.41 (7) Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.57 (9) 
5 Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 5.40 Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 5.48 (8) Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 5.64 (10) 
6 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 5.41 Dan Cannon (ATC)- 5.73 (12) Tim Oliver (YS9)- 5.69 (11) 
7 Angelo Delgado (SA)- 5.41 Jesus Tonche (MTL)- 5.74 (13) Ragnar Lothbrok (DSM)- 5.74 (14) 
8 Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 5.48 Marcos Villegas (PHX)- 5.78 (15) Felipe Baez (MEX)- 5.79 (16) 
9 Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.57 Leon Ramirez (HAV)- 5.81 (17) Jose Chavez (YS9)- 5.85 (19) 

10 Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 5.64 Jonathan Frank (NSH)- 5.82 (18) Pepe Castillo (LBC)- 5.89 (22) 

 

 

BOTTOM 1- - AVERAGE PITCHES PER START (2034) 

RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Irving Espinoza (CCJ)- 87.30 Irving Espinoza (CCJ)- 87.30 (1) Pepe Castillo (LBC)- 87.81 (3) 
2 Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 87.52 Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 87.52 (2) Gonzalo Fajardo (LBC)- 88.32 (4) 
3 Pepe Castillo (LBC)- 87.81 Aki Kondo (MTL)- 89.38 (9) Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 88.38 (5) 
4 Gonzalo Fajardo (LBC)- 88.32 Elliot Buckland (SA)- 90.03 (11) Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 89.00 (6) 
5 Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 88.38 Marcos Villegas (PHX)- 90.07 (12) Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 89.03 (7) 
6 Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 89.00 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 90.46 (13) Ragnar Lothbrok (DSM)- 89.16 (8) 
7 Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 89.03 Tully Crow (JAX)- 92.55 (18) Manuel Soliz (VAN)- 89.53 (9) 
8 Ragnar Lothbrok (DSM)- 89.16 Jesus Ramos (MTL)- 92.70 (19) Rick Ward (YS9)- 90.50 (14) 
9 Aki Kondo (MTL)- 89.38 Bob Coleman (RCK)- 92.84 (20) Felipe Baez (MEX)- 91.06 (15) 

10 Manuel Soliz (VAN)- 89.53 Angelo Delgado (SA)- 93.00 (23) Cris Rios (MEX)- 91.59 (16) 

 

Ron’s Notes: These two charts (and the one prior) provide some material for thought. What you come up 

with probably tells you something about how you prioritize Game Score and whether your favorite team 

has a stable bullpen or not. There are some pretty goo pitchers on that top list—guys who go 5+, then 

leave it for others in the last three innings. Montreal’s Kondo and Mexico City’s Pendleton at the top of 

each are both guys almost any team would love to have. 

 

Cannon, Tonche, Lothbrok, Chavez … just go through there and see what you think. None of these guys 

average over 93 pitches in a game. 

 

Several questions come to mind, not the least are (1) Are these strategies being employed by teams to 

reduce strain? (2) are they endurance limits of the pitchers themselves? (3) Since high strikeout guys 

seem to appear on the “innings” chart, but not on the “pitches” chart, how much does a high K pitcher 

cost himself in endurance by throwing extra pitches? 

 

All pretty fun to think about, eh? 
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INDIVIDUAL GAME SUPERLATIVES: Now that we have broken out the pitchers based on a full season, 

lets take a look at the best (and worst) individual performances over the course of the season. Unless 

otherwise noted, we will be taking the top and bottom 20 for each list including ties. 

 

TOP PERFORMANCES – GAME SCORE (2034) 

RANK NAME TEAM DATE OPPONENT IP PITCHES GS 

1 Freddy Delgado NO 03 July SEA 9 121 96 

2 Freddy Delgado NO 29 July PHX 9 99 92 

3 Jon Reed HAV 26 May ATC 9 128 91 

3 Sam Romero LV 29 June ATC 8 109 91 

5 Jody Nunez HAV 12 April HNT 9 119 90 

5 Sam Romero LV 19 April @HAV 8.33 111 90 

7 Jose Morales VAN 07 April LOU 9 125 89 

7 Jon Reed HAV 06 May @VAN 9 106 89 

7 Bobby Lynch EDM 29 June MAD 9 120 89 

7 Adam Barnard OMA 08 July BRK 8.33 112 89 

7 Travis Arnold TWC 06 September SEA 8 112 89 

12 Aurelio Fernandez VAL 08 May TWC 10 120 88 

12 Sam Romero LV 12 May @HNT 8.66 113 88 

12 Mario Mendez JAX 24 August ATC 8.33 106 88 

12 Ruben Nunez JAX 27 August CCJ 8.33 111 88 

16 Alex Lopez LBC 21 April @EDM 9 88 87 

16 Mario Gonzalez BRK 26 April @NSH 9 105 87 

16 Feliciano Rafael HAV 27 April HNT 9 127 87 

16 Feliciano Rafael HAV 10 May MTL 9 119 87 

16 Feliciano Rafael HAV 17 May @HNT 9 118 87 

16 Jon Chandler OMA 28 June VAN 9 102 87 

16 Jorge Perez BRK 06 August ATC 8 100 87 

16 James Robinson MAD 15 August OMA 8 122 87 

16 Luis Gracia CAL 27 August LBC 8.33 103 87 

16 Jon Reed HAV 12 September HAW 9 101 87 

 

Ron’s Notes: Of course, you’ll not find many good game scores that don’t go 8+ innings, so that’s what 

we see here.  

 

Delgado at 1 and 2 is proof positive that when he was on, Freddy Delgado was the best pitcher in the 

league. John Reed shows up three times, as does teammate Feliciano Rafael. Vegas’s Sam Romero was a 

tick behind Delgado with his top two—he also appears three times overall. 
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WORST PERFORMANCES – GAME SCORE (2034) 

RANK NAME TEAM DATE OPPONENT IP PITCHES GS 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. SEA 30 September MAD 2 83 -20 

2 Kazunori Sato ATC 04 July @TWC 3.33 99 -18 

3 Juan Jose Mayorga NSH 09 August CCJ 4.33 95 -11 

4 Kazunori Sato ATC 18 September @CCJ 4.33 102 -9 

5 Marcos Villegas PHX 04 August CCJ 4.66 111 -7 

6 Tavio Ciccolella BRK 02 August RCK 5.66 130 -6 

7 Antonio Correa ATC 07 April @MTL 6.33 133 -5 

8 Leon Gonzalez CCJ 21 July @JAX 3.66 95 -4 

8 Anastasio Quintana SA 30 July @HNT 2 74 -4 

10 Ricardo Maldonado SA 12 September @RCK 5 95 -2 

11 Esteban Sanchez SEA 28 May @CLG 4.33 101 -1 

11 Ramon Hernandez DSM 29 September @EDM 4 102 -1 

13 Viacheslav Vasilyev HAW 11 May BRK 3 55 1 

13 Rodger van der Knaap EDM 30 May @TWC 6.66 140 1 

13 Robbie van Mierlo RCK 29 August @MEX 3.66 96 1 

16 Juan Nicto NSH 22 April RCK 5.33 94 2 

16 Edris Mtume OMA 16 May @DSM 2 67 2 

16 Rick Ward YS9 17 May LBC 2 69 2 

16 Gonzalo Fajardo LBC 16 June VAL 4 103 2 

16 Cris Rios MEX 10 August @RCK 3 79 2 

 

TOP PERFORMANCES – PITCHES THROWN (SINGLE START) (2034) 

RANK NAME TEAM DATE OPPONENT IP PITCHES GS 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 01 July TWC 8 178 17 

2 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 15 May MAD 8 175 32 

3 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 15 June EDM 9 161 60 

3 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 10 May @LBC 9 156 51 

5 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 10 July DSM 8 153 55 

6 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 26 June VAN 8 152 31 

7 Johnny Morin EDM 20 May @VAL 9 148 61 

7 Oliver Leyva VAL 31 May @EDM 9 148 76 

7 Mario Villareal LOU 02 July @CCJ 7.66 148 24 

10 Edris Mtume OMA 12 April TWC 8 145 69 

10 Troy Downey OMA 14 May TWC 8.33 145 67 

12 Mario Villareal LOU 11 June @MTL 8.66 144 45 

13 Jody Nunez HAV 06 April @RCK 8.66 143 80 

13 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 18 April @EDM 8 143 60 

13 Tavio Ciccolella BRK 21 May CCJ 7 143 41 

16 Troy Downey OMA 02 May DSM 7.33 142 72 

16 Jose Morales VAN 12 September OMA 8.33 142 60 

18 Johnny Morin EDM 17 June @MAD 8.66 141 64 

19 Rodger van der Knaap EDM 30 May @TWC 6.66 140 1 

19 Leon Ramirez HAV 10 June LBC 8 140 75 
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TEAM RANKINGS: The next item we will be looking at is team rankings in the three major categories. I 

have broken this down by division, with the overall Brewster ranking listed in parentheses. This takes 

into account every game started by that team, not just by qualified starting pitchers. 

 

BBA TEAM RANK – AVERAGE GAME SCORE (2034) 

RANK JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Havana Sugar Kings- 55.97 (1) California Crusaders- 54.28 (2) 
2 Las Vegas Hustlers- 52.37 (3) Twin Cities River Monsters- 52.29 (4) 
3 New Orleans Crawdads- 51.44 (6) Louisville Sluggers- 51.72 (5) 
4 Rockville Pikemen- 50.81 (9) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 50.86 (7) 
5 Jacksonville Hurricanes- 50.80 (10) Valencia Stars- 50.85 (8) 
6 Charm City Jimmies- 49.98 (11) Yellow Springs Nine- 49.97 (12) 
7 Phoenix Talons- 49.10 (16) Omaha Hawks- 49.94 (13) 
8 Montreal Blazers- 48.69 (20) Calgary Pioneers- 49.89 (14) 
9 Brooklyn Robins- 47.81 (21) Seattle Storm- 49.38 (15) 

10 Huntsville Phantoms- 47.88 (23) Vancouver Mounties- 49.04 (17) 
11 Atlantic City Gamblers- 46.69 (25) Long Beach Surfers- 48.70 (18) 
12 Nashville Goats- 46.14 (26) Des Moines Kernels- 47.46 (21) 
13 San Antonio Outlaws- 45.90 (27) Madison Wolves- 47.41 (22) 
14 Hawaii Tropics- 45.35 (28) Mexico City Aztecs- 46.76 (24) 

 

BBA TEAM RANK – AVERAGE INNINGS PER START (2034) 

RANK JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 New Orleans Crawdads- 6.93 (1) Louisville Sluggers- 6.72 (3) 
2 Havana Sugar Kings- 6.83 (2) Seattle Storm- 6.64 (4) 
3 Las Vegas Hustlers- 6.46 (5) California Crusaders- 6.41 (6) 
4 Huntsville Phantoms- 6.24 (11) Twin Cities River Monsters- 6.41 (7) 
5 Jacksonville Hurricanes- 6.21 (12) Valencia Stars- 6.30 (8) 
6 Hawaii Tropics- 6.18 (13) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 6.24 (9) 
7 Brooklyn Robins- 6.16 (14) Omaha Hawks- 6.24 (10) 
8 Charm City Jimmies- 6.08 (17) Vancouver Mounties- 6.16 (15) 
9 Atlantic City Gamblers- 6.02 (18) Calgary Pioneers- 6.15 (16) 

10 Nashville Goats- 6.01 (19) Des Moines Kernels- 5.98 (21) 
11 Phoenix Talons- 5.99 (20) Madison Wolves- 5.88 (23) 
12 Rockville Pikemen- 5.95 (22) Yellow Springs Nine- 5.88 (24) 
13 Montreal Blazers- 5.69 (25) Long Beach Surfers- 5.62 (27) 
14 San Antonio Outlaws- 5.65 (26) Mexico City Aztecs- 5.47 (28) 

 

Ron’s Notes: Perhaps I’m over thinking this. (insert sound of league guffaws here) 

 

Seattle starters went 6.64 Innings per outing (second in the league), but their Game Score was only 49.38 

(ninth in the league). Things like this make me wonder if it would have been more effective to putt their 

guys a half inning earlier. Maybe. Possibly. Then again, could their pen handle the extra load? 
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BBA TEAM RANK – AVERAGE PITCHES PER START (2034) 

RANK JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 New Orleans Crawdads- 108.81 (1) Seattle Storm- 106.27 (3) 
2 Havana Sugar Kings- 107.01 (2) Louisville Sluggers- 105.29 (4) 
3 Huntsville Phantoms- 100.14 (7) Valencia Stars- 100.65 (5) 
4 Las Vegas Hustlers- 99.49 (9) Twin Cities River Monsters- 100.53 (6) 
5 Atlantic City Gamblers- 98.18 (10) Omaha Hawks- 99.84 (8) 
6 Brooklyn Robins- 98.04 (12) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 98.04 (11) 
7 Nashville Goats- 97.75 (14) California Crusaders- 97.81 (13) 
8 Hawaii Tropics- 96.78 (16) Vancouver Mounties- 97.06 (15) 
9 Rockville Pikemen- 96.09 (17) Madison Wolves- 95.71 (18) 

10 Phoenix Talons- 95.45 (19) Calgary Pioneers- 95.33 (21) 
11 Jacksonville Hurricanes- 95.44 (20) Yellow Springs Nine- 94.90 (22) 
12 Montreal Blazers- 93.67 (24) Des Moines Kernels- 93.82 (23) 
13 Charm City Jimmies- 93.66 (25) Mexico City Aztecs- 88.57 (27) 
14 San Antonio Outlaws- 91.02 (26) Long Beach Surfers- 85.78 (28) 

 

BBA TEAM RANK – PITCHER ABUSE POINTS (2034) 

RANK JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Havana Sugar Kings- 3289 (1) Louisville Sluggers- 3133 (2) 
2 New Orleans Crawdads- 2888 (3) Madison Wolves- 1961 (5) 
3 Huntsville Phantoms- 1968 (4) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 1773 (6) 
4 Brooklyn Robins- 1420 (11) Vancouver Mounties- 1725 (7) 
5 Phoenix Talons- 1302 (13) Seattle Storm- 1716 (8) 
6 Nashville Goats- 1108 (14) Valencia Stars- 1648 (9) 
7 Las Vegas Hustlers- 911 (15) Omaha Hawks- 1637 (10) 
8 Jacksonville Hurricanes- 740 (16) Twin Cities River Monsters- 1319 (12) 
9 Atlantic City Gamblers- 670 (17) Calgary Pioneers- 450 (18) 

10 Charm City Jimmies- 432 (19) Yellow Springs Nine- 377 (21) 
11 Rockville Pikemen- 303 (22) California Crusaders- 344 (22) 
12 Montreal Blazers- 289 (23) Des Moines Kernels- 171 (25) 
13 Hawaii Tropics- 216 (24) Mexico City Aztecs- 12 (27) 
14 San Antonio Outlaws- 59 (26) Long Beach Surfers- 8 (28) 

 

Ron’s Notes: Note the big gap between the top three and the rest. Havana, Louisville, and New Orleans 

leaned hard on their rotations. Havana and Louisville made it to the Landis—so maybe this works. But 

then, New Orleans got clipped out of the playoffs in dramatic fashion, so maybe it doesn’t. Regardless, if 

PAP has anything to say, I’d think Havana (San Fernando) and Louisville fans might be most concerned 

merely due to the youth of that staff.  

 

On the opposite side, look at Long Beach and Mexico City. 

 

I’m liking these team charts more than I thought I might. Finding gaps and differences can make one 

come up with all sorts of questions. 
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“ALL-TIME” RANKINGS 

These are the same charts as above, same rules except instead of just this past season we will be 

examining all seasons for which data has been compiled (starting in 2033).  

 

TOP 10 AVERAGE GAME SCORES (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 62.79 (2034) Jon Reed (HAV)- 62.15 (2034) Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 62.79 (2034) 

2 Jon Reed (HAV)- 62.15 (2034) Jubal Troop (MTL)- 60.47 (2033) Kevin Morales (LOU)- 61.09 (2034) 

3 Kevin Morales (LOU)- 61.09 (2034) Freddy Delgado (NO)- 59.65 (2033) Chris Kelly (TWC)- 60.61 (2034) 

4 Chris Kelly (TWC)- 60.61 (2034) Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 59.23 (2034) Miguel Ramos (CAL)- 59.69 (2034) 

5 Jubal Troop (MTL)- 60.47 (2033) Arthur Dempster (RCK)- 57.90 (2034) Mauro Flores (VAL)- 59.67 (2034) 

6 Miguel Ramos (CAL)- 59.69 (2034) Freddy Delgado (NO)- 57.64 (2034) Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 59.48 (2033) 

7 Mauro Flores (VAL)- 59.67 (2034) Julio Velasco (LV)- 56.50 (2033) Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 59.21 (2033) 

8 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 59.65 (2033) Ken Bates (LV)- 56.76 (2034) Luis Gracia (CAL)- 58.97 (2034) 

9 Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 59.48 (2033) Hiroyasu Osaragi (HAV)- 56.59 (2034)  Mauro Flores (VAL)- 58.68 (2034) 

10 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 59.23 (2034) Sam Romero (LV)- 56.17 (2034) Cristobal Hernandez (CLG)- 56.38 (2034) 

 

TOP 10 AVG INNINGS PITCHED PER START (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 7.96 (2033) Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 7.50 (2034) Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 7.96 (2033) 

2 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 7.50 (2034) Jon Reed (HAV)- 7.49 (2034) Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 7.11 (2033) 

3 Jon Reed (HAV)- 7.49 (2034) Antonio Correa (ATC)- 7.46 (2033) Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 7.02 (2034) 

4 Antonio Correa (ATC)- 7.46 (2033) Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.39 (2034) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 6.99 (2034) 

5 Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.39 (2034) Freddy Delgado (NO)- 7.38 (2034) Bobby Lynch (EDM)- 6.97 (2034) 

6 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 7.38 (2034) Sam Romero (LV)- 7.30 (2033) Travis Arnold (TWC)- 6.93 (2033) 

7 Sam Romero (LV)- 7.30 (2033) Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 7.26 (2033) Lambert Snabel (OMA)- 6.88 (2033) 

8 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 7.26 (2033) Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.23 (2033) Josh Brown (TWC)- 6.84 (2034) 

9 Hector Amaral (NO)- 7.23 (2033) Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 7.14 (2034) Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 6.84 (2034) 

10 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 7.14 (2034) Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 7.12 (2034) Pepe Jaramillo (LOU)- 6.84 (2034) 

 

TOP 10 PITCHES PER START (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 128.04 (2034) Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 118.91 (2033) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 128.04 (2034) 

2 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 118.91 (2033) Jon Reed (HAV)- 116.92 (2034) Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 115.48 (2034) 

3 Jon Reed (HAV)- 116.92 (2034) Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 114.58 (2034) Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 112.45 (2033) 

4 Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 115.48 (2034) Freddy Delgado (NO)- 114.39 (2034) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU)- 110.06 (2033) 

5 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 114.58 (2034) Hector Amaral (NO)- 114.21 (2034) Rodger van der Knapp (EDM)- 109.74 (2033) 

6 Freddy Delgado (NO)- 114.39 (2034) Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 112.06 (2034) Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 109.41 (2034) 

7 Hector Amaral (NO)- 114.21 (2034) Freddy Delgado (NO)- 110.46 (2033) Julio Alicea (SEA)- 108.76 (2034) 

8 Jody Nunez (HAV/MAD)- 113.90 (2034) Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 110.29 (2034) Alfredo Contreras (SEA)- 108.00 (2034) 

9 Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 112.45 (2033) Sam Romero (LV)- 108.17 (2033) Ken Walter (SEA)- 107.81 (2034) 

10 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 112.06 (2034) Jubal Troop (MTL)- 107.88 (2033) Anastasio Quintana (LOU)- 107.20 (2033) 
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TOP 10 PITCHER ABUSE POINTS (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 2079 (2034) Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 1160 (2033) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 2079 (2034) 

2 Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 1160 (2033) Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 955 (2034) Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 1022 (2034) 

3 Jody Nunez (HAV/MAD)- 1086 (2034) Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 860 (2034) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU)- 955 (2033) 

4 Troy Downey (OMA/VAN)- 1022 (2034) Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 805 (2034) Johnny Morin (EDM)- 847 (2033) 

5 Tavio Ciccolella (BRK)- 955 (2034) Hector Amaral (NO)- 783 (2034) Tavio Ciccolella (OMA)- 777 (2033) 

6 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU)- 955 (2033) Jon Reed (HAV)- 753 (2034) Jody Nunez (MAD)- 697 (2034) 

7 Heinrich Peithner (HNT)- 860 (2034) Jose Trujillo (PHX)- 721 (2034) Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 684 (2034) 

8 Johnny Morin (EDM)- 847 (2033) Jody Nunez (HAV)- 691 (2033) Johnny Morin (EDM)- 616 (2034) 

9 Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 805 (2034) Antonio Correa (ATC)- 666 (2033) Oliver Leyva (VAL)- 570 (2033) 

10 Hector Amaral (NO)- 783 (2034) Feliciano Rafael (HAV)- 651 (2033) Rodger van der Knaap (EDM)- 563 (2033) 

10  Jon Reed (HAV)- 651 (2033)  

 

BOTTOM 10 AVERAGE GAME SCORE (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Juan Jose Ornelas (SA)- 37.34 (2033) Juan Jose Ornelas (SA)- 37.34 (2033) Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 40.54 
(2034) 

2 Abe Colbert Jr. (LOU/SEA)- 40.54 (2034) Jonathan Frank (NSH)- 41.30 (2034) Johnny Morin (EDM)- 44.10 (2033) 

3 Jonathan Frank (NSH)- 41.30 (2034) Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 42.31 (2034) Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 44.13 (2034) 

4 Jose Cavazos (HNT/LOU/OMA/VAN)- 
41.36 (2034) 

Kazunori Sato (ATC)- 43.38 (2034) Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 44.31 (2034) 

5 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 42.31 (2034) Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 44.12 (2033) Adam Coughlan (EDM)- 44.53 (2033) 

6 Kazunori Sato (ATC)- 43.38 (2034) Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 44.33 (2034) Lorenzo Pena (MEX)- 44.86 (2033) 

7 Johnny Morin (EDM)- 44.10 (2033) Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 44.47 (2033) Joe Clements (OMA)- 44.89 (2034) 

8 Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 44.12 (2033) Viacheslav Vasilyev (HAW)- 44.69 (2034) Julio Negrete (DSM)- 45.23 (2034) 

9 Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 44.13 (2034) Marcos Villegas (PHX)- 44.80 (2034) Rick Ward (YS9)- 45.33 (2034) 

10 Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 44.31 (2034) Billy Chapel Jr. (PHX)- 45.10 (2033) Marcos Villegas (MAD)- 46.07 (2033) 

 

BOTTOM 10 AVERAGE INNINGS PITCHED PER START (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Conan Harris (BRK)- 4.81 (2033) Conan Harris (BRK)- 4.81 (2033) Jake Dickson (CLG)- 5.00 (2033) 

2 Jake Dickson (CLG)- 5.00 (2033) Aki Kondo (MTL)- 5.15 (2034) Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 5.22 (2) 

3 Aki Kondo (MTL)- 5.15 (2034) Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 5.40 (2034) Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.32 (2033) 

4 Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 5.22 (2034) Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 5.41 (2034) Rick Ward (YS9)- 5.33 (2034) 

5 Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.32 (2033) Angelo Delgado (SA)- 5.41 (2034) Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 5.33 (2034) 

6 Rick Ward (YS9)- 5.33 (2034) Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 5.48 (2034) Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 5.34 (2033) 

7 Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 5.33 (2034) Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 5.57 (2034) Adam Coughlan (EDM)- 5.51 (2033) 

8 Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 5.34 (2033) Jesus Ramos (LV/MTL)- 5.61 (2034) Cris Rios (MEX)- 5.57 (2034) 

9 Robbie van Mierlo (RCK)- 5.40 (2034) Jose Cisneros (SA)- 5.64 (2034) Dan West (VAN)- 5.58 (2033) 

10 Ricardo Maldonado (SA)- 5.41 (2034) Kidanu Cherono (NSH)- 5.66 (2034) Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 5.60 (2033) 

10 Angelo Delgado (SA)- 5.41 (2034)   
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BOTTOM 10 AVERAGE PITCHES PER START (2033-2034): 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Conan Harris (BRK)- 83.40 (2033) Conan Harris (BRK)- 83.40 (2033) Jake Dickson (CLG)- 85.24 (2033) 

2 Jake Dickson (CLG)- 85.24 (2033) Irving Espinoza (CCJ)- 87.30 (2034) Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 86.40 (2033) 

3 Alberto Sanchez (YS9)- 86.40 (2033) Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 87.52 (2034) Dan West (VAN)- 87.40 (2033) 

4 Irving Espinoza (CCJ)- 87.30 (2034) Jose Cisneros (SA)- 87.93 (2033) Pepe Castillo (LBC)- 87.81 (2034) 

5 Dan West (VAN)- 87.40 (2033) Harry Considine (PHX)- 88.13 (2033) Gonzalo Fajardo (LBC)- 88.32 (2034) 

6 Guillermo Martinez (NSH)- 87.52 (2034) Juan Rodriguez (SA/RCK)- 88.40 (2033) Alfredo Granados (MAD)- 88.38 (2034) 

7 Pepe Castillo (LBC)- 87.81 (2034) Aki Kondo (MTL)- 89.38 (2034) Claudio Delgado (MEX)- 88.77 (2033) 

8 Jose Cisneros (SA)- 87.93 (2033) Elliot Buckland (SA)- 90.03 (2034) Rick Ward (YS9)- 88.81 (2033) 

9 Harry Considine (PHX)- 88.13 (2033) Marcos Villegas (PHX)- 90.07 (2034) Taisuke Suzuki (EDM)- 89.00 (2034) 

10 Gonzalo Fajardo (LBC)- 88.32 (2034) Jesus Ramos (LV/MTL)- 90.12 (2033) Scotty Pendleton (MEX)- 89.03 (2034) 

 

INDIVIDUAL GAME SUPERLATIVES: 

TOP 20 PERFORMANCES – GAME SCORE (2033-2034) 
RANK YEAR NAME TEAM DATE OPPONENT IP PITCHES GS 

1 2034 Freddy Delgado NO 03 July SEA 9 121 96 

2 2033 Bobby Lynch EDM 14 July DSM 9 102 95 

3 2033 Mauro Flores VAL 11 April DSM 9 117 93 

4 2033 Heinrich Peithner HNT 06 April PHX 9 104 92 

4 2033 Alfredo Contreras SEA 18 April @MEX 9 110 92 

4 2033 Freddy Delgado NO 17 July CLG 9 107 92 

4 2033 Jaime Mercado CAL 06 September EDM 8.33 102 92 

4 2034 Freddy Delgado NO 29 July PHX 9 99 92 

9 2033 Aurelio Fernandez VAL 06 June CLG 9 105 91 

9 2033 Anastasio Quintana LOU 13 August NSH 9 107 91 

9 2033 Bob Corrigan PHX 30 September SA 10 111 91 

9 2034 Jon Reed HAV 26 May ATC 9 128 91 

9 2034 Sam Romero LV 29 June ATC 8 109 91 

14 2033 Jon Reed HAV 14 April @PHX 9 131 90 

14 2033 Mauro Flores VAL 13 May EDM 9 113 90 

14 2033 Arthur Dempster RCK 13 June NO 8.66 106 90 

14 2033 Jon Reed HAV 24 August HAW 9 98 90 

14 2034 Jody Nunez HAV 12 April HNT 9 119 90 

14 2034 Sam Romero LV 19 April @HAV 8.33 111 90 

20 2033 Cisco Morales CAL 01 May EDM 9 105 89 

20 2033 Don Bird DSM 12 June EDM 9 103 89 

20 2034 Jose Morales VAN 07 April LOU 9 125 89 

20 2034 Jon Reed HAV 06 May @VAN 9 106 89 

20 2034 Bobby Lynch EDM 29 June MAD 9 120 89 

20 2034 Adam Barnard OMA 08 July BRK 8.33 112 89 

20 2034 Travis Arnold TWC 06 September SEA 8 112 89 
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BOTTOM 20 PERFORMANCES – GAME SCORE (2033-2034) 
RANK YEAR NAME TEAM DATE OPPONENT IP PITCHES GS 

1 2033 Jaime Moreno HNT 16 July MTL 6 147 -23 

2 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. SEA 30 September MAD 2 83 -20 

3 2034 Kazunori Sato ATC 04 July @TWC 3.33 99 -18 

4 2033 Rodger van der Knaap EDM 28 August @CLG 6 135 -13 

5 2033 Juan Jose Ornelas SA 24 June PHX 3.33 103 -11 

5 2034 Juan Jose Mayorga NSH 09 August CCJ 4.33 95 -11 

7 2033 Jaime Moreno HNT 12 April @SA 2.33 79 -9 

7 2034 Kazunori Sato ATC 18 September @CCJ 4.33 102 -9 

9 2033 Esteban Gil LBC 02 May MEX 3 75 -8 

10 2033 Anastasio Quintana LOU 01 June TWC 2.33 103 -7 

10 2034 Marcos Villegas PHX 04 August CCJ 4.66 111 -7 

12 2033 Mike Davis HAW 14 September @CCJ 3 102 -6 

12 2034 Tavio Ciccolella BRK 02 August RCK 5.66 130 -6 

14 2034 Antonio Correa ATC 07 April @MTL 6.33 133 -5 

15 2033 Don Bird DSM 01 April MTL 4.66 100 -4 

15 2033 Joe Clements OMA 21 May @YS9 5.33 126 -4 

15 2033 Bob Corrigan PHX 21 June @MTL 5.33 126 -4 

15 2033 Mario Gonzalez BRK 10 September RCK 3.33 94 -4 

15 2034 Leon Gonzalez CCJ 21 July @JAX 3.66 95 -4 

15 2034 Anastasio Quintana SA 30 July @HNT 2 74 -4 

 

TOP 20 PERFORMANCES – PITCHES THROWN IN SINGLE START (2033-2034) 
RANK YEAR NAME TEAM DATE OPPONENT IP PITCHES GS 

1 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 01 July TWC 8 178 17 

2 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 15 May MAD 8 175 32 

3 2033 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 09 September SEA 9 170 66 

4 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 15 June EDM 9 161 60 

5 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 10 May @LBC 9 156 51 

6 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 10 July DSM 8 153 55 

7 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 26 June VAN 8 152 31 

8 2033 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 20 September DSM 8 150 69 

9 2034 Johnny Morin EDM 20 May @VAL 9 148 61 

9 2034 Oliver Leyva VAL 31 May @EDM 9 148 76 

9 2034 Mario Villareal LOU 02 July @CCJ 7.66 148 24 

12 2033 Jose Reyes OMA 15 April LOU 8 147 6 

12 2033 Jaime Moreno HNT 16 July MTL 6 147 -23 

14 2033 Johnny Morin EDM 19 April TWC 8.33 145 63 

14 2034 Edris Mtume OMA 12 April TWC 8 145 69 

14 2034 Troy Downey OMA 14 May TWC 8.33 145 67 

17 2034 Mario Villareal LOU 11 June @MTL 8.66 144 45 

18 2034 Jody Nunez HAV 06 April @RCK 8.66 143 80 

18 2034 Abe Colbert Jr. LOU 18 April @EDM 8 143 60 

18 2034 Tavio Ciccolella BRK 21 May CCJ 7 143 41 
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TEAM RANKINGS 

 

TOP 10 SEASON AVERAGE GAME SCORE (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Havana Sugar Kings- 55.97 (2034) Havana Sugar Kings- 55.97 (2034) California Crusaders- 55.59 (2033) 

2 California Crusaders- 55.59 (2033) Havana Sugar Kings- 53.03 (2033) California Crusaders- 54.28 (2034) 

3 California Crusaders- 54.28 (2034) New Orleans Crawdads- 52.86 (2033) Twin Cities River Monsters- 52.29 (2034) 

4 Havana Sugar Kings- 53.03 (2033) Las Vegas Hustlers- 52.44 (2033) Omaha Hawks- 52.25 (2033) 

5 New Orleans Crawdads- 52.86 (2033) Las Vegas Hustlers- 52.37 (2034) Yellow Springs Nine- 52.09 (2033) 

6 Las Vegas Hustlers- 52.44 (2033) Atlantic City Gamblers- 51.74 (2033) Louisville Sluggers- 51.72 (2034) 

7 Las Vegas Hustlers- 52.37 (2034) New Orleans Crawdads- 51.44 (2034) Louisville Sluggers- 51.58 (2033) 

8 Twin Cities River Monsters- 52.29 (2034) Rockville Pikemen- 50.91 (2033) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 50.86 (2034) 

9 Omaha Hawks- 52.25 (2033) Rockville Pikemen- 50.81 (2034) Valencia Stars- 50.85 (2034) 

10 Yellow Springs Nine- 52.09 (2033) Jacksonville Hurricanes- 50.80 (2034) Madison Wolves- 50.67 (2033) 

 

TOP 10 SEASON AVERAGE INNINGS PITCHED PER START (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 New Orleans Crawdads- 6.93 (2034) New Orleans Crawdads- 6.93 (2034) Omaha Hawks- 6.79 (2033) 

2 Havana Sugar Kings- 6.83 (2034) Havana Sugar Kings- 6.83 (2034) Louisville Sluggers- 6.72 (2034) 

3 Omaha Hawks- 6.79 (2033) Las Vegas Hustlers- 6.72 (2033) Seattle Storm- 6.64 (2034) 

4 Las Vegas Hustlers- 6.72 (2033) Havana Sugar Kings- 6.64 (2033) Seattle Storm- 6.59 (2033) 

5 Louisville Sluggers- 6.72 (2034) Atlantic City Gamblers- 6.61 (2033) Twin Cities River Monsters- 6.56 (2033) 

6 Havana Sugar Kings- 6.64 (2033) New Orleans Crawdads- 6.47 (2033) California Crusaders- 6.55 (2033) 

7 Seattle Storm- 6.64 (2034) Las Vegas Hustlers- 6.46 (2034) Des Moines Kernels- 6.42 (2033) 

8 Atlantic City Gamblers- 6.61 (2033) Hawaii Tropics- 6.25 (2033) California Crusaders- 6.41 (2034) 

9 Seattle Storm- 6.59 (2033) Huntsville Phantoms- 6.24 (2034) Twin Cities River Monsters- 6.41 (2034) 

10 Twin Cities River Monsters- 6.56 (2033) Phoenix Talons- 6.21 (2033) Valencia Stars- 6.30 (2034) 

10  Jacksonville Hurricanes- 6.21 (12)  

 

TOP 10 SEASON PITCHES PER START (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 New Orleans Crawdads- 108.81 (2034) New Orleans Crawdads- 108.81 (2034) Seattle Storm- 106.27 (2034) 

2 Havana Sugar Kings- 107.54 (2033) Havana Sugar Kings- 107.54 (2033) Louisville Sluggers- 105.29 (2034) 

3 Havana Sugar Kings- 107.01 (2034) Havana Sugar Kings- 107.01 (2034) Seattle Storm- 103.21 (2033) 

4 Seattle Storm- 106.27 (2034) Las Vegas Hustlers- 102.68 (2033) Omaha Hawks- 103.11 (2033) 

5 Louisville Sluggers- 105.29 (2034) New Orleans Crawdads- 101.07 (2033) Twin Cities River Monsters- 102.53 (2033) 

6 Seattle Storm- 103.21 (2033) Atlantic City Gamblers- 100.78 (2033) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 100.85 (2033) 

7 Omaha Hawks- 103.11 (2033) Huntsville Phantoms- 100.14 (2034) Louisville Sluggers- 100.71 (2033) 

8 Las Vegas Hustlers- 102.68 (2033) Las Vegas Hustlers- 99.49 (2034) Valencia Stars- 100.65 (2034) 

9 Twin Cities River Monsters- 102.53 (2033) Phoenix Talons- 99.46 (2033) Twin Cities River Monsters- 100.53 (2034) 

10 New Orleans Crawdads- 101.07 (2033) Huntsville Phantoms- 98.21 (2033) Omaha Hawks- 99.84 (2034) 
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TOP 10 SEASON PITCHER ABUSE POINTS (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Havana Sugar Kings- 3289 (2034) Havana Sugar Kings- 3289 (2034) Louisville Sluggers- 3133 (2034) 

2 Havana Sugar Kings- 3191 (2033) Havana Sugar Kings- 3191 (2033) Omaha Hawks- 2057 (2033) 

3 Louisville Sluggers- 3133 (2034) New Orleans Crawdads- 2888 (2034) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 1994 (2033) 

4 New Orleans Crawdads- 2888 (2034) Phoenix Talons- 2048 (2033) Madison Wolves- 1961 (2034) 

5 Omaha Hawks- 2057 (2033) Huntsville Phantoms- 1968 (2034) Louisville Sluggers- 1810 (2033) 

6 Phoenix Talons- 2048 (2033) New Orleans Crawdads- 1842 (2033) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 1773 (2034) 

7 Edmonton Jackrabbits- 1994 (2033) Huntsville Phantoms- 1754 (2033) Vancouver Mounties- 1725 (2034) 

8 Huntsville Phantoms- 1968 (2034) Brooklyn Robins- 1420 (2034) Seattle Storm- 1716 (2034) 

9 Madison Wolves- 1961 (2034) Phoenix Talons- 1302 (2034) Valencia Stars- 1648 (2034) 

10 New Orleans Crawdads- 1842 (2033) Las Vegas Hustlers- 1218 (2033) Omaha Hawks- 1637 (2034) 

 

BOTTOM 10 AVERAGE SEASON GAME SCORE (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 San Antonio Outlaws- 41.70 (2033) San Antonio Outlaws- 41.70 (2033) Mexico City Aztecs- 46.76 (2034) 

2 Nashville Goats- 43.65 (2033) Nashville Goats- 43.65 (2033) Long Beach Surfers- 47.01 (2033) 

3 Hawaii Tropics- 45.35 (2034) Hawaii Tropics- 45.35 (2034) Madison Wolves- 47.41 (2034) 

4 Huntsville Phantoms- 45.84 (2033) Huntsville Phantoms- 45.84 (2033) Des Moines Kernels- 47.46 (2034) 

5 Nashville Goats- 46.14 (2034) Nashville Goats- 46.14 (2034) Des Moines Kernels- 47.62 (2033) 

6 Phoenix Talons- 46.50 (2033) Phoenix Talons- 46.50 (2033) Edmonton Jackrabbits- 47.96 (2033) 

7 Mexico City Aztecs- 46.76 (2034) Huntsville Phantoms- 46.88 (2034) Valencia Stars- 48.06 (2033) 

8 Huntsville Phantoms- 46.88 (2034) Brooklyn Robins- 47.33 (2033) Seattle Storm- 48.19 (2033) 

9 Long Beach Surfers- 47.01 (2033) Hawaii Tropics- 47.57 (2033) Mexico City Aztecs- 48.47 (2033) 

10 Brooklyn Robins- 47.33 (2033) Brooklyn Robins- 47.81 (2034) Long Beach Surfers- 48.70 (2034 

 

BOTTOM 10 AVERAGE SEASON INNINGS PITCHED PER GAME 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Mexico City Aztecs- 5.47 (2034) San Antonio Outlaws- 5.56 (2033) Mexico City Aztecs- 5.47 (2034) 

2 Long Beach Surfers- 5.49 (2033) San Antonio Outlaws- 5.65 (2034) Long Beach Surfers- 5.49 (2033) 

3 San Antonio Outlaws- 5.56 (2033) Nashville Goats- 5.84 (2033) Mexico City Aztecs- 5.62 (2033) 

4 Mexico City Aztecs- 5.62 (2033) Brooklyn Robins- 5.88 (2033) Long Beach Surfers- 5.62 (2034) 

5 Long Beach Surfers- 5.62 (2034) Rockville Pikemen- 5.95 (2034) Vancouver Mounties- 5.80 (2033) 

6 San Antonio Outlaws- 5.65 (2034) Phoenix Talons- 5.99 (2034) Yellow Springs Nine- 5.88 (2034) 

7 Montreal Blazers- 5.69 (2034) Nashville Goats- 6.01 (2034) Madison Wolves- 5.88 (2034) 

8 Vancouver Mounties- 5.80 (2033) Atlantic City Gamblers- 6.02 (2034) Yellow Springs Nine- 5.90 (2033) 

9 Nashville Goats- 5.84 (2033) Rockville Pikemen- 6.03 (2033) Des Moines Kernels- 5.98 (2034) 

10 Brooklyn Robins- 5.88 (2033) Charm City Jimmies- 6.08 (2034) Valencia Stars- 6.05 (2033) 

10 Yellow Springs Nine- 5.88 (2034)   

10 Madison Wolves- 5.88 (2034)   
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BOTTOM 10 AVERAGE SEASON PITCHES PER START (2033-2034) 
RANK  JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Long Beach Surfers- 85.78 (2034) San Antonio Outlaws- 90.17 (2034) Long Beach Surfers- 85.78 (2034) 

2 Long Beach Surfers- 86.41 (2033) San Antonio Outlaws- 91.02 (2033) Long Beach Surfers- 86.41 (2033) 

3 Mexico City Aztecs- 88.57 (2034) Charm City Jimmies- 93.66 (2034) Mexico City Aztecs- 88.57 (2034) 

4 Vancouver Mounties- 89.39 (2033) Montreal Blazers- 93.67 (2034) Vancouver Mounties- 89.39 (2033) 

5 San Antonio Outlaws- 90.17 (2034) Charm City Jimmies- 94.48 (2033) Mexico City Aztecs- 92.63 (2033) 

6 San Antonio Outlaws- 91.02 (2033) Jacksonville Hurricanes- 95.44 (2034) Des Moines Kernels- 93.82 (2034) 

7 Mexico City Aztecs- 92.63 (2033) Phoenix Talons- 95.45 (2034) Calgary Pioneers- 94.21 (2033) 

8 Charm City Jimmies- 93.66 (2034) Jacksonville Hurricanes- 95.57 (2033) Madison Wolves- 94.22 2(033) 

9 Montreal Blazers- 93.67 (2034) Nashville Goats- 95.63 (2033) Yellow Springs Nine- 94.44 (2033) 

10 Des Moines Kernels- 93.82 (2034) Brooklyn Robins- 95.64 (2033) Yellow Springs Nine- 94.90 (2034) 

10  Hawaii Tropics- 96.64 (2033)  

 

BOTTOM 10 PITCHER ABUSE POINT SEASONS (2033-2034) 
RANK OVERALL JOHNSON LEAGUE FRICK LEAGUE 

1 Long Beach Surfers- 8 (2034) San Antonio Outlaws- 59 (2034) Long Beach Surfers- 8 (2034) 

2 Mexico City Aztecs- 12 (2034) San Antonio Outlaws- 160 (2033) Mexico City Aztecs- 12 (2034) 

3 San Antonio Outlaws- 59 (2034) Hawaii Tropics- 216 (2034) Long Beach Surfers- 126 (2033) 

4 Long Beach Surfers- 126 (2033) Hawaii Tropics- 282 (2033) Des Moines Kernels- 171 (2034) 

5 San Antonio Outlaws- 160 (2033) Montreal Blazers- 289 (2034) California Crusaders- 344 (2034) 

6 Des Moines Kernels- 171 (2034) Rockville Pikemen- 303 (2034) Mexico City Aztecs- 357 (2033) 

7 Hawaii Tropics- 216 (2034) Rockville Pikemen- 375 (2033) Yellow Springs Nine- 377 (2034) 

8 Hawaii Tropics- 282 (2033) Charm City Jimmies- 432 (2034) Calgary Pioneers- 389 (2033) 

9 Montreal Blazers- 289 (2034) Jacksonville Hurricanes- 609 (2034) California Crusaders- 406 (2033) 

10 Rockville Pikemen- 303 (2034) Charm City Jimmies- 644 (2033) Vancouver Mounties- 434 (2033) 
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Curt Flood: The Man Who Gave His 

Career For Free Agency 
 

 
My GM’s Corner conversation with Charm City GM Brandon Slouck got me to 
thinking about Curt Flood. He was a three-time All-Star. A 7-time Gold Glove 
center fielder. A guy who received MVP votes. He was 31 years old. In other 
words, he had a helluvalot to lose by taking on baseball. And in the end, that’s 
just what he did. 
 
FROM CURT FLOOD’s WIKI PAGE: 

 
On October 7, 1969, the Cardinals traded Flood, Tim McCarver, Byron Browne, and Joe 

Hoerner to the Philadelphia Phillies for Dick Allen, Cookie Rojas, and Jerry Johnson. Flood 

refused to report to the moribund Phillies, citing the team's poor record and dilapidated Connie 

Mack Stadium, and for (what he thought were) belligerent—and racist—fans. Flood said, "That I 

didn't think that I was going to report to Philadelphia, mainly because I didn't want to pick up 

twelve years of my life and move to another city." Some reports say he was also irritated that he 

had learned of the trade from a reporter; but Flood wrote in his autobiography that he was told by 

midlevel Cardinals management and was angry that the call did not come from the general 
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manager, further alienating him from Busch. He met with Phillies' general manager John Quinn, 

who left the meeting believing that he had persuaded Flood to report to the team. Flood stood to 

forfeit a lucrative $100,000 (equivalent to $630,163 in 2017) contract if he did not report; but 

after a meeting with players' union head Marvin Miller, who informed him that the union was 

prepared to fund a lawsuit, he decided to pursue his legal options. 

 

In a letter to Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn, Flood demanded that the commissioner 

declare him a free agent: 

 

---- 

 

December 24, 1969 

 

After twelve years in the major leagues, I do not feel I am a piece of property to be bought and 

sold irrespective of my wishes. I believe that any system which produces that result violates my 

basic rights as a citizen and is inconsistent with the laws of the United States and of the several 

States. 

 

    It is my desire to play baseball in 1970, and I am capable of playing. I have received a 

contract offer from the Philadelphia club, but I believe I have the right to consider offers from 

other clubs before making any decision. I, therefore, request that you make known to all Major 

League clubs my feelings in this matter, and advise them of my availability for the 1970 season. 

 

---- 

 

Flood was influenced by the 

events of the 1960s that took place 

in the United States. According to 

Marvin Miller, Flood told the 

executive board of the players' 

union, "I think the change in black 

consciousness in recent years has 

made me more sensitive to 

injustice in every area of my life." 

However, he added that what he 

was doing in challenging the 

reserve clause was primarily as a 

major league ballplayer. 

 

After Flood’s lawsuit lost, many consequences followed. One of the worst things that happened 

to Flood was being blackballed from baseball following his lawsuit. There were questions similar 

to “Do you realize you won’t be able to play in the MLB ever again?” or “You realize you are 

going to lose your job?” Everyone Flood consulted was convinced he would be blackballed from 

baseball. Flood soon came to realization that his career was over as he later said, 
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“It would be difficult to come back. And besides, I 

don’t think I’ll be getting the opportunity to play 

again. As big as it is, baseball is a closely-knit unit. I 

doubt even one of the 24 men controlling the game 

would touch me with a 10-foot pole. You can’t buck 

the Establishment.” 

 

Flood sat out the entire 1970 season. During this 

period he was bombarded with hate mail from fans, 

who accused him of trying to destroy baseball; his 

teammate Bob Gibson estimated "He got four or five 

death threats a day." The Cardinals sent two minor 

leaguers to the Phillies in compensation for Flood's 

refusal to report. 

 

In November 1970 the Phillies traded Flood and four 

other players to the Washington Senators. He signed 

a $110,000 contract with Washington but played 

only 13 games of the 1971 season, with a .200 

batting average and lackluster play in center field. 

Despite manager Ted Williams's vote of confidence, 

Flood retired. He had a lifetime batting average of 

.293 with 1,861 hits, 85 home runs, 851 runs, and 636 RBI. Defensively, Flood posted a .987 

fielding percentage in his major-league career. 

 

Later that year Flood published a memoir entitled The Way It Is in which he spelled out in detail 

his argument against the reserve clause.[8] Four years later, in what is now remembered as the 

Seitz decision, arbitrator Peter Seitz ruled that since pitchers Andy Messersmith and Dave 

McNally played for one season without a contract, they were entitled to become free agents. The 

ruling essentially nullified the reserve clause and opened the door to widespread free agency. 
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Rockville’s Chapel, Jr. Wins Election by a 

Landslide 
 

2035 saw an interesting selection of candidates for the BBA Hall of Fame, and the voting was, 

therefore, just as fierce. With 27 of 30 teams voting, however, the 2035 Brewster Hall of Fame 

Voting is complete. Follow along with Commissioner Matt Rectenwald as we learn of the 

eagerly anticipated result. I have a feeling it’s going to be a popular decision. 

 

 

This year the Hall is happy to announce the selection of Rockville ace 

Billy Chapel, Jr. to the “Hallowed Halls of Hackensack”. 

 
 

Chapel, Jr. was the #1 overall choice in the 2014 BBA Amateur Draft by then-Carolina. GM 

Aaron Weiner, after “talking himself into a pick”, stated “they may not even attempt to sign top 

pick Billy Chapel, Jr., who indicated it would be hard for Carolina to sign him.” Still, Weiner 

went on to praise the hurler’s skills, saying “Chapel's the real deal: groundballer, throws hard for 

an 18 year old, potential for four plus pitches - kid could be an ace.”  

 

Carolina did ultimately sign Chapel, Jr. and he actually entered the league as the #2 overall 

prospect, extremely rare for a first year professional to climb that high that quickly.  
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Ultimately Chapel, Jr. made his big league debut late in the 2017 

season, and as luck would have it he joined the Kraken during a 

season in which they made it all the way to the Landis Memorial 

Series. Sadly, they lost to Halifax in the LMS, but the exposure was 

great for the young righty. 

 

Chapel, Jr. was in the Carolina rotation to stay from there on out, 

starting a run of durability that is extremely rare in the annals of league 

history. He started 32 or more games each year for Carolina from 2018-

2029, winning the Nebraska Award in 2020, 2023, and 2024. His huge 

2020 season played a huge part in the Kraken returning to the Landis, 

again facing Halifax, but this time coming out on top. 

 

Halfway through the 2030 season, the Kraken dealt Chapel, Jr. to the 

Jacksonville Hurricanes. In 2031, despite having the worst statistical 

season of his career to that point, the Hurricanes won the Landis, giving 

Chapel, Jr. the second of his two career rings. 

 

After another tough season with Jacksonville in 2032, Chapel Jr. 

finished out his career with Phoenix (2033) and Madison (2034).  

 

His accomplishments have him all over the Career Leaderboards: Wins 

(7th), WinPCT (40th), Games Started (10th), Innings Pitched (21st), K/9 

(51st) and oppOPS (41st).  

 

Chapel, Jr. was the lone inductee this year, with 1092 points. 
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FINAL VOTING TALLIES 
 

621 points were needed for election. Veterans’ Committee candidate Rashardo Menne, Jr. 

finished second with 558 points, missing by 53 points. 

 

Here are the final results (27/30 GM’s voted): 
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Thanks for reading! 
MORE People Who Have Not Advertised 

With Us 
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Here’s To Another 
Great Season! 

 

 

 
 

 


